


PRAISE FOR THE MYSTERY OF CAPITAL

 

“Hernando de Soto…is perhaps the world’s trendiest economist, a genius of
property rights.”

—Slate.com
 

“De Soto has a powerful message not only for the Marxists but also for
capitalists…. His revolution cuts several different ways.”

—The Wall Street Journal
 

“Fascinating…. After reading this book, it is hard not to feel hopeful about
the potential waiting to be tapped in poor countries.”

—The Economist
 

“In his smart new book, The Mystery of Capital, de Soto answers the
question why capitalism succeeds in the West and fails in so many other
places.”

—Thomas Friedman, The New York Times
 

“For policy-makers, international investors, and those who care about the
challenges of developing countries, this book will offer new perspectives on—
and possible solutions for—problems that have existed for centuries.”

—Former U.S. Senator Bill Bradley
 

“Some books are good, some are bad, but very few are real gems. One of the
few gems is the recently published book, The Mystery of Capital.”

—Thomas Sowell, author of Basic Economics
 

“Fastidious in its search for the facts but passionate in spirit and language….
He turns the tumbledown shacks and rivulets of sewage that are typical of
the world’s shanty towns into, as he memorably puts it, ‘acres of
diamonds’.”

—The Times (London)
 

“A revolutionary book…thrillingly subversive.”
—The Independent (London)

 

“[De Soto] convincingly demostrates, the road to worldwide prosperity
requires not restraining capitalism but making it universal.”
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—Commentary
 

“A pioneering book. Following on his extraordinary and highly original The
Other Path…this book, too, is another tour de force.”

—Jeanne Kirkpatrick, former U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations
 

“De Soto’s powerful and immensely readable book is a very great weapon in
the armory of freedom.”

—Policy
 

“Fresh thinking is rare—this book has the capacity to transform the
economies of those countries who have hitherto not been able to make
capitalism work for their people…. [It] explains how economies fail that
have not first created the vital legal structures nor let the ‘black’ economy
come into the mainstream economy.”

—David Owen, former Foreign Secretary of the United Kingdom, E.U.
Chairman of the Int’l Conference on the Former Yugoslavia

 

“The Mystery of Capital has put [de Soto] in the pantheon of great
progressive intellectuals of our age.”

—New Statesman
 

“What de Soto has done is to help solve the mystery of poverty.”
—The Times Literary Supplement

 

“A crucial contribution. A new proposal for change that is valid for the
whole world.”

—Javier Perez de Cuellar, former Secretary General of the United Nations
 

“We must read de Soto for his acute insights and for his great eloquence with
which he tells us a few important truths that we ignore at our peril.”

—Jagdish Bhagwati, The New Leader
 

“A revolutionary book.”
—Neue Zürcher Zeitung (Switzerland)

 

“The Mystery of Capital has the potential to create a new, enormously
beneficial revolution, for it addresses the single greatest source of failure in
the Third World and ex-communist countries—the lack of a rule of law that
upholds private property and provides a framework for enterprise. It should
be compulsory reading for all in charge of the ‘wealth of nations’.”
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—Margaret Thatcher, former Prime Minister of the United Kingdom
 

“A very great book…. Powerful and completely convincing. It will have a
most salutary effect on the views held on economic development.”

—Ronald Coase, Nobel Laureate in Economics
 

“De Soto demolishes the entire edifice of postwar development economics,
and replaces it with the answers bright young people everywhere have been
demanding…. [The Mystery of Capital] is a significant contribution to
understanding how the poorest nations can use their own legal system to
manage their way out of poverty.”

—The Globe and Mail (Toronto)
 

“This book is first class. It makes a very solid case for a way to improve the
lot of people in the developing world.”

—Walter Wriston, Chairman emeritus, Citigroup
 

“One of the most provocative and potentially important works on
development to appear in some time.”

—Raleigh News & Observer
 

“[De Soto] performs a valuable service by highlighting a problem that’s often
underestimated: the failure of the legal system to acknowledge and respect
the property of the poor.”

—Business Week
 

“Impassioned and thoughtful.”
—Los Angeles Times Book Review

 

“De Soto has demonstrated in practice that titling hitherto untitled assets is
an extremely effective way to promote economic development of society as a
whole. He offers politicians a project which can contribute to the welfare of
their country and at the same time enhance their own political standing, a
wonderful combination.”

—Milton Friedman, Nobel Laureate in Economics
 

“De Soto’s book has captured the attention of the establishment…. An
extraordinary book…. This is more than an observation. It is the articulation
of a tragedy.”

—Liberty
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“This book changes our understanding of where capital comes from. The
consequences could be world-shattering.”

—William F. Buckley, Jr.
 

“As de Soto makes bolder assertions and broader prescriptions….[He]
defends his main points with convincing logic and documentary evidence.”

—International Affairs
 

“De Soto has single-handedly been fomenting a revolution in the Third
World…. The Mystery of Capital constitutes one of the few new and
genuinely promising approaches to overcoming poverty to come along in a
very long time.”

—Francis Fukuyama, author of The Great Disruption
 

“Hernando de Soto has done useful work in alerting the world to the
energies of informal economies that are too often ignored or dismissed as
disreputable.”

—The New York Review of Books
 

“Stunningly conceived, compellingly argued, and impressively written: de
Soto offers a rare combination of vision and pragmatism is what will stand
as one of the most important texts of our era.”

—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
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The Five Mysteries of Capital
 

The key problem is to find out why that sector of society of the
past, which I would not hesitate to call capitalist, should have lived
as if in a bell jar, cut off from the rest; why was it not able to
expand and conquer the whole of society?…[Why was it that] a
significant rate of capital formation was possible only in certain
sectors and not in the whole market economy of the time?

 
—Fernand Braudel, The Wheels of Commerce

 

THE HOUR OF capitalism’s greatest triumph is its hour of crisis. The fall of
the Berlin Wall ended more than a century of political competition between
capitalism and communism. Capitalism stands alone as the only feasible way
to rationally organize a modern economy. At this moment in history, no
responsible nation has a choice. As a result, with varying degrees of
enthusiasm, Third World and former communist nations have balanced their
budgets, cut subsidies, welcomed foreign investment, and dropped their tariff
barriers.

Their efforts have been repaid with bitter disappointment. From Russia
to Venezuela, the past half-decade has been a time of economic suffering,
tumbling incomes, anxiety, and resentment; of “starving, rioting, and
looting,” in the stinging words of Malaysian prime minister Mahathir
Mohamad. In a recent editorial the New York Times said, “For much of the
world, the marketplace extolled by the West in the afterglow of victory in the
Cold War has been supplanted by the cruelty of markets, wariness toward
capitalism, and dangers of instability.” The triumph of capitalism only in the
West could be a recipe for economic and political disaster.

For Americans enjoying both peace and prosperity, it has been all too
easy to ignore the turmoil elsewhere. How can capitalism be in trouble when
the Dow Jones Industrial average is climbing higher than Sir Edmund
Hillary? Americans look at other nations and see progress, even if it is slow
and uneven. Can’t you eat a Big Mac in Moscow, rent a video from
Blockbuster in Shanghai, and reach the Internet in Caracas?

Even in the United States, however, the foreboding cannot be completely
stifled. Americans see Colombia poised on the brink of a major civil war
between drug-trafficking guerrillas and repressive militias, an intractable
insurgency in the south of Mexico, and an important part of Asia’s force-fed
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economic growth draining away into corruption and chaos. In Latin
America, sympathy for free markets is dwindling: Support for privatization
has dropped from 46 percent of the population to 36 percent in May 2000.
Most ominously of all, in the former communist nations capitalism has been
found wanting, and men associated with old regimes stand poised to resume
power. Some Americans sense too that one reason for their decade-long
boom is that the more precarious the rest of the world looks, the more
attractive American stocks and bonds become as a haven for international
money.

In the business community of the West, there is a growing concern that
the failure of most of the rest of the world to implement capitalism will
eventually drive the rich economies into recession. As millions of investors
have painfully learned from the evaporation of their emerging market funds,
globalization is a two-way street: If the Third World and former communist
nations cannot escape the influence of the West, neither can the West
disentangle itself from them. Adverse reactions to capitalism have also been
growing stronger within rich countries themselves. The rioting in Seattle at
the meeting of the World Trade Organization in December 1999 and a few
months later at the IMF/World Bank meeting in Washington, D.C.,
regardless of the diversity of the grievances, highlighted the anger that
spreading capitalism inspires. Many have begun recalling the economic
historian Karl Polanyi’s warnings that free markets can collide with society
and lead to fascism. Japan is struggling through its most prolonged slump
since the Great Depression. Western Europeans vote for politicians who
promise them a “third way” that rejects what a French best-seller has labeled
L’Horreur économique.

These whispers of alarm, disturbing though they are, have thus far only
prompted American and European leaders to repeat to the rest of the world
the same wearisome lectures: Stabilize your currencies, hang tough, ignore
the food riots, and wait patiently for the foreign investors to return.

Foreign investment is, of course, a very good thing. The more of it, the
better. Stable currencies are good, too, as are free trade and transparent
banking practices and the privatization of state-owned industries and every
other remedy in the Western pharmacopoeia. Yet we continually forget that
global capitalism has been tried before. In Latin America, for example,
reforms directed at creating capitalist systems have been tried at least four
times since independence from Spain in the 1820s. Each time, after the initial
euphoria, Latin Americans swung back from capitalist and market economy
policies. These remedies are clearly not enough. Indeed, they fall so far short
as to be almost irrelevant.

When these remedies fail, Westerners all too often respond not by
questioning the adequacy of the remedies but by blaming Third World
peoples for their lack of entrepreneurial spirit or market orientation. If they
have failed to prosper despite all the excellent advice, it is because something
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is the matter with them: They missed the Protestant Reformation, or they are
crippled by the disabling legacy of colonial Europe, or their IQs are too low.
But the suggestion that it is culture that explains the success of such diverse
places as Japan, Switzerland, and California, and culture again that explains
the relative poverty of such equally diverse places as China, Estonia, and Baja
California, is worse than inhumane; it is unconvincing. The disparity of
wealth between the West and the rest of the world is far too great to be
explained by culture alone. Most people want the fruits of capital—so much
so that many, from the children of Sanchez to Khrushchev’s son, are flocking
to Western nations.

The cities of the Third World and the former communist countries are
teeming with entrepreneurs. You cannot walk through a Middle Eastern
market, hike up to a Latin American village, or climb into a taxicab in
Moscow without someone trying to make a deal with you. The inhabitants
of these countries possess talent, enthusiasm, and an astonishing ability to
wring a profit out of practically nothing. They can grasp and use modern
technology. Otherwise, American businesses would not be struggling to
control the unauthorized use of their patents abroad, nor would the U.S.
government be striving so desperately to keep modern weapons technology
out of the hands of Third World countries. Markets are an ancient and
universal tradition: Christ drove the merchants out of the temple two
thousand years ago, and Mexicans were taking their products to market long
before Columbus reached America.

But if people in countries making the transition to capitalism are not
pitiful beggars, are not helplessly trapped in obsolete ways, and are not the
uncritical prisoners of dysfunctional cultures, what is it that prevents
capitalism from delivering to them the same wealth it has delivered to the
West? Why does capitalism thrive only in the West, as if enclosed in a bell
jar?

In this book I intend to demonstrate that the major stumbling block that
keeps the rest of the world from benefiting from capitalism is its inability to
produce capital. Capital is the force that raises the productivity of labor and
creates the wealth of nations. It is the lifeblood of the capitalist system, the
foundation of progress, and the one thing that the poor countries of the
world cannot seem to produce for themselves, no matter how eagerly their
people engage in all the other activities that characterize a capitalist
economy.

I will also show, with the help of facts and figures that my research team
and I have collected, block by block and farm by farm in Asia, Africa, the
Middle East, and Latin America, that most of the poor already possess the
assets they need to make a success of capitalism. Even in the poorest
countries, the poor save. The value of savings among the poor is, in fact,
immense—forty times all the foreign aid received throughout the world since
1945. In Egypt, for instance, the wealth that the poor have accumulated is
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worth fifty-five times as much as the sum of all direct foreign investment ever
recorded there, including the Suez Canal and the Aswan Dam. In Haiti, the
poorest nation in Latin America, the total assets of the poor are more than
one hundred fifty times greater than all the foreign investment received since
Haiti’s independence from France in 1804. If the United States were to hike
its foreign-aid budget to the level recommended by the United Nations—0.7
percent of national income—it would take the richest country on earth more
than 150 years to transfer to the world’s poor resources equal to those they
already possess.

But they hold these resources in defective forms: houses built on land
whose ownership rights are not adequately recorded, unincorporated
businesses with undefined liability, industries located where financiers and
investors cannot see them. Because the rights to these possessions are not
adequately documented, these assets cannot readily be turned into capital,
cannot be traded outside of narrow local circles where people know and trust
each other, cannot be used as collateral for a loan, and cannot be used as a
share against an investment.

In the West, by contrast, every parcel of land, every building, every piece
of equipment, or store of inventories is represented in a property document
that is the visible sign of a vast hidden process that connects all these assets
to the rest of the economy. Thanks to this representational process, assets
can lead an invisible, parallel life alongside their material existence. They can
be used as collateral for credit. The single most important source of funds for
new businesses in the United States is a mortgage on the entrepreneur’s
house. These assets can also provide a link to the owner’s credit history, an
accountable address for the collection of debts and taxes, the basis for the
creation of reliable and universal public utilities, and a foundation for the
creation of securities (like mortgage-backed bonds) that can then be
rediscounted and sold in secondary markets. By this process the West injects
life into assets and makes them generate capital.

Third World and former communist nations do not have this
representational process. As a result, most of them are undercapitalized, in
the same way that a firm is undercapitalized when it issues fewer securities
than its income and assets would justify. The enterprises of the poor are very
much like corporations that cannot issue shares or bonds to obtain new
investment and finance. Without representations, their assets are dead
capital.

The poor inhabitants of these nations—five-sixths of humanity—do have
things, but they lack the process to represent their property and create
capital. They have houses but not titles; crops but not deeds; businesses but
not statutes of incorporation. It is the unavailability of these essential
representations that explains why people who have adapted every other
Western invention, from the paper clip to the nuclear reactor, have not been
able to produce sufficient capital to make their domestic capitalism work.
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This is the mystery of capital. Solving it requires an understanding of
why Westerners, by representing assets with titles, are able to see and draw
out capital from them. One of the greatest challenges to the human mind is
to comprehend and to gain access to those things we know exist but cannot
see. Not everything that is real and useful is tangible and visible. Time, for
example, is real, but it can only be efficiently managed when it is represented
by a clock or a calendar. Throughout history, human beings have invented
representational systems—writing, musical notation, double-entry
bookkeeping—to grasp with the mind what human hands could never touch.
In the same way, the great practitioners of capitalism, from the creators of
integrated title systems and corporate stock to Michael Milken, were able to
reveal and extract capital where others saw only junk by devising new ways
to represent the invisible potential that is locked up in the assets we
accumulate.

At this very moment you are surrounded by waves of Ukrainian, Chinese,
and Brazilian television that you cannot see. So, too, are you surrounded by
assets that invisibly harbor capital. Just as the waves of Ukrainian television
are far too weak for you to sense them directly but can, with the help of a
television set, be decoded to be seen and heard, so can capital be extracted
and processed from assets. But only the West has the conversion process
required to transform the invisible to the visible. It is this disparity that
explains why Western nations can create capital and the Third World and
former communist nations cannot.

The absence of this process in the poorer regions of the world–where
two-thirds of humanity lives—is not the consequence of some Western
monopolistic conspiracy. It is rather that Westerners take this mechanism so
completely for granted that they have lost all awareness of its existence.
Although it is huge, nobody sees it, including the Americans, Europeans, and
Japanese who owe all their wealth to their ability to use it. It is an implicit
legal infrastructure hidden deep within their property systems—of which
ownership is but the tip of the iceberg. The rest of the iceberg is an intricate
man-made process that can transform assets and labor into capital. This
process was not created from a blueprint and is not described in a glossy
brochure. Its origins are obscure and its significance buried in the economic
subconscious of Western capitalist nations.

How could something so important have slipped our minds? It is not
uncommon for us to know how to use things without understanding why
they work. Sailors used magnetic compasses long before there was a
satisfactory theory of magnetism. Animal breeders had a working knowledge
of genetics long before Gregor Mendel explained genetic principles. Even as
the West prospers from abundant capital, do people really understand the
origin of capital? If they don’t, there always remains the possibility that the
West might damage the source of its own strength. Being clear about the
source of capital will also prepare the West to protect itself and the rest of
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the world as soon as the prosperity of the moment yields to the crisis that is
sure to come. Then the question that always arises in international crises will
be heard again: Whose money will be used to solve the problem?

So far, Western countries have been happy to take their system for
producing capital entirely for granted and to leave its history undocumented.
That history must be recovered. This book is an effort to reopen the
exploration of the source of capital and thus explain how to correct the
economic failures of poor countries. These failures have nothing to do with
deficiencies in cultural or genetic heritage. Would anyone suggest “cultural”
commonalities between Latin Americans and Russians? Yet in the last
decade, ever since both regions began to build capitalism without capital,
they have shared the same political, social, and economic problems: glaring
inequality, underground economies, pervasive mafias, political instability,
capital flight, flagrant disregard for the law. These troubles did not originate
in the monasteries of the Orthodox Church or along the pathways of the
Incas.

But it is not only former communist and Third World countries that have
suffered all of these problems. The same was true of the United States in
1783, when President George Washington complained about “banditti…
skimming and disposing of the cream of the country at the expense of the
many.” These “banditti” were squatters and small illegal entrepreneurs
occupying lands they did not own. For the next one hundred years, such
squatters battled for legal rights to their land and miners warred over their
claims because ownership laws differed from town to town and camp to
camp. Enforcing property rights created such a quagmire of social unrest and
antagonism throughout the young United States that the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court, Joseph Story, wondered in 1820 whether lawyers would ever
be able to settle them.

Do squatters, bandits, and flagrant disregard of the law sound familiar?
Americans and Europeans have been telling the other countries of the world,
“You have to be more like us.” In fact, they are very much like the United
States of a century ago when it too was an undeveloped country. Western
politicians once faced the same dramatic challenges that leaders of the
developing and former communist countries are facing today. But their
successors have lost contact with the days when the pioneers who opened the
American West were undercapitalized because they seldom possessed title to
the lands they settled and the goods they owned, when Adam Smith did his
shopping in black markets and English street urchins plucked pennies cast by
laughing tourists into the mud banks of the Thames, when Jean-Baptiste
Colbert’s technocrats executed 16,000 small entrepreneurs whose only crime
was manufacturing and importing cotton cloth in violation of France’s
industrial codes.

That past is many nations’ present. The Western nations have so
successfully integrated their poor into their economies that they have lost
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even the memory of how it was done, how the creation of capital began back
when, as the American historian Gordon Wood has written, “something
momentous was happening in the society and culture that released the
aspirations and energies of common people as never before in American
history.”1 The “something momentous” was that Americans and Europeans
were on the verge of establishing widespread formal property law and
inventing the conversion process in that law that allowed them to create
capital. This was the moment when the West crossed the demarcation line
that led to successful capitalism—when it ceased being a private club and
became a popular culture, when George Washington’s dreaded “banditti”
were transformed into the beloved pioneers that American culture now
venerates.
 

 
 

The paradox is as clear as it is unsettling: Capital, the most essential
component of Western economic advance, is the one that has received the
least attention. Neglect has shrouded it in mystery—in fact, in a series of five
mysteries.
 

The Mystery of the Missing Information
 Charitable organizations have so emphasized the miseries and helplessness of
the world’s poor that no one has properly documented their capacity for
accumulating assets. Over the past five years, I and a hundred colleagues
from six different nations have closed our books and opened our eyes—and
gone out into the streets and countrysides of four continents to count how
much the poorest sectors of society have saved. The quantity is enormous.
But most of it is dead capital.
 

The Mystery of Capital
 This is the key mystery and the centerpiece of this book. Capital is a subject
that has fascinated thinkers for the past three centuries. Marx said that you
needed to go beyond physics to touch “the hen that lays the golden eggs”;
Adam Smith felt you had to create “a sort of waggon-way through the air”
to reach that same hen. But no one has told us where the hen hides. What is
capital, how is it produced, and how is it related to money?
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The Mystery of Political Awareness
 If there is so much dead capital in the world, and in the hands of so many
poor people, why haven’t governments tried to tap into this potential wealth?
Simply because the evidence they needed has only become available in the
past forty years as billions of people throughout the world have moved from
life organized on a small scale to life on a large scale. This migration to the
cities has rapidly divided labor and spawned in poorer countries a huge
industrial-commercial revolution—one that, incredibly, has been virtually
ignored.
 

The Missing Lessons of U.S. History
 What is going on in the Third World and the former communist countries
has happened before, in Europe and North America. Unfortunately, we have
been so mesmerized by the failure of so many nations to make the transition
to capitalism that we have forgotten how the successful capitalist nations
actually did it. For years I visited technocrats and politicians in advanced
nations, from Alaska to Tokyo, but they had no answers. It was a mystery. I
finally found the answer in their history books, the most pertinent example
being that of U.S. history.
 

The Mystery of Legal Failure: Why Property Law Does Not Work Outside
the West
 Since the nineteenth century, nations have been copying the laws of the West
to give their citizens the institutional framework to produce wealth. They
continue to copy such laws today, and obviously it doesn’t work. Most
citizens still cannot use the law to convert their savings into capital. Why this
is so and what is needed to make the law work remains a mystery.

The solution to each of these mysteries is the subject of a chapter in this
book.
 

 
 

The moment is ripe to solve the problem of why capitalism is triumphant in
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the West and stalling practically everywhere else. As all plausible alternatives
to capitalism have now evaporated, we are finally in a position to study
capital dispassionately and carefully.
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CHAPTER TWO
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The Mystery of Missing Information
 

Economics, over the years, has become more and more abstract and
divorced from events in the real world. Economists, by and large,
do not study the workings of the actual economic system. They
theorize about it. As Ely Devons, an English economist, once said
at a meeting, “If economists wished to study the horse, they
wouldn’t go and look at horses. They’d sit in their studies and say
to themselves, ‘What would I do if I were a horse?’”

 
—Ronald H. Coase, The Task of the Society

 

IMAGINE a country where nobody can identify who owns what, addresses
cannot be easily verified, people cannot be made to pay their debts, resources
cannot conveniently be turned into money, ownership cannot be divided into
shares, descriptions of assets are not standardized and cannot be easily
compared, and the rules that govern property vary from neighborhood to
neighborhood or even from street to street. You have just put yourself into
the life of a developing country or former communist nation; more precisely,
you have imagined life for 80 percent of its population, which is marked off
as sharply from its Westernized elite as black and white South Africans were
once separated by apartheid.

This 80 percent majority is not, as Westerners often imagine, desperately
impoverished. In spite of their obvious poverty, even those who live under
the most grossly unequal regimes possess far more than anybody has ever
understood. What they possess, however, is not represented in such a way as
to produce additional value. When you step out the door of the Nile Hilton,
what you are leaving behind is not the high-technology world of fax
machines and ice makers, television and antibiotics. The people of Cairo
have access to all those things.

What you are really leaving behind is the world of legally enforceable
transactions on property rights. Mortgages and accountable addresses to
generate additional wealth are unavailable even to those people in Cairo who
would probably strike you as quite rich. Outside Cairo, some of the poorest
of the poor live in a district of old tombs called “the city of the dead.” But
almost all of Cairo is a city of the dead—of dead capital, of assets that
cannot be used to their fullest. The institutions that give life to capital—that
allow one to secure the interests of third parties with work and assets—do
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not exist here.
To understand how this is possible, one must look to the nineteenth

century, when the United States was carving a society out of its own
wilderness. The United States had inherited from Britain not only its
fantastically complex land law but also a vast system of overlapping land
grants. The same acre might belong to one man who had received it as part
of a vast land grant from the British Crown, to another who claimed to have
bought it from an Indian tribe, and to a third who had accepted it in place of
salary from a state legislature—and none of the three might ever have
actually laid eyes on it. Meanwhile, the country was filling up with
immigrants, who settled boundaries, ploughed fields, built homes, transferred
land, and established credit long before governments conferred on them any
right to engage in these acts. Those were the days of the pioneers and the
“Wild West.” One of the reasons it was so wild was that those pioneers,
most of them nothing but squatters, “insisted that their labor, not formal
paper titles or arbitrary boundary lines, gave land value and established
ownership.”1 They believed that if they occupied the land and improved it
with houses and farms, it was theirs. State and federal governments believed
otherwise. Officials sent in troops to burn farms and destroy buildings.
Settlers fought back. When the soldiers left, the settlers rebuilt and returned
to scratching out a living. That past is the Third World’s present.
 

A Surprise Revolution
 
Before 1950, most Third World countries were agricultural societies
organized in ways that would have made an eighteenth-century European
feel right at home. Most people worked on the land, which was owned by a
very few big landlords, some of them indigenous oligarchs, others colonial
planters. Cities were small and functioned as markets and ports rather than
industrial centers; they were dominated by tiny mercantile elites who
protected their interests with thick wrappings of rules and regulations.

After 1950, there began in the Third World an economic revolution
similar to the social and economic disruptions in Europe in 1800. New
machines were reducing the demand for rural labor just as new medicines
and public-health methods were cutting the rate of infant mortality and
extending life spans. Soon hundreds of thousands of people were trundling
down the newly built highways to the cities so alluringly described in the new
radio programs.

The population of the cities began to rise rapidly. In China alone, more
than 100 million people have moved from the countryside to the cities since
1979. Between 1950 and 1988, the population of metropolitan Port-au-
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Prince rose from 140,000 to 1,550,000. By 1998, it was approaching 2
million. Almost two-thirds of these people live in shantytowns. Experts were
already in despair over this surge of new city dwellers as early as 1973, long
before the largest influx had taken place. “Everything happens as if the city
were falling apart,” wrote one urbanist. “Uncontrolled construction,
anywhere anyhow. The sewage system is incapable of helping drain
rainwater and stuffs up every day. The population concentrates in defined
areas where no sanitation infrastructure is provided…. The sidewalks of the
Avenue Dessalines are literally occupied by small vendors…. This town has
become unlivable.”2

Few had anticipated this enormous transformation in the way people
lived and worked. The fashionable theories of the day about “development”
sought to bring modernity to the countryside. Peasants were not supposed to
come to the cities looking for the twentieth century. But tens of millions
came anyway, despite a backlash of mounting hostility. They faced an
impenetrable wall of rules that barred them from legally established social
and economic activities. It was tremendously difficult for these new city
people to acquire legal housing, enter formal business, or find a legal job.
 

The Obstacles to Legality
 
To get an idea of just how difficult the migrant’s life was, my research team
and I opened a small garment workshop on the outskirts of Lima, Peru. Our
goal was to create a new and perfectly legal business. The team then began
filling out the forms, standing in the lines, and making the bus trips into
central Lima to get all the certifications required to operate, according to the
letter of the law, a small business in Peru. They spent six hours a day at it
and finally registered the business—289 days later. Although the garment
workshop was geared to operating with only one worker, the cost of legal
registration was $1,231—thirty-one times the monthly minimum wage. To
obtain legal authorization to build a house on state-owned land took six
years and eleven months, requiring 207 administrative steps in fifty-two
government offices (see Figure 2.1). To obtain a legal title for that piece of
land took 728 steps. We also found that a private bus, jitney, or taxi driver
who wanted to obtain official recognition of his route faced twenty-six
months of red tape.
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My research team, with the help of local associates, has repeated similar
experiments in other countries. The obstacles were no less formidable than in
Peru; often they were even more daunting. In the Philippines, if a person has
built a dwelling in a settlement on either state-owned or privately owned
urban land, to purchase it legally he would have to form an association with
his neighbors in order to qualify for a state housing finance program. The
entire process could necessitate 168 steps, involving fifty-three public and
private agencies and taking thirteen to twenty-five years (see Figure 2.2). And
that assumes the state housing finance program has sufficient funds. If the
dwelling happens to be in an area still considered “agricultural,” the settler
will have to clear additional hurdles for converting that land to urban use—
45 additional bureaucratic procedures before thirteen entities, adding
another two years to his quest.

In Egypt, the person who wants to acquire and legally register a lot on
state-owned desert land must wend his way through at least 77 bureaucratic
procedures at thirty-one public and private agencies (see Figure 2.3). This can
take anywhere from five to fourteen years. To build a legal dwelling on
former agricultural land would require six to eleven years of bureaucratic
wrangling, maybe longer. This explains why 4.7 million Egyptians have
chosen to build their dwellings illegally. If after building his home, a settler
decides he would now like to be a law-abiding citizen and purchase the rights
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to his dwelling, he risks having it demolished, paying a steep fine, and serving
up to ten years in prison.

In Haiti, one way an ordinary citizen can settle legally on government
land is first to lease it from the government for five years and then buy it.
Working with associates in Haiti, our researchers found that to obtain such a
lease took 65 bureaucratic steps—requiring, on average, a little more than
two years—all for the privilege of merely leasing the land for five years. To
buy the land required another 111 bureaucratic hurdles—and twelve more
years (See Figure 2.4). Total time to gain lawful land in Haiti: nineteen years.
Yet even this long ordeal will not ensure that the property remains legal.

In fact, in every country we investigated, we found that it is very nearly
as difficult to stay legal as it is to become legal. Inevitably, migrants do not
so much break the law as the law breaks them—and they opt out of the
system. In 1976, two-thirds of those who worked in Venezuela were
employed in legally established enterprises; today the proportion is less than
half. Thirty years ago, more than two-thirds of the new housing erected in
Brazil was intended for rent. Today, only about 3 percent of new
construction is officially listed as rental housing. To where did that market
vanish? To the extralegal areas of Brazilian cities called favelas, which
operate outside the highly regulated formal economy and function according
to supply and demand. There are no rent controls in the favelas; rents are
paid in U.S. dollars, and renters who do not pay are rapidly evacuated.

Once these newcomers to the city quit the system, they become
“extralegal.” Their only alternative is to live and work outside the official
law, using their own informally binding arrangements to protect and
mobilize their assets. These arrangements result from a combination of rules
selectively borrowed from the official legal system, ad hoc improvisations,
and customs brought from their places of origin or locally devised. They are
held together by a social contract that is upheld by a community as a whole
and enforced by authorities the community has selected. These extralegal
social contracts have created a vibrant but undercapitalized sector, the center
of the world of the poor.
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The Undercapitalized Sector
 
Although the migrants are refugees from the law, they have hardly retreated
into idleness. Undercapitalized sectors throughout the Third World and in
former communist countries buzz with hard work and ingenuity. Street-side
cottage industries have sprung up everywhere, manufacturing anything from
clothing and footwear to imitation Cartier watches and Vuitton bags. There
are workshops that build and rebuild machinery, cars, even buses. The new
urban poor have created entire industries and neighborhoods that have to
operate on clandestine connections to electricity and water. There are even
dentists who fill cavities without a license.

This is not just a story of the poor serving the poor. These new
entrepreneurs are filling the gaps in the legal economy as well. Unauthorized
buses, jitneys, and taxis account for most of the public transportation in
many developing countries. In other parts of the Third World, vendors from
the shantytowns supply most of the food available in the market, whether
from carts on the street or from stalls in buildings they construct.

In 1993, the Mexican Chamber of Commerce estimated the number of
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street-vendor stands in the Federal District of Mexico City at 150,000, with
an additional 293,000 in forty-three other Mexican centers. These tiny
booths average just 1.5 meters wide. If the Mexico City vendors lined up
their stands on a single street with no gaps at intersections, they would form
a continuous row more than 210 kilometers long. Thousands upon
thousands of people work in the extralegal sector—on the streets, from their
homes, and in the city’s unregistered shops, offices, and factories. An attempt
by the Mexican National Statistics Institute in 1994 to measure the number
of informal “microbusinesses” in the entire country came up with a total of
2.65 million.

These are all real-life examples of economic life in the undercapitalized
sector of society. In the former communist nations, you may see even more
sophisticated activities off the books, from the production of computer
hardware and software to the manufacture of jet fighters for sale abroad.

Russia, of course, has quite a different history from Third World
countries such as Haiti and the Philippines. Nevertheless, since the fall of
communism, the former Soviet states have been slipping into the same
patterns of informal ownership. In 1995, Business Week reported that four
years after the end of communism, only “some 280,000 farmers out of 10
million own their land” in Russia. Another report paints a familiar Third
World picture: “[In the former Soviet Union], rights of private possession,
use, and alienation of land are inadequately defined and not clearly protected
by law…. Mechanisms used in market economies to protect land rights are
still in their infancy…. The State itself continues to restrict use rights on land
that it does not own.”3 Estimates based on electricity consumption indicate
that between 1989 and 1994, unofficial activity in former Soviet states
increased from 12 percent to 37 percent of total production. Some put the
proportion even higher.

None of this will come as news to those who live outside the West. You
need only open a window or take a taxi from the airport to your hotel to see
city perimeters crowded with homes, armies of vendors hawking wares in the
streets, glimpses of bustling workshops behind garage doors, and battered
busses crisscrossing the grimy streets. Extralegality is often perceived as a
“marginal” issue similar to black markets in advanced nations, or poverty, or
unemployment. The extralegal world is typically viewed as a place where
gangsters roam, sinister characters of interest only to the police,
anthropologists, and missionaries.

In fact it is legality that is marginal; extralegality has become the norm.
The poor have already taken control of vast quantities of real estate and
production. Those international agencies that jet their consultants to the
gleaming glass towers of the elegant quadrants of town to meet with the local
“private sector” are talking to only a fraction of the entrepreneurial world.
The emerging economic powers of the Third World and former communist
nations are the garbage collectors, the appliance manufacturers, and the
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illegal construction companies in the streets far below. The only real choice
for the governments of these nations is whether they are going to integrate
those resources into an orderly and coherent legal framework or continue to
live in anarchy.
 

How Much Dead Capital?
 
Over the past decade my researchers, assisted by knowledgeable local
professionals, have made surveys of five Third World cities—Cairo, Lima,
Manila, Mexico City, and Port-au-Prince—in an effort to gauge the value of
the possessions of those people who have been locked out of the capitalized
economy by discriminatory laws. (These results are graphically summarized
in the charts in the Appendix.) To be more confident of our results, we
focused our attention on the most tangible and detectable of assets: real
estate.

Unlike the sale of food or shoes, auto repair, or the manufacture of
phony Cartier watches—activities that are difficult to count and even more
difficult to value—buildings cannot be hidden. You can ascertain their value
simply by surveying the cost of the building materials and observing the
selling prices of comparable buildings. We spent many thousands of days
counting buildings block by block. Wherever authorized to do so, we
published our results obtained in each country, so that they could be openly
discussed and criticized. In collaboration with people on the spot, we tested
and retested our methods and results.

We discovered that the way the people build in the undercapitalized
sector takes as many forms as there are legal obstacles to circumvent. The
most obvious form is the shanty built on government-owned land. But our
researchers discovered far more creative ways of getting around the real
estate laws. In Peru, for instance, people formed agricultural cooperatives to
buy estates from their old owners and to convert them into housing and
industrial settlements. Because there are no easy legal ways to change land
tenure, farmers in state-owned cooperatives illegally subdivided the land into
smaller, privately held parcels. As a result, few if any have valid title to their
ground. In Port-au-Prince, even quite expensive properties change hands
without anybody bothering to inform the registry office, which is hopelessly
backlogged anyway. In Manila, housing springs up on land zoned solely for
industrial use. In Cairo, residents of older four-story public housing projects
build three illegal stories on top of their buildings and sell the apartments to
relatives and other clients. Also in Cairo, the legal tenants of apartments
whose rents were frozen in the early 1950s at sums now worth less than a
dollar a year subdivide these properties into smaller apartments and lease
them out at market prices.
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Some of this housing was extralegal from day one, constructed in
violation of all kinds of laws. Other buildings—the Port-au-Prince houses,
the Cairo rent-controlled apartments—originated in the legal system but then
dropped out as complying with the law became too costly and complicated.
By one route or another, almost every dwelling place in the cities we
surveyed exited the legal framework—and the very laws that could have
hypothetically provided owners with the representations and institutions to
create capital. There still may be deeds or some kind of record in someone’s
hands, but the real ownership status of these assets has slipped out of the
official registry system, leaving records and maps outdated.

The result is that most people’s resources are commercially and
financially invisible. Nobody really knows who owns what or where, who is
accountable for the performance of obligations, who is responsible for losses
and fraud, or what mechanisms are available to enforce payment for services
and goods delivered. Consequently, most potential assets in these countries
have not been identified or realized; there is little accessible capital, and the
exchange economy is constrained and sluggish.

This picture of the undercapitalized sector is strikingly different from the
conventional wisdom of the developing world. But this is where most people
live. It is a world where ownership of assets is difficult to trace and validate
and is governed by no legally recognizable set of rules; where the assets’
potentially useful economic attributes have not been described or organized;
where they cannot be used to obtain surplus value through multiple
transactions because their unfixed nature and uncertainty leave too much
room for misunderstanding, faulty recollection, and reversal of agreement—
where most assets, in short, are dead capital.
 

How Much Is This Dead Capital Worth?
 
Dead capital, virtual mountains of it, lines the streets of every developing and
former communist country. In the Philippines, by our calculation, 57 percent
of city dwellers and 67 percent of people in the countryside live in housing
that is dead capital. In Peru, 53 percent of city dwellers and 81 percent of
people in the countryside live in extralegal dwellings.

The figures are even more dramatic in Haiti and Egypt. In Haiti, also
according to our surveys, 68 percent of city dwellers and 97 percent of
people in the countryside live in housing to which nobody has clear legal
title. In Egypt, dead-capital housing is home for 92 percent of city dwellers
and 83 percent of people in the countryside.

Many of these dwellings are not worth much by Western standards. A
shanty in Port-au-Prince may fetch as little as $500, a cabin by a polluted
waterway in Manila only $2,700, a fairly substantial house in a village
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outside Cairo only about $5,000, and in the hills around Lima, a respectable
bungalow with a garage and picture windows is valued at only $20,000. But
there are a great many such dwellings, and collectively their value
dramatically outweighs the total wealth of the rich.

In Haiti, untitled rural and urban real estate holdings are together worth
some $5.2 billion. To put that sum in context, it is four times the total of all
the assets of all the legally operating companies in Haiti, nine times the value
of all assets owned by the government, and 158 times the value of all foreign
direct investment in Haiti’s recorded history to 1995. Is Haiti an exception, a
part of Francophone Africa mistakenly put into the American hemisphere,
where the Duvalier regime delayed the emergence of a systematized legal
system? Perhaps.

Then let’s consider Peru, a Hispanic and Indo-American country with a
very different tradition and ethnic makeup. The value of extralegally held
rural and urban real estate in Peru amounts to some $74 billion. This is five
times the total valuation of the Lima Stock Exchange before the slump of
1998, eleven times greater than the value of potentially privatizable
government enterprises and facilities, and fourteen times the value of all
foreign direct investment in the country through its documented history.
Would you counter that Peru’s formal economy has also been stunted by the
traditions of the ancient Inca Empire, the corrupting influence of colonial
Spain, and the recent war with the Maoist Sendero Luminoso?

Very well, then consider the Philippines, a former Asian protectorate of
the United States. The value of untitled real estate there is $133 billion, four
times the capitalization of the 216 domestic companies listed on the
Philippines Stock Exchange, seven times the total deposits in the country’s
commercial banks, nine times the total capital of state-owned enterprises,
and fourteen times the value of all foreign direct investment.

Perhaps the Philippines, too, is an anomaly—something to do with how
Christianity developed in former Spanish colonies. If so, let’s consider Egypt.
The value of Egypt’s dead capital in real estate is, by the tally we made with
our Egyptian colleagues, some $240 billion. That is thirty times the value of
all the shares on the Cairo Stock Exchange and, as I mentioned previously,
fifty-five times the value of all foreign investment in Egypt.

In every country we have examined, the entrepreneurial ingenuity of the
poor has created wealth on a vast scale—wealth that also constitutes by far
the largest source of potential capital for development. These assets not only
far exceed the holdings of the government, the local stock exchanges, and
foreign direct investment; they are many times greater than all the aid from
advanced nations and all the loans extended by the World Bank.

The results are even more astonishing when we take the data from the
four countries we have studied and project it over the Third World and
former communist nations as a whole. We estimate that about 85 percent of
urban parcels in these nations, and between 40 percent and 53 percent of
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rural parcels, are held in such a way that they cannot be used to create
capital. Putting a value on all these assets is inevitably going to come up with
a rough number. But we believe that our estimates are as accurate as they can
be and quite conservative.

By our calculations, the total value of the real estate held but not legally
owned by the poor of the Third World and former communist nations is at
least $9.3 trillion (see Table 2.1).

This is a number worth pondering: $9.3 trillion is about twice as much as
the total circulating U.S. money supply. It is very nearly as much as the total
value of all the companies listed on the main stock exchanges of the world’s
twenty most developed countries: New York, Tokyo, London, Frankfurt,
Toronto, Paris, Milan, the NASDAQ, and a dozen others. It is more than
twenty times the total direct foreign investment into all Third World and
former communist countries in the ten years after 1989, forty-six times as
much as all the World Bank loans of the past three decades, and ninety-three
times as much as all development assistance from all advanced countries to
the Third World in the same period.
 

Acres of Diamonds
 
The words “international poverty” too easily bring to mind images of
destitute beggars sleeping on the curbs of Calcutta and hungry African
children starving on the sand. These scenes are of course real, and millions of
our fellow human beings demand and deserve our help. Nevertheless, the
grimmest picture of the Third World is not the most accurate. Worse, it
draws attention away from the arduous achievements of those small
entrepreneurs who have triumphed over every imaginable obstacle to create
the greater part of the wealth of their society. A truer image would depict a
man and woman who have painstakingly saved to construct a house for
themselves and their children and who are creating enterprises where nobody
imagined they could be built. I resent the characterization of such heroic
entrepreneurs as contributors to the problem of global poverty.
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They are not the problem. They are the solution.
In the years after the American Civil War, a lecturer named Russell

Conwell crisscrossed America delivering a message that stirred millions of
people. He told the story of an Indian merchant who had been promised by a
prophet that he would surely become rich beyond all imagining if only he
would seek his treasure. The merchant traveled the world only to return
home old, sad, and defeated. As he re-entered his abandoned house, he
needed a drink of water. But the well on his property had silted up. Wearily,
he took out his spade and dug a new one—and instantly struck the
Golconda, the world’s greatest diamond mine.

Conwell’s message is a useful one. Leaders of the Third World and
former communist nations need not wander the world’s foreign ministries
and international financial institutions seeking their fortune. In the midst of
their own poorest neighborhoods and shantytowns, there are—if not acres of
diamonds—trillions of dollars, all ready to be put to use if only the mystery
of how assets are transformed into live capital can be unraveled.
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The Mystery of Capital
 

The sense of the world must lie outside the world. In the world
everything is as it is and happens as it does happen. In it there is no
value—and if there were, it would be of no value.

If there is a value which is of value, it must lie outside all
happening and being-so. For all happening and being-so is
accidental.

What makes it non-accidental cannot lie in the world, for
otherwise this would again be accidental.

It must lie outside the world.
 

—Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus
 

WALK DOWN most roads in the Middle East, the former Soviet Union, or
Latin America, and you will see many things: houses used for shelter, parcels
of land being tilled, sowed, and harvested, merchandise being bought and
sold. Assets in developing and former communist countries primarily serve
these immediate physical purposes. In the West, however, the same assets
also lead a parallel life as capital outside the physical world. They can be
used to put in motion more production by securing the interests of other
parties as “collateral” for a mortgage, for example, or by assuring the supply
of other forms of credit and public utilities.

Why can’t buildings and land elsewhere in the world also lead this
parallel life? Why can’t the enormous resources we discussed in Chapter 2—
$9.3 trillion of dead capital—produce value beyond their “natural” state?
My reply is, Dead capital exists because we have forgotten (or perhaps never
realized) that converting a physical asset to generate capital—using your
house to borrow money to finance an enterprise, for example—requires a
very complex process. It is not unlike the process that Einstein taught us
whereby a single brick can be made to release a huge amount of energy in the
form of an atomic explosion. By analogy, capital is the result of discovering
and unleashing potential energy from the trillions of bricks that the poor
have accumulated in their buildings.

There is, however, one crucial difference between unleashing energy from
a brick and unleashing capital from brick buildings: Although humanity (or
at least a large group of scientists) has mastered the process of obtaining
energy from matter, we seem to have forgotten the process that allows us to
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obtain capital from assets. The result is that 80 percent of the world is
undercapitalized; people cannot draw economic life from their buildings (or
any other asset) to generate capital. Worse, the advanced nations seem
unable to teach them. Why assets can be made to produce abundant capital
in the West but very little in the rest of the world is a mystery.
 

Clues from the Past (from Smith to Marx)
 
To unravel the mystery of capital, we have to go back to the seminal
meaning of the word. In medieval Latin, “capital” appears to have denoted
head of cattle or other livestock, which have always been important sources
of wealth beyond the basic meat they provide. Livestock are low-
maintenance possessions; they are mobile and can be moved away from
danger; they are also easy to count and measure. But most important, from
livestock you can obtain additional wealth, or surplus value, by setting in
motion other industries, including milk, hides, wool, meat, and fuel.
Livestock also have the useful attribute of being able to reproduce
themselves. Thus the term “capital” begins to do two jobs simultaneously,
capturing the physical dimension of assets (livestock) as well as their
potential to generate surplus value. From the barnyard, it was only a short
step to the desks of the inventors of economics, who generally defined
“capital” as that part of a country’s assets that initiates surplus production
and increases productivity.

Great classical economists such as Adam Smith and Karl Marx believed
that capital was the engine that powered the market economy. Capital was
considered to be the principal part of the economic whole—the preeminent
factor (as the capital issues in such phrases as capital importance, capital
punishment, the capital city of a country). What they wanted to understand
was what capital is and how it is produced and accumulated. Whether you
agree with the classical economists or not, or perhaps view them as irrelevant
(maybe Smith never understood that the Industrial Revolution was under
way; maybe Marx’s labor theory of value has no practical application), there
is no doubt that these thinkers built the towering edifices of thought on
which we can now stand and try to find out what capital is, what produces
it, and why non-Western nations generate so little of it.

For Smith, economic specialization—the division of labor and the
subsequent exchange of products in the market—was the source of increasing
productivity and therefore “the wealth of nations.” What made this
specialization and exchange possible was capital, which Smith defined as the
stock of assets accumulated for productive purposes. Entrepreneurs could use
their accumulated resources to support specialized enterprises until they
could exchange their products for the other things they needed. The more
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capital was accumulated, the more specialization became possible, and the
higher society’s productivity would be. Marx agreed; for him, the wealth that
capitalism produces presents itself as an immense pile of commodities.

Smith believed that the phenomenon of capital was a consequence of
man’s natural progression from a hunting, pastoral, and agricultural society
to a commercial one where, through mutual interdependence, specialization,
and trade, he could increase his productive powers immensely. Capital was
to be the magic that would enhance productivity and create surplus value.
“The quantity of industry,” wrote Smith, “not only increases in every
country with the increase of the stock [capital] which employs it, but, in
consequence of that increase, the same quantity of industry produces a much
greater quantity of work.”1

Smith emphasized one point that is at the very heart of the mystery we
are trying to solve: For accumulated assets to become active capital and put
additional production in motion, they must be fixed and realized in some
particular subject “which lasts for some time at least after that labour is past.
It is, as it were, a certain quantity of labour stocked and stored up to be
employed, if necessary, upon some other occasion.”2 Smith warned that
labor invested in the production of assets would not leave any trace or value
if not properly fixed.

What Smith really meant may be the subject of legitimate debate. What I
take from him, however, is that capital is not the accumulated stock of assets
but the potential it holds to deploy new production. This potential is, of
course, abstract. It must be processed and fixed into a tangible form before
we can release it—just like the potential nuclear energy in Einstein’s brick.
Without a conversion process—one that draws out and fixes the potential
energy contained in the brick—there is no explosion; a brick is just a brick.
Creating capital also requires a conversion process.

This notion—that capital is first an abstract concept and must be given a
fixed, tangible form to be useful—was familiar to other classical economists.
Simonde de Sismondi, the nineteenth-century Swiss economist, wrote that
capital was “a permanent value, that multiplies and does not perish…. Now
this value detaches itself from the product that creates it, it becomes a
metaphysical and insubstantial quantity always in the possession of whoever
produced it, for whom this value could [be fixed in] different forms.”3 The
great French economist Jean Baptiste Say believed that “capital is always
immaterial by nature since it is not matter which makes capital but the value
of that matter, value has nothing corporeal about it.”4 Marx agreed; for him,
a table could be made of something material, like wood “but so soon as it
steps forth as a commodity, it is changed into something transcendent. It not
only stands with its feet on the ground, but, in relation to all other
commodities, it stands on its head, and evolves out of its wooden brain
grotesque ideas, far more wonderful than table-turning ever was.”5
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This essential meaning of capital has been lost to history. Capital is now
confused with money, which is only one of the many forms in which it
travels. It is always easier to remember a difficult concept in one of its
tangible manifestations than in its essence. The mind wraps itself around
“money” more easily than “capital.” But it is a mistake to assume that
money is what finally fixes capital. As Adam Smith pointed out, money is the
“great wheel of circulation,” but it is not capital because value “cannot
consist in those metal pieces.”6 In other words, money facilitates
transactions, allowing us to buy and sell things, but it is not itself the
progenitor of additional production. As Smith insisted, “the gold and silver
money, which circulates in any country, may very properly be compared to a
highway, which, while it circulates and carries to market all the grass and
corn of the country, produces itself not a single pile of either.”7

Much of the mystery of capital dissipates as soon as you stop thinking of
“capital” as a synonym for “money saved and invested.” The
misapprehension that it is money that fixes capital comes about, I suspect,
because modern business expresses the value of capital in terms of money. In
fact, it is hard to estimate the total value of a collection of assets of very
different types, such as machinery, buildings, and land, without resorting to
money. After all, that is why money was invented; it provides a standard
index to measure the value of things so that we can exchange dissimilar
assets. But as useful as it is, money cannot fix in any way the abstract
potential of a particular asset in order to convert it into capital. Third World
and former communist nations are infamous for inflating their economies
with money—while not being able to generate much capital.
 

The Potential Energy in Assets
 
What is it that fixes the potential of an asset so that it can put additional
production into motion? What detaches value from a simple house and fixes
it in a way that allows us to realize it as capital?

We can begin to find an answer by using our energy analogy. Consider a
mountain lake. We can think about this lake in its immediate physical
context and see some primary uses for it, such as canoeing and fishing. But
when we think about this same lake as an engineer would by focusing on its
capacity to generate energy as an additional value beyond the lake’s natural
state as a body of water, we suddenly see the potential created by the lake’s
elevated position. The challenge for the engineer is finding out how he can
create a process that allows him to convert and fix this potential into a form
that can be used to do additional work. In the case of the elevated lake, that
process is contained in a hydroelectric plant that allows the lake water to
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move rapidly downward with the force of gravity, thereby transforming the
placid lake’s energy potential into the kinetic energy of tumbling water. This
new kinetic energy can then rotate turbines, creating mechanical energy that
can be used to turn electromagnets that further convert it into electrical
energy. As electricity, the potential energy of the placid lake is now fixed in
the form necessary to produce controllable current that can be further
transmitted through wire conductors to faraway places to deploy new
production.

Thus an apparently placid lake can be used to light your room and power
the machinery in a factory. What was required was an external man-made
process that allowed us, first, to identify the potential of the weight of the
water to do additional work and, second, to convert this potential energy
into electricity, which can then be used to create surplus value. The
additional value we obtain from the lake is not a value of the lake itself (like
a precious ore intrinsic to the earth) but rather a value of the man-made
process extrinsic to the lake. It is this process that allows us to transform the
lake from a fishing and canoeing kind of place into an energy-producing kind
of place.

Capital, like energy, is also a dormant value. Bringing it to life requires us
to go beyond looking at our assets as they are to actively thinking about
them as they could be. It requires a process for fixing an asset’s economic
potential into a form that can be used to initiate additional production.

Although the process that converts the potential energy in the water into
electricity is well known, the one that gives assets the form required to put in
motion more production is not known. In other words, while we know that
it is the penstock, turbines, generators, transformers, and wires of the
hydroelectric energy system that convert the potential energy of the lake until
it is fixed in an accessible form, we do not know where to find the key
process that converts the economic potential of a house into capital.

This is because that key process was not deliberately set up to create
capital but for the more mundane purpose of protecting property ownership.
As the property systems of Western nations grew, they developed,
imperceptibly, a variety of mechanisms that gradually combined into a
process that churned out capital as never before. Although we use these
mechanisms all the time, we do not realize that they have capital-generating
functions because they do not wear that label. We view them as parts of the
system that protects property, not as interlocking mechanisms for fixing the
economic potential of an asset in such a way that it can be converted into
capital. What creates capital in the West, in other words, is an implicit
process buried in the intricacies of its formal property systems.
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The Hidden Conversion Process of the West
 
This may sound too simple or too complex. But consider whether it is
possible for assets to be used productively if they do not belong to something
or someone. Where do we confirm the existence of these assets and the
transactions that transform them and raise their productivity, if not in the
context of a formal property system? Where do we record the relevant
economic features of assets, if not in the records and titles that formal
property systems provide? Where are the codes of conduct that govern the
use and transfer of assets, if not in the framework of formal property
systems? It is formal property that provides the process, the forms, and the
rules that fix assets in a condition that allows us to realize them as active
capital.

In the West, this formal property system begins to process assets into
capital by describing and organizing the most economically and socially
useful aspects about assets, preserving this information in a recording system
—as insertions in a written ledger or a blip on a computer disk—and then
embodying them in a title. A set of detailed and precise legal rules governs
this entire process. Formal property records and titles thus represent our
shared concept of what is economically meaningful about any asset. They
capture and organize all the relevant information required to conceptualize
the potential value of an asset and so allow us to control it. Property is the
realm where we identify and explore assets, combine them, and link them to
other assets. The formal property system is capital’s hydroelectric plant. This
is the place where capital is born.

Any asset whose economic and social aspects are not fixed in a formal
property system is extremely hard to move in the market. How can the huge
amounts of assets changing hands in a modern market economy be
controlled, if not through a formal property process? Without such a system,
any trade of an asset, say a piece of real estate, requires an enormous effort
just to determine the basics of the transaction: Does the seller own the real
estate and have the right to transfer it? Can he pledge it? Will the new owner
be accepted as such by those who enforce property rights? What are the
effective means to exclude other claimants? In developing and former
communist nations, such questions are difficult to answer. For most goods,
there is no place where the answers are reliably fixed. That is why the sale or
lease of a house may involve lengthy and cumbersome procedures of
approval involving all the neighbors. This is often the only way to verify that
the owner actually owns the house and there are no other claims on it. It is
also why the exchange of most assets outside the West is restricted to local
circles of trading partners.

As we saw in the previous chapter, these countries’ principal problem is
not the lack of entrepreneurship: The poor have accumulated trillions of
dollars of real estate during the past forty years. What the poor lack is easy
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access to the property mechanisms that could legally fix the economic
potential of their assets so that they could be used to produce, secure, or
guarantee greater value in the expanded market. In the West, every asset—
every piece of land, every house, every chattel—is formally fixed in updated
records governed by rules contained in the property system. Every increment
in production, every new building, product, or commercially valuable thing is
someone’s formal property. Even if assets belong to a corporation, real
people still own them indirectly, through titles certifying that they own the
corporation as “shareholders.”

Like electrical energy, capital will not be generated if the single key
facility that produces and fixes it is not in place. Just as a lake needs a
hydroelectric plant to produce usable energy, assets need a formal property
system to produce significant surplus value. Without formal property to
extract their economic potential and convert it into a form that can be easily
transported and controlled, the assets of developing and former communist
countries are like water in a lake high in the Andes—an untapped stock of
potential energy.

Why has the genesis of capital become such a mystery? Why have the
rich nations of the world, so quick with their economic advice, not explained
how indispensable formal property is to capital formation? The answer is
that the process within the formal property system that breaks down assets
into capital is extremely difficult to visualize. It is hidden in thousands of
pieces of legislation, statutes, regulations, and institutions that govern the
system. Anyone trapped in such a legal morass would be hard-pressed to
figure out how the process actually works. The only way to see it is from
outside the system—from the extralegal sector—which is where my
colleagues and I do most of our work.

For some time now I have been looking at the law from an extralegal
point of view, to better understand how it functions and what effects it
produces. This is not as crazy as it seems. As the French philosopher Michel
Foucault has argued, it may be easier to discover what something means by
looking at it from the opposite side of the bridge. “To find out what our
society means by sanity,” Foucault has written, “perhaps we should
investigate what is happening in the field of insanity. And what we mean by
legality in the field of illegality.”8 Moreover, property, like energy, is a
concept; it cannot be experienced directly. Pure energy has never been seen or
touched. And no one can see property. One can only experience energy and
property by their effects.

From my viewpoint in the extralegal sector, I have seen that the formal
property systems of the West produce six effects that allow their citizens to
generate capital. The incapacity elsewhere in the world to deploy capital
stems from the fact that most of the people in the Third World and in former
communist countries are cut off from these essential effects.
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Property Effect No. 1: Fixing the Economic Potential of Assets
 The potential value locked up in a house can be revealed and transformed
into active capital in the same way that potential energy is identified in a
mountain lake and then transformed into actual energy. In both cases, the
transition from one state to another requires a process that transposes the
physical object into a man-made representative universe where we can
disengage the resource from its burdensome material constraints and
concentrate on its potential.

Capital is born by representing in writing—in a title, a security, a
contract, and in other such records—the most economically and socially
useful qualities about the asset as opposed to the visually more striking
aspects of the asset. This is where potential value is first described and
registered. The moment you focus your attention on the title of a house, for
example, and not on the house itself, you have automatically stepped from
the material world into the conceptual universe where capital lives. You are
reading a representation that focuses your attention on the economic
potential of the house by filtering out all the confusing lights and shadows of
its physical aspects and its local surroundings. Formal property forces you to
think about the house as an economic and social concept. It invites you to go
beyond viewing the house as mere shelter—and thus a dead asset—and to see
it as live capital.

The proof that property is pure concept comes when a house changes
hands; nothing physically changes. Looking at a house will not tell you who
owns it. A house that is yours today looks exactly as it did yesterday when it
was mine. It looks the same whether I own it, rent it, or sell it to you.
Property is not the house itself but an economic concept about the house,
embodied in a legal representation. This means that a formal property
representation is something separate from the asset it represents.

What do formal property representations have that allows them to do
additional work? Are they not just simple stand-ins for the assets? No. I
repeat: A formal property representation such as a title is not a reproduction
of the house, like a photograph, but a representation of our concepts about
the house. Specifically, it represents the nonvisible qualities that have
potential for producing value. These are not physical qualities of the house
itself but rather economically and socially meaningful qualities we humans
have attributed to the house (such as the ability to use it for a variety of
purposes that can be secured by liens, mortgages, easements, and other
covenants).

In advanced nations, this formal property representation functions as the
means to secure the interests of other parties and to create accountability by
providing all the information, references, rules, and enforcement mechanisms
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required to do so. In the West, for example, most formal property can be
easily used as collateral for a loan; as equity exchanged for investment; as an
address for collecting debts, rates, and taxes; as a locus point for the
identification of individuals for commercial, judicial, or civic purposes; and
as a liable terminal for receiving public utility services, such as energy, water,
sewage, telephone, or cable services. While houses in advanced nations are
acting as shelters or workplaces, their representations are leading a parallel
life, carrying out a variety of additional functions to secure the interests of
other parties.

Legal property thus gave the West the tools to produce surplus value over
and above its physical assets. Property representations enabled people to
think about assets not only through physical acquaintance but also through
the description of their latent economic and social qualities. Whether anyone
intended it or not, the legal property system became the staircase that took
these nations from the universe of assets in their natural state to the
conceptual universe of capital where assets can be viewed in their full
productive potential.

With legal property, the advanced nations of the West had the key to
modern development; their citizens now had the means to discover, with
great facility and on an ongoing basis, the most potentially productive
qualities of their resources. As Aristotle discovered 2,300 years ago, what
you can do with things increases infinitely when you focus your thinking on
their potential. By learning to fix the economic potential of their assets
through property records, Westerners created a fast track to explore the most
productive aspects of their possessions. Formal property became the staircase
to the conceptual realm where the economic meaning of things can be
discovered and where capital is born.
 

Property Effect No. 2: Integrating Dispersed Information into One System
 As we saw in the previous chapter, most people in developing and former
communist nations cannot get into the legal property system, such as it is, no
matter how hard they try. Because they cannot insert their assets into the
legal property system, they end up holding them extralegally. The reason
capitalism has triumphed in the West and sputtered in the rest of the world is
because most of the assets in Western nations have been integrated into one
formal representational system.

This integration did not happen casually. Over decades in the nineteenth
century, politicians, legislators, and judges pulled together the scattered facts
and rules that had governed property throughout cities, villages, buildings,
and farms and integrated them into one system. This “pulling together” of
property representations, a revolutionary moment in the history of developed
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nations, deposited all the information and rules governing the accumulated
wealth of their citizens into one knowledge base. Before that moment,
information about assets was far less accessible. Every farm or settlement
recorded its assets and the rules governing them in rudimentary ledgers,
symbols, or oral testimony. But the information was atomized, dispersed,
and not available to any one agent at any given moment. As we know too
well today, an abundance of facts is not necessarily an abundance of
knowledge. For knowledge to be functional, advanced nations had to
integrate into one comprehensive system all their loose and isolated data
about property.

Developing and former communist nations have not done this. In all the
countries I have studied, I have never found just one legal system but dozens
or even hundreds, managed by all sorts of organizations, some legal, others
extralegal, ranging from small entrepreneurial groups to housing
organizations. Consequently, what people in those countries can do with
their property is limited to the imagination of the owners and their
acquaintances. In Western countries, where property information is
standardized and universally available, what owners can do with their assets
benefits from the collective imagination of a larger network of people.

It may surprise the Western reader that most of the world’s nations have
yet to integrate extralegal property agreements into one formal legal system.
For Westerners, there supposedly is only one law—the official one. Yet the
West’s reliance on integrated property systems is a phenomenon of at most
the last two hundred years. In most Western countries, integrated property
systems appeared only about a hundred years ago; Japan’s integration
happened little more than fifty years ago. As we shall see in detail later,
diverse informal property arrangements were once the norm in every nation.
Legal pluralism was the standard in continental Europe until Roman law was
rediscovered in the fourteenth century and governments assembled all
currents of law into one coordinated system.

In California just after the gold rush of 1849, there were some eight
hundred separate property jurisdictions, each with its own records and
individual regulations established by local consensus. Throughout the United
States, from California to Florida, claim associations agreed on their own
rules and elected their own officers. It took more than one hundred years,
well into the late nineteenth century, for the U.S. government to pass special
statutes that integrated and formalized U.S. assets. By enacting more than
thirty-five preemption and mining statutes, Congress gradually managed to
integrate into one system the informal property rules created by millions of
immigrants and squatters. The result was an integrated property market that
fueled the United States’ explosive economic growth thereafter.

The reason it is so hard to follow this history of the integration of
widespread property systems is that the process took place over a very long
time. Formal property registries began to appear in Germany, for example, in
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the twelfth century but were not fully integrated until 1896, when the
Grundbuch system for recording land transactions began operating on a
national scale. In Japan, the national campaign to formalize the property of
farmers began in the late nineteenth century and ended only in the late
1940s. Switzerland’s extraordinary efforts to bring together the disparate
systems that protected property and transactions at the turn of the twentieth
century are still not well known, even to many Swiss.

As a result of integration, citizens in advanced nations can obtain
descriptions of the economic and social qualities of any available asset
without having to see the asset itself. They no longer need to travel around
the country to visit each and every owner and their neighbors; the formal
property system lets them know what assets are available and what
opportunities exist to create surplus value. Consequently, an asset’s potential
has become easier to evaluate and exchange, enhancing the production of
capital.
 

Property Effect No. 3: Making People Accountable
 The integration of all property systems under one formal property law
shifted the legitimacy of the rights of owners from the politicized context of
local communities to the impersonal context of law. Releasing owners from
restrictive local arrangements and bringing them into a more integrated legal
system facilitated their accountability.

By transforming people with property interests into accountable
individuals, formal property created individuals from masses. People no
longer needed to rely on neighborhood relationships or make local
arrangements to protect their rights to assets. Freed from primitive economic
activities and burdensome parochial constraints, they could explore how to
generate surplus value from their own assets. But there was a price to pay:
Once inside a formal property system, owners lost their anonymity. By
becoming inextricably linked to real estate and businesses that could be easily
identified and located, people forfeited the ability to lose themselves in the
masses. This anonymity has practically disappeared in the West, while
individual accountability has been reinforced. People who do not pay for
goods or services they have consumed can be identified, charged interest
penalties, fined, embargoed, and have their credit ratings downgraded.
Authorities are able to learn about legal infractions and dishonored
contracts; they can suspend services, place liens against property, and
withdraw some or all of the privileges of legal property.

Respect in Western nations for property and transactions is hardly
encoded in their citizens’ DNA; it is rather the result of having enforceable
formal property systems. Formal property’s role in protecting not only
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ownership but the security of transactions encourages citizens in advanced
countries to respect titles, honor contracts, and obey the law. When any
citizen fails to act honorably, his breach is recorded in the system,
jeopardizing his reputation as a trustworthy party to his neighbors, utilities,
banks, telephone companies, insurance firms, and the rest of the network
that property ties him to.

Thus the formal property systems of the West have bestowed mixed
blessings. Although they provided hundreds of millions of citizens with a
stake in the capitalist game, what made this stake meaningful was that it
could be lost. A great part of the potential value of legal property is derived
from the possibility of forfeiture. Consequently, a great deal of its power
comes from the accountability it creates, from the constraints it imposes, the
rules it spawns, and the sanctions it can apply. In allowing people to see the
economic and social potential of assets, formal property changed the
perception in advanced societies of not only the potential rewards of using
assets but also the dangers. Legal property invited commitment.

The lack of legal property thus explains why citizens in developing and
former communist nations cannot make profitable contracts with strangers,
cannot get credit, insurance, or utilities services: They have no property to
lose. Because they have no property to lose, they are taken seriously as
contracting parties only by their immediate family and neighbors. People
with nothing to lose are trapped in the grubby basement of the precapitalist
world.

Meanwhile, citizens of advanced nations can contract for practically
anything that is reasonable, but the entry price is commitment. And
commitment is better understood when backed up by a pledge of property,
whether it be a mortgage, a lien, or any other form of security that protects
the other contracting party.
 

Property Effect No. 4: Making Assets Fungible
 One of the most important things a formal property system does is transform
assets from a less accessible condition to a more accessible condition, so that
they can do additional work. Unlike physical assets, representations are
easily combined, divided, mobilized, and used to stimulate business deals. By
uncoupling the economic features of an asset from their rigid, physical state,
a representation makes the asset “fungible”—able to be fashioned to suit
practically any transaction.

By describing all assets in standard categories, an integrated formal
property system enables the comparison of two architecturally different
buildings constructed for the same purpose. This allows one to discriminate
quickly and inexpensively between similarities and differences in assets
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without having to deal with each asset as if it were unique.
Standard property descriptions in the West are also written to facilitate

the combination of assets. Formal property rules require assets to be
described and characterized in a way that not only outlines their singularity
but also points out their similarity to other assets, thus making potential
combinations more obvious. Through the use of standardized records, one
can determine (on the basis of zoning restrictions, who the neighbors are and
what they are doing, the square footage of the buildings, whether they can be
joined, etc.) how to exploit a particular piece of real estate most profitably,
whether as office space, hotel rooms, a bookshop, or racquetball courts and
a sauna.

Representations also enable the division of assets without touching them.
Whereas an asset such as a factory may be an indivisible unit in the real
world, in the conceptual universe of formal property representation it can be
subdivided into any number of portions. Citizens of advanced nations are
thus able to split most of their assets into shares, each of which can be owned
by different persons, with different rights, to carry out different functions.
Thanks to formal property, a single factory can be held by countless
investors, who can divest themselves of their property without affecting the
integrity of the physical asset.

Similarly, in a developed country, the farmer’s son who wishes to follow
in his father’s footsteps can keep the farm by buying out his more
commercially minded siblings. Farmers in many developing countries have no
such option and must continually subdivide their farms for each generation
until the parcels are too small to farm profitably, leaving the descendants
with two alternatives: starving or stealing.

Formal property representations can also serve as movable stand-ins for
physical assets, enabling owners and entrepreneurs to simulate hypothetical
situations in order to explore other profitable uses of their assets—much as
military officers plan their strategy for a battle by moving symbols of their
troops and weapons around a map. If you think about it, it is property
representations that allow entrepreneurs to simulate business strategies to
grow their companies and build capital.

In addition, all standard formal property documents are crafted in such a
way as to facilitate the easy measurement of an asset’s attributes. If standard
descriptions of assets were not readily available, anyone who wanted to buy,
rent, or give credit against an asset would have to expend enormous
resources comparing and evaluating it against other assets—which also
would lack standard descriptions. By providing standards, Western formal
property systems have significantly reduced the transaction costs of
mobilizing and using assets.

Once assets are in a formal property system, they endow their owners
with an enormous advantage in that they can be split up and combined in
more ways than an Erector set. Westerners can adapt their assets to any
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economic circumstance to produce continually higher valued mixtures,
whereas their Third World counterparts remain trapped in the physical
world of rigid, non-fungible forms.
 

Property Effect No. 5: Networking People
 By making assets fungible, by attaching owners to assets, assets to addresses,
and ownership to enforcement, and by making information on the history of
assets and owners easily accessible, formal property systems converted the
citizens of the West into a network of individually identifiable and
accountable business agents. The formal property process created a whole
infrastructure of connecting devices that, like a railway switchyard, allowed
the assets (trains) to run safely between people (stations). Formal property’s
contribution to mankind is not the protection of ownership; squatters,
housing organizations, mafias, and even primitive tribes manage to protect
their assets quite efficiently. Property’s real breakthrough is that it radically
improved the flow of communications about assets and their potential. It
also enhanced the status of their owners, who became economic agents able
to transform assets within a broader network.

This explains how legal property encourages the suppliers of such utilities
as electricity and water to invest in production and distribution facilities to
service buildings. By legally attaching the buildings where the services will be
delivered to their owners, who will be using and paying for the services, a
formal property system reduces the risk of theft of services. It also reduces
the financial losses from bill collecting among people hard to locate, as well
as technical losses from incorrectly estimating the electricity needs of areas
where businesses and residents are clandestine and not recorded. Without
knowing who has the rights to what, and without an integrated legal system
where the ability to enforce obligations has been transferred from extralegal
groups to government, utilities would be hard-pressed to deliver services
profitably. On what other basis could they identify subscribers, create utility
subscription contracts, establish service connections, and ensure access to
parcels and buildings? How would they implement billing systems, meter
reading, collection mechanisms, loss control, fraud control, delinquent
charging procedures, and enforcement services such as meter shutoffs?

Buildings are always the terminals of public utilities. What transforms
them into accountable and responsible terminals is legal property. Anyone
who doubts this need only look at the utility situation outside the West,
where technical and financial losses plus theft of services account for 30 to
50 percent of all available utilities.

Western legal property also provides businesses with information about
assets and their owners, verifiable addresses, and objective records of
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property value, all of which lead to credit records. This information and the
existence of integrated law make risk more manageable by spreading it
through insurance-type devices as well as by pooling property to secure
debts.

Few seem to have noticed that the legal property system of an advanced
nation is the center of a complex web of connections that equips ordinary
citizens to form ties with both the government and the private sector, and so
to obtain additional goods and services. Without the tools of formal
property, it is hard to see how assets could be used for everything they
accomplish in the West. How else could financial organizations identify
trustworthy potential borrowers on a massive scale? How could physical
objects, like timber in Oregon, secure an industrial investment in Chicago?
How could insurance companies find and contract customers who will pay
their bills? How could information brokerage or inspection and verification
services be provided efficiently and cheaply? How could tax collection work?

It is the property system that draws out the abstract potential from
buildings and fixes it in representations that allow us to go beyond passively
using the buildings only as shelters. Many title systems in developing nations
fail to produce capital because they do not acknowledge that property can go
way beyond ownership. These systems function purely as an ownership
inventory of deeds and maps standing in for assets, without allowing for the
additional mechanisms required to create a network where assets can lead a
parallel life as capital. Formal property should not be confused with such
massive inventory systems as the English Domesday Book of nine hundred
years ago or a luggage check operation in an international airport. Properly
understood and designed, a property system creates a network through
which people can assemble their assets into more valuable combinations.
 

Property Effect No. 6: Protecting Transactions
 One important reason why the Western formal property system works like a
network is that all the property records (titles, deeds, securities, and contracts
that describe the economically significant aspects of assets) are continually
tracked and protected as they travel through time and space. Their first stop
is the public agencies that are the stewards of an advanced nation’s
representations. Public record keepers administer the files that contain all the
economically useful descriptions of assets, whether land, buildings, chattels,
ships, industries, mines, or airplanes. These files will alert anyone eager to
use an asset about things that may restrict or enhance its realization, such as
encumbrances, easements, leases, arrears, bankruptcies, and mortgages. The
agencies also ensure that assets are adequately and accurately represented in
appropriate formats that can be updated and easily accessed.
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In addition to public record-keeping systems, many other private services
have evolved to assist parties in fixing, moving, and tracking representations
so that they can easily and securely produce surplus value. These include
private entities that record transactions, escrow and closings organizations,
abstractors, appraisers, title and fidelity insurance firms, mortgage brokers,
trust services, and private custodians of documents. In the United States, title
insurance companies further help the mobilization of representations by
issuing policies to cover parties for specified risks, ranging from defects on
titles to unenforceability on mortgages and unmarketability of title. By law,
all these entities have to follow strict operating standards that govern their
document-tracking capabilities, physical storage facilities, and staffing.

Although they are established to protect both the security of ownership
and that of transactions, it is obvious that Western systems emphasize the
latter. Security is principally focused on producing trust in transactions so
that people can more easily make their assets lead a parallel life as capital.

In most developing countries, by contrast, the law and official agencies
are trapped by early colonial and Roman law, which tilt toward protecting
ownership. They have become custodians of the wishes of the dead. This may
explain why the creation of capital in Western property happens so easily,
and why most of the assets in developing and former communist countries
have slipped out of the formal legal system in search of mobility.

The Western emphasis on the security of transactions allows citizens to
move large amounts of assets with very few transactions. How else can we
explain that in developing and former communist nations people are still
taking their pigs to market and trading them one at a time, as they have done
for thousands of years, whereas in the West, traders take representations of
their rights over pigs to the market? Traders at the Chicago commodities
exchange, for example, deal through representations, which give them more
information about the pigs they are trading than if they could physically
examine each pig. They are able to make deals for huge quantities of pigs
with little concern about the security of transactions.
 

Capital and Money
 
The six effects of an integrated property process mean that Westerners’
houses no longer merely keep the rain and cold out. Endowed with
representational existence, these houses can now lead a parallel life, doing
economic things they could not have done before. A well-integrated legal
property system in essence does two things: First, it tremendously reduces the
costs of knowing the economic qualities of assets by representing them in a
way that our senses can pick up quickly; and second, it facilitates the
capacity to agree on how to use assets to create further production and
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increase the division of labor. The genius of the West was to have created a
system that allowed people to grasp with the mind values that human eyes
could never see and to manipulate things that hands could never touch.

Centuries ago, scholars speculated that we use the word “capital” (from
the Latin for “head”) because the head is where we hold the tools with which
we create capital. This suggests that the reason why capital has always been
shrouded in mystery is because, like energy, it can be discovered and
managed only with the mind. The only way to touch capital is if the property
system can record its economic aspects on paper and anchor them to a
specific location and owner.

Property, then, is not mere paper but a mediating device that captures
and stores most of the stuff required to make a market economy run.
Property seeds the system by making people accountable and assets fungible,
by tracking transactions, and so providing all the mechanisms required for
the monetary and banking system to work and for investment to function.
The connection between capital and modern money runs through property.

Today it is records of property ownership and transactions that provide
monetary authorities with the crucial evidence they need to issue additional
legal tender. As cognitive scientists George A. Miller and Philip N. Johnson-
Laird wrote in 1976: “Paper currency owes its origins to the writing of debt
notes. [Therefore] money…presupposes the institution of property.”9 It is
property documentation that fixes the economic characteristics of assets so
that they can be used to secure commercial and financial transactions and
ultimately to provide the justification against which central banks issue
money. To create credit and generate investment, what people encumber are
not the physical assets themselves, but their property representations—the
recorded titles or shares—governed by rules that can be enforced nationwide.
Money does not earn money. You need a property right before you can make
money. Even if you loan money, the only way you can earn on it is by
loaning or investing it against some kind of property document that
establishes your rights to principal and interests. To repeat: Money
presupposes property.

As the eminent German economists Gunnar Heinsohn and Otto Steiger
point out, “Money is never created ex nihilo from the point of view of
property, which must always exist before money can come into existence.”10

Recognizing similarities between their work and mine, they brought to my
attention an unpublished draft of an article stating “that interest and money
cannot be understood without the institution of property.”11 This
relationship is obscured, they maintain, by the common misapprehension
that central banks issue notes and support the ability of commercial banks to
make payments. In Heinsohn and Steiger’s view, what escapes the naked eye
is “that all advances are made in good banking against securities,”12 or in
my terms, legal property paper. They agree with Harold Demsetz that the
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property rights foundation of capitalism has been taken for granted and note
that Joseph Schumpeter already had an inkling that it is property rights that
secure the creation of money. As Tom Bethell correctly states in his
extraordinary book The Noblest Triumph, “the many blessings of a private
property system have never been properly analyzed.”13

Capital, as I argued earlier, is therefore not created by money; it is
created by people whose property systems help them to cooperate and think
about how they can get the assets they accumulate to deploy additional
production. The substantial increase of capital in the West over the past two
centuries is the consequence of gradually improving property systems, which
allowed economic agents to discover and realize the potential in their assets,
and thus to be in a position to produce the noninflationary money with
which to finance and generate additional production.

So, we are more than squirrels who store food for winter and engage in
deferred consumption. We know, through the sophisticated use of property
institutions, how to give the things we accumulate a parallel life. When
advanced nations pulled together all the information and rules about their
known assets and established property systems that tracked their economic
evolution, they gathered into one order the whole institutional process that
underpins the creation of capital. If capitalism had a mind, it would be
located in the legal property system. But like most things pertaining to the
mind, much of “capitalism” today operates at a subconscious level.

Why did the classical economists, who knew capital was abstract and
had to be fixed, not make the connection between capital and property? One
explanation may be that in Adam Smith’s or even Marx’s day property
systems were still restricted and undeveloped, and their importance was
difficult to gauge. Perhaps more significantly, the battle for the future of
capitalism shifted from the book-lined studies of theoreticians into a vast
web of entrepreneurs, financiers, politicians, and jurists. The attention of the
world turned from theories to the real deals being made on the ground, day
by day, fiscal year after fiscal year.

Once the vast machine of capitalism was firmly in place and its masters
were busy creating wealth, the question of how it all came into being lost its
urgency. Like people living in the rich and fertile delta of a long river, the
advocates of capitalism had no pressing need to explore upstream for the
source of their prosperity. Why bother? With the end of the Cold War,
however, capitalism became the only serious option for development. So the
rest of the world turned to the West for help and was advised to imitate the
conditions of life on the delta: stable currencies, open markets, and private
businesses, the objectives of so-called macroeconomic and structural
adjustment reforms. Everyone forgot that the reason for the delta’s rich life
lay far upriver, in its unexplored headwaters. Widely accessible legal
property systems are the silt from upriver that permits modern capital to
flourish.
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This is one of the principal reasons macroeconomic reforms are not
working. Imitating capitalism at the level of the delta, by importing
McDonald’s and Blockbuster franchises, is not enough to create wealth.
What is needed is capital, and this requires a complex and mighty system of
legal property that we have all taken for granted.
 

Braudel’s Bell Jar
 
Much of the marginalization of the poor in developing and former
communist nations comes from their inability to benefit from the six effects
that property provides. The challenge these countries face is not whether they
should produce or receive more money but whether they can understand the
legal institutions and summon the political will necessary to build a property
system that is easily accessible to the poor.

The French historian Fernand Braudel found it a great mystery that at its
inception, Western capitalism served only a privileged few, just as it does
elsewhere in the world today:
 

The key problem is to find out why that sector of society of the
past, which I would not hesitate to call capitalist, should have lived
as if in a bell jar, cut off from the rest; why was it not able to
expand and conquer the whole of society?…[Why was it that] a
significant rate of capital formation was possible only in certain
sectors and not in the whole market economy of the time?…It
would perhaps be teasingly paradoxical to say that whatever else
was in short supply, money certainly was not…so this was an age
where poor land was bought up and magnificent country residences
built, great monuments erected, and cultural extravagance
financed…. [How do we] resolve the contradiction…between the
depressed economic climate and the splendors of Florence under
Lorenzo the Magnificent?14

 

I believe the answer to Braudel’s question lies in restricted access to
formal property, both in the West’s past and in developing and former
communist countries today. Local and foreign investors do have capital; their
assets are more or less integrated, fungible, networked, and protected by
formal property systems. But they are only a tiny minority—those who can
afford the expert lawyers, insider connections, and patience required to
navigate the red tape of their property systems. The great majority of people,
who cannot get the fruits of their labor represented by the formal property
system, live outside Braudel’s bell jar.
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The bell jar makes capitalism a private club, open only to a privileged
few, and enrages the billions standing outside looking in. This capitalist
apartheid will inevitably continue until we all come to terms with the critical
flaw in many countries’ legal and political systems that prevents the majority
from entering the formal property system.

The time is right to find out why most countries have not been able to
create open formal property systems. This is the moment, as Third World
and former communist nations are living through their most ambitious
attempts to implement capitalist systems, to lift the bell jar.

But before we answer that question, we have to solve the rest of the
mystery of why governments have been so slow to realize that a bell jar
exists.
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The Mystery of Political Awareness
 

Hark, hark! the dogs do bark,
The beggars are coming to town;
Some in rags and some in jags,
And some in silken gown.

 
—English Nursery Rhyme

 

THE BREAKDOWN of population patterns and mandatory law has been an
unmistakable trend in developing countries for the past forty years and in
former communist countries for the past ten. Since Deng Xiaoping’s
economic reforms began in 1979, 100 million Chinese have left their official
homes in search of extralegal jobs. Three million illegal migrants besieging
Beijing have created a jumble of sweatshops on the outskirts of the city. Port-
au-Prince has grown fifteen times larger; Guayaquil eleven times larger, and
Cairo four times larger. The underground market now accounts for 50
percent of GDP in Russia and Ukraine and a whopping 62 percent in
Georgia. The International Labor Organization reports that since 1990, 85
percent of all new jobs in Latin America and the Caribbean have been
created in the extralegal sector. In Zambia, only 10 percent of the workforce
is legally employed.

What are these countries doing about this? Quite a lot. They have rolled
up their sleeves and gone to work, addressing each of these problems
individually. In August 1999, for example, Bangladeshi authorities
demolished 50,000 shanties in the capital city of Dhaka. Where demolition is
impossible, governments have built schools and sidewalks for the millions of
squatters invading public and private lands. At the same time, governments
have supported microfinance programs to assist the sweatshops that are
transforming residential areas into industrial zones throughout the world.
They have improved the stalls of sidewalk vendors clogging their streets,
removed hordes of drifters from their city squares and planted flowers
instead, and tightened construction and safety codes to prevent buildings
collapsing as they did in Turkey during the 1999 earthquake. Governments
have tried to force the independent jitneys and shabby taxis that glut traffic
to meet minimum safety standards; they are cracking down on theft and loss
of water and electricity and trying to enforce patents and copyrights. They
have arrested and executed as many gangsters and drug traffickers as
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possible (at least the more famous ones) and jailed them (at least for a while);
they have tightened security measures to control the influence of extreme
political sects among the uprooted and vulnerable multitudes.

Each of these problems has its own academic specialty to study it and its
own political program to cope with it. Few seem to realize that what we have
here is one huge, worldwide industrial revolution: a gigantic movement away
from life organized on a small scale to life organized on a large one. For
better or for worse, people outside the West are fleeing self-sufficient and
isolated societies in an effort to raise their standards of living by becoming
interdependent in much larger markets.

What is understood all too rarely is that the Third World and former
communist societies are experiencing nearly the same industrial revolution
that arrived in the West more than two centuries ago. The difference is that
this new revolution is roaring ahead much faster and transforming the lives
of many more people. Britain supported just 8 million people when it began
its 250-year progression from the farm to the laptop computer. Indonesia is
making that same journey in only four decades and carrying a population of
more than 200 million. No wonder its institutions have been slow to adapt.
But adapt they must. A tide of humanity has moved from isolated
communities and households to participate in ever-widening circles of
economic and intellectual exchange. It is this tide that has transformed
Jakarta, Mexico City, São Paolo, Nairobi, Bombay, Shanghai, and Manila
into megacities of 10, 20, 30 million and overwhelmed their political and
legal institutions.

The failure of the legal order to keep pace with this astonishing economic
and social upheaval has forced the new migrants to invent extralegal
substitutes for established law. Whereas all manner of anonymous business
transactions are widespread in advanced countries, the migrants in the
developing world can deal only with people they know and trust. Such
informal, ad hoc business arrangements do not work very well. The wider
the market, as Adam Smith pointed out, the more minute the division of
labor can be. And as labor grows more specialized, the economy grows more
efficient, and wages and capital values rise. A legal failure that prevents
enterprising people from negotiating with strangers defeats the division of
labor and fastens would-be entrepreneurs to smaller circles of specialization
and low productivity.

Entrepreneurship triumphed in the West because the law integrated
everyone under one system of property, giving them the means to cooperate
and produce large amounts of surplus value in an expanded market. The
advances of the West, right up to today’s exponential growth of electronic
information and telecommunications technology, could happen only because
the property rights systems required to make them work were already in
place. Integrated legal property systems destroyed most closed groups while
inviting the creation of a larger network where the potential to create capital
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increased substantially. In this sense, property obeys what is known as
Metcalfe’s Law (named after Bob Metcalfe, the inventor of the Ethernet
Standard that commonly networks personal computers). According to
Metcalfe’s Law,
 

The value of a network—defined as its utility to a population—is
roughly proportional to the number of users squared. An example is
the telephone network. One telephone is useless: whom do you call?
Two telephones are better, but not much. It is only when most of
the population has a telephone that the power of the network
reaches its full potential to change society.1

 

Like computer networks, which had existed for years before anyone
thought to link them, property systems become tremendously powerful when
they are interconnected in a larger network. Only then is the potential of a
particular property right not limited to the imagination of its owner, his
neighbors, or his acquaintances, but subject to a larger network of other
imaginations. Only then will people subject themselves to obeying one legal
code because they will realize that without that code they will cease to
prosper. Only then can government begin to administer development instead
of heroically rushing to plug each and every leak. A modern government and
a market economy are unviable without an integrated formal property
system. Many of the problems of non-Western markets today are due mainly
to the fragmentation of their property arrangements and the unavailability of
standard norms that allow assets and economic agents to interact and
governments to rule by law.

When migrants move from developing and former communist countries
to advanced nations, well-developed institutions eventually absorb them into
a networked property system that helps them produce surplus value. The
people who migrate within their own countries are not being accommodated
in this way—at least not quickly enough. Poorer countries lack the
institutions to integrate the migrants into the formal sector, fix their assets
into fungible forms, make their owners accountable agents, and provide them
with connecting and leveraging devices that allow them to interface
productively and generate capital within a large legal market. So the migrants
invent, at the expense of the legal order, a variety of extralegal arrangements
to substitute for the laws and institutions they need to cooperate in an
expanded market.

Political blindness, therefore, consists of being unaware that the growth
of the extralegal sector and the breakdown of the existing legal order are
ultimately due to a gigantic movement away from life organized on a small
scale toward one organized in a larger context. What national leaders are
missing is that people are spontaneously organizing themselves into separate,
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extralegal groups until government can provide them with one legal property
system.

The fundamental problem for non-Western nations is not that people are
moving to urban centers, that garbage is piling up, that infrastructure is
insufficient, or that the countryside is being abandoned. All of that happened
in advanced nations. Nor is the problem simply urban growth. Los Angeles
has grown faster than Calcutta in this century, and Tokyo is three times
bigger than Delhi. The primary problem is the delay in recognizing that most
of the disorder occurring outside the West is the result of a revolutionary
movement that is more full of promise than of problems. Once the potential
value of the movement is harnessed, many of its problems will be easier to
resolve. Developing and former communist nations must choose to either
create systems that allow their governments to adapt to the continual
changes in the revolutionary division of labor or continue to live in extralegal
confusion—and that really isn’t much of a choice.

Why has everyone missed the real problem? Because there are two blind
spots. First, most of us do not see that the surge in the world’s extralegal
populations over the past forty years has generated a new class of
entrepreneurs with their own legal arrangements. Government authorities see
only a massive influx of people and illegal workers and the threat of disease
and crime. So while the housing ministry deals with its own issues and the
ministries of health and justice focus on theirs, no one notices that the real
cause of the disorder is not population, or urban growth, or even a poor
minority, but an outmoded system of legal property.

Most of us are like the six blind men in the presence of an elephant: One
grasps the animal’s searching trunk and thinks the elephant is a snake;
another finds its tail and thinks the elephant is a rope; a third is fascinated by
the large, sail-like ears; another embraces its leg and concludes that the
elephant is a tree. No one views the elephant in its totality, and thus they
cannot come up with a strategy for dealing with the very large problem at
hand. As we have seen, the poor in developing and former communist
countries constitute two-thirds of the world’s population—and they have no
alternative but to live outside the law. As we also saw, the poor have plenty
of things, but their property rights are not defined by any law. The millions
of enterprising people who fill 85 percent of all new jobs in Latin America,
those 3 million Chinese outside Beijing operating illegal sweatshops, and
those Russians who generate half of their nation’s GDP are doing so on the
basis of extralegal arrangements. More often than not, these grassroots
property arrangements openly contradict the official, written law. That is the
elephant before us.

I do not believe the appearance of small enclaves of prosperous economic
sectors in the midst of large undeveloped or informal sectors marks the dawn
of an uneven but nevertheless inevitable transition to capitalist systems.
Rather, the existence of prosperous enclaves in a sea of poverty conceals an
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abysmal retardation in a nation’s capacity to create, respect, and make
available formal property rights to the majority of its citizens.

The second blind spot is that few recognize that the problems they face
are not new. The migration and extralegality plaguing cities in the developing
and former communist world closely resemble what the advanced nations of
the West went through during their own industrial revolution. They too
focused on trying to solve their problems one by one. The lesson of the West
is that piecemeal solutions and stopgap measures to alleviate poverty were
not enough. Living standards rose only when governments reformed the law
and the property system to facilitate the division of labor. With the ability to
increase their productivity through the beneficial effects of integrated
property systems, ordinary people were able to specialize in ever-widening
markets and to increase capital formation.
 

Blind Spot I: Life Outside the Bell Jar Today
 
Why didn’t we see this new industrial revolution coming? Back in the 1980s,
when my colleagues and I in Peru began our work, most officials assumed
that our part of the world was to a great extent controlled by law. Latin
America had a long, refined, and well-respected legal tradition. To be sure,
there were poor people holding jobs and property outside the law, but this
extralegal sector was considered relatively small and thus a “marginal” issue.
Advanced nations had their share of poverty, unemployment, and black
markets, and we had ours. Dealing with them was a job mainly for the police
or the handful of academic sociologists who had devoted their careers to
studying homegrown exotica. At best, the poor made good copy for National
Geographic and the Discovery Channel.

But no one had any exact data. No one even knew how to measure what
the poor were actually doing or precisely how much they owned. And so my
colleagues and I decided to put away our books and academic journals, not
to mention our reams of government statistics and maps, and visit the real
experts on this problem: the poor themselves. Once we went into the streets
to look around and listen, we began stumbling across surprising facts. For
instance: The Peruvian construction industry was in a slump. Building was
down, workers were being laid off. Curiously, however, at outlets for
construction materials the cash registers were still ringing. In fact, sales of
cement were up. Bags of cement, that is. After further investigation, we
discovered that the poor were buying more cement than ever for their
construction projects—houses, buildings, and businesses that were not legally
registered or titled and therefore never made it onto the computer screens of
the government economists and statisticians. We began to sense a vibrant,
independent, officially invisible extralegal economy buzzing in the cities
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throughout the developing world. In Brazil, for example, the construction
industry reported a mere 0.1 percent growth in 1995; yet cement sales during
the first six months of 1996 soared by nearly 20 percent. The reason for the
apparent anomaly, according to a Deutsche Morgan Grenfell analysis is that
60 to 70 percent of the region’s construction never makes it into the
records.2

The extralegal sector, we realized was hardly a small issue. It was
enormous.
 

Growing Cities
 The movement toward the cities ballooned in the 1960s for most developing
countries, and in the 1980s for China. For various reasons, self-reliant
communities abandoned their isolation and began trying to integrate in and
around cities. Since the 1980s, millions of Chinese peasants have been
illegally clustering around cities to the point where the Beijing Youth Daily
proclaimed that “the management of the migrant population is out of
control.”3

The phenomenon is also familiar to countries around the Mediterranean.
According to Henry Boldrick, after World War II, rural migrants in Turkey
headed toward the cities, building their own dwellings on government land.
These spontaneous settlements, known as gecekondus, now house at least
half of Turkey’s urban population. Although some gecekondus have been at
least partly legalized and consequently have been able to gain some
municipal services, the majority are still informal.4

In the Philippines, the newspaper Business World called on the
government “to stem the tide of humanity that is congesting our city to
bursting point…. You see barong-barongs made of concrete and hollow
blocks—and you begin to wonder. What is the government doing about the
growing problem of homelessness, of squatters in our cities?”5

In South Africa, some observers (including myself) believe the extralegal
real estate sector is on the verge of its second major expansion. In 1998,
Newsweek reported that “more and more [South African blacks] are filling
the squatter camps and shantytowns that surround every South African city.
Under apartheid, racial pass laws confined many blacks to rural areas. Now
they travel freely—but hardly in comfort.”6 The Economist confirmed the
trend: “Though anti-white political violence never really materialized, the
end of racial segregation made it easier for poor blacks to wander into rich
white areas.”7

In Egypt, intellectuals and technocrats seem to have been aware of the
issue for some time. According to one recent report, between 1947 and 1989
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“Egypt’s total urban population has…increased…from 6.2 million to 23.46
million.”8 Figures compiled by Gerard Barthelemy show that the population
in the metropolitan area of Port-au-Prince, Haiti, rose from 140,000 in 1950
to 1,550,000 in 1988 and is now approaching 2 million. Barthelemy
estimates that about two-thirds of these people live in shantytowns, or what
the Haitians call bidonvilles.9

In Mexico, the private sector has become increasingly conscious of the
extralegal phenomenon and actively involved in doing something about it.
According to one news report:
 

A 1987 study by the Center for Private Sector Economic Studies
(CPSES) estimated that the extralegal informal sector generated
economic activity worth between 28% and 39% of the official
Mexican GDP, and a 1993 study…put the number of people in the
“non-registered informal sector” at 8 million out of a total
workforce of 23 million…. “For every formal business, there are
two informal businesses,” says Antonio Montiel Guerrero,
president of the Mexico City Small Business Chamber of Commerce
(CACOPE), a group representing 167,000 small, registered formal
businesses. “In the Federal District (Mexico City) there are about
350,000 small, informal businesses for a total population of
roughly 8 million.” What that translates into for the whole 20-
million-person Mexico City metropolitan area is anybody’s guess,
especially when the unregulated and growing shantytowns are
concentrated outside the central core of the city.10

 

Extralegal zones in developing countries are characterized by modest
homes cramped together on city perimeters, a myriad of workshops in their
midst, armies of vendors hawking their wares on the streets, and countless
crisscrossing minibus lines. All seem to have sprung out of nowhere. Steady
streams of small crafts workers, tools under their arms, have expanded the
range of activities carried out in the city. Ingenious local adaptations add to
the production of essential goods and services, dramatically transforming
certain areas of manufacturing, retail distribution, building, and
transportation. The passive landscapes that once surrounded Third World
cities have become the latest extensions of the metropolis, and cities modeled
on the European style have yielded to a more noisy, local personality blended
with drab imitations of suburban America’s commercial strip.

The sheer size of most of these cities creates its own opportunities. New
business owners have emerged who, unlike their predecessors, are of very
humble origins. Upward mobility has increased. The patterns of consumption
and exclusive luxuries of the old urban society have been displaced by other,
more widespread ones.
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The March to the Cities
 Migration is, of course, the key factor in urban growth in most developing
and former communist nations. Its causes, however, are hard to pinpoint.
Commentators in each country offer various explanations: a war, an agrarian
reform program, the lack of agrarian reform, a foreign embargo on
international trade, the opening of international trade, terrorism and
guerrillas, moral decay, failed capitalism, failed socialism, even bad taste (It
is so much prettier in the countryside, why don’t they just stay there?).

Lately, however, opinion has been converging around a few general
causes. The most visible explanation for the wave in migration throughout
the developing world is better roads. The building of roads and bridges and
the transformation of unconnected paths into proper highways awakened the
rural population to the possibility of travel, and they began moving to the
cities. New means of communication provided an additional incentive.
Radio, in particular, aroused expectations of increased consumption and
income. From thousands of miles away came radio broadcasts publicizing the
opportunities, amenities, and comforts of urban life. Modernity sounded
within reach of anyone with the courage to head down the road after it.

There is also now fairly widespread agreement that agricultural crises in
many countries were also decisive factors. The modernization of agriculture
and the uncertain market for some traditional crops following World War II
triggered massive layoffs of farm laborers on traditional estates and
unleashed vast contingents of people prepared to search for new horizons.

There was also the problem of property rights in the countryside. The
long, complex process of agrarian reform only compounded—and ultimately
exacerbated—the traditional difficulties of acquiring land suitable for
farming. Unable to own land or find work in the countryside, many people
migrated to the cities.

Another powerful attraction was the lower infant mortality rate in most
principal cities. This gap between infant mortality in the cities and rural areas
widened as medical services in the cities began improving after World War II.
Better wages were also an important incentive. In Latin America, for
example, by 1970, people leaving the countryside to take up semiskilled
employment in capital cities could double or triple their monthly income. A
salaried job might quadruple their previous income, and professionals or
technicians could earn six times as much. Higher pay offset the risk of
unemployment: A migrant who had been unemployed for a year could
recoup the lost income in two and a half months in the city. Life in the far-
off cities not only seemed better; it was better.

Even the growth of national bureaucracies became an incentive for
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migration. The centralization of power in the hands of government officials
meant that most of the government offices competent to provide advice,
answer requests, issue permits, or provide jobs were located in the cities. And
any migrant seeking a brighter future for his children knew that the
opportunities for education were much better in the cities. To
underemployed peasants with little in the way of resources other than their
own ingenuity, education was an increasingly valuable and productive
investment. Cities contained most of the secondary school graduates as well
as students enrolled in vocational training centers, schools and institutes of
higher education, and university applicants and entrants.

Migration, therefore, is hardly an irrational act. It has little to do with
“herd instinct.” It is the product of a calculated, rational assessment by rural
people of their current situation measured against the opportunities open to
them elsewhere. Rightly or wrongly, they believed that migrating to larger
markets would benefit them. The move, however, was not an easy one.
 

Poor People Go Home
 Migrants to the cities encountered a hostile world. They soon realized that
although urban people had a romantic, even tender image of the farmers and
were quick to acknowledge that all citizens had a right to happiness, they
preferred that the good farmers pursue their happiness at home. Peasants
were not supposed to come looking for modernity. To that end, virtually
every country in the developing and former communist world maintained
development programs to bring modernity to the countryside.

The greatest hostility toward migrants came from the legal system. At
first, the system could easily absorb or ignore them because the small groups
who had arrived were hardly likely to upset the status quo. As their numbers
grew, however, to the point where they could no longer be ignored,
newcomers found themselves barred from legally established social and
economic activities. It was tremendously difficult for them to get access to
housing, enter formal business, or find a legal job. The legal institutions of
most Third World countries had been developed over the years to serve the
needs and interests of certain urban groups; dealing with the peasants in
rural areas was a separate matter. As long as the peasants stayed put, the
implicit legal discrimination was not apparent. Once they settled in the cities,
however, they experienced the apartheid of formal law. Suddenly, the bell jar
was visible.

Some of the nations of the former Soviet Union also face disarray in their
property systems, and at least some elites are recognizing the economic
benefits of sorting it out. According to a 1996 report,
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Mechanisms…to protect land rights are in their infancy in Russia….
In many regions land must be registered with an agency distinct
from the one that registers buildings. Moreover, the legal
protections that registration provides are unclear…. Procedures and
customs for protection and use of land rights must be created from
scratch…. Land is probably Russia’s most valuable resource, a
resource upon which an entire economy and a democratic society
can be based.11

 

We have found that throughout the Third World, extralegal activities
burgeon whenever the legal system imposes rules that thwart the
expectations of those it excludes. As we saw in Chapter 2, many countries
make the obstacles to entering the legal property systems so daunting and
expensive that few migrants could ever make their way through the red tape
—as many as fourteen years and seventy-seven bureaucratic procedures at
thirty-one public and private agencies in Egypt, and nineteen years and 176
bureaucratic steps to legalize the purchase of private land in Haiti.

If there are costs to becoming legal, there are also bound to be costs to
remaining outside the law. We found that operating outside the world of
legal work and business was surprisingly expensive. In Peru, for example, the
cost of operating a business extralegally includes paying 10 to 15 percent of
its annual income in bribes and commissions to authorities. Add to such
payoffs the costs of avoiding penalties, making transfers outside legal
channels, and operating from dispersed locations and without credit, and the
life of the extralegal entrepreneur turns out to be far more costly and full of
daily hassles than that of the legal businessman.

Perhaps the most significant cost was caused by the absence of
institutions that create incentives for people to seize economic and social
opportunities to specialize within the marketplace. We found that people
who could not operate within the law also could not hold property efficiently
or enforce contracts through the courts; nor could they reduce uncertainty
through limited liability systems and insurance policies or create stock
companies to attract additional capital and share risk. Being unable to raise
money for investment, they could not achieve economies of scale or protect
their innovations through royalties and patents.

Blocked from entering the bell jar, the poor could never get close to the
legal property mechanisms necessary to generate capital. The disastrous
economic effects of this legal apartheid are most strikingly visible in the lack
of formal property rights over real estate. In every country we researched, we
found that some 80 percent of land parcels were not protected by up-to-date
records or held by legally accountable owners. Any exchange of such
extralegal property was therefore restricted to closed circles of trading
partners, keeping the assets of extralegal owners outside the expanded
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market.
Extralegal asset owners are thus denied access to the credit that would

allow them to expand their operations—an essential step toward starting or
growing a business in advanced countries. In the United States, for example,
up to 70 percent of the credit new businesses receive comes from using
formal titles as collateral for mortgages. Extralegality also means that the
incentives for investment provided by legal security are missing.

Cut off from the legal system, the migrants’ only guarantee of prosperity
lay in their own hands. They had to compete not only against other people
but against the system as well. If the legal systems of their own countries
were not going to welcome them, they had no alternative but to set up their
own extralegal systems. These extralegal systems, in my opinion, constitute
the most important rebellion against the status quo in the history of
developing countries since their independence, and in the countries of the
former Soviet bloc since the collapse of communism.
 

Growing Extralegality
 The populations of most major Third World cities have increased at least
fourfold in the past four decades. By 2015, more than fifty cities in
developing countries will have 5 million or more people,12 with most living
and working extralegally. The extralegal sector is omnipresent in the
developing and former communist countries. New activities have emerged
and gradually replaced traditional ones. Walk down most streets and you are
bound to bump into extralegal shops, currency exchange, transport, and
other services. Even many of the books for sale have been printed
extralegally.

Entire neighborhoods have been acquired, developed, and built on the
fringes of, or in direct opposition to, government regulations by extralegal
settlements and businesses. For every one hundred homes built in Peru, only
about thirty have legal title; seventy have been built extralegally. Throughout
Latin America, we found that at least six out of eight buildings were in the
undercapitalized sector and that 80 percent of all real estate was held outside
the law. According to most estimates, the extralegal sectors in the developing
world account for 50 percent to 75 percent of all working people and are
responsible for one-fifth to more than two-thirds of the total economic
output of the Third World.

Consider Brazil: Thirty years ago, more than two-thirds of housing
construction was for rent; today rentals constitute scarcely 3 percent of
Brazil’s construction. Most of that market has moved to the informal parts of
Brazilian cities—the favelas. According to Donald Stewart,
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People are not conscious of the volume of economic activity that
exists in a favela. These informal economies were born of the
entrepreneurial spirit of peasants from the North East of Brazil who
were attracted by urban centers. They operate outside the highly
regulated formal economy and function according to supply and
demand. In spite of the apparent lack of resources, this informal
economy functions efficiently. In the favelas there are no rent
controls, rents are paid in U.S. dollars and renters who do not pay
are rapidly evicted. The profitability of investment is good and as a
result there is an abundance of supply of housing.13

 

The Wall Street Journal reported in 1997 that according to the group
Friends of the Land, only 10 percent of land occupied in the Brazilian
Amazon jungle is covered by property titles.14 In other countries,
extralegality is on the rise.

Unlike the situation in advanced nations, where the “underclass”
represents a small minority living on the margin of society, in some countries
extralegality has always been the mainstream. For example, in most countries
we have surveyed, the value of extralegal real estate alone is many times
greater than total savings and time deposits in commercial banks, the value
of companies registered in local stock exchanges, all foreign direct
investment, and all public enterprises privatized and to be privatized all put
together. This should not, on reflection, be surprising. Real estate accounts
for some 50 percent of the national wealth of advanced nations; in
developing countries, the figure is closer to three-quarters. Extralegal
settlements are often the only avenue for investment in developing and
former communist countries and therefore represent an important part of the
savings and capital formation process. Moreover, the growing contribution
of cities to GNP suggests that a great deal of potential capital and
technological know-how is being accumulated mainly in urban areas.
 

The Extralegals Have Come to Stay
 This explosion of extralegal activity in the Third World, the massive
squatting in rural areas, and the sprawling illegal cities—Peru’s pueblos
jóvenes, Brazil’s favelas, Venezuela’s ranchos, Mexico’s barrios marginales,
and the bidonvilles of the ex-French colonies as well as the shantytowns of
the former British ones—are much more than a surge of population, or
poverty, or even illegality. These waves of extralegals crashing up against the
bell jars of legal privilege could very well be the most important factor
forcing authorities to welcome the industrial and commercial revolution that
is upon them.
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Most governments in most nations are in no condition to compete with
extralegal power. In strictly physical terms, extralegal ventures have already
overtaken government efforts to provide housing for migrants and the poor.
In Peru until the end of the 1980s, for example, government investment in
low-income housing hovered around 2 percent of the housing investment in
the extralegal sector. Including middle-class housing raised the government
share to only 10 percent of total informal investments. In Haiti in 1995, the
value of extralegal real estate was nearly ten times greater than all the
holdings of the Haitian government.

This extralegal sector is a gray area that has a long frontier with the legal
world, a place where individuals take refuge when the cost of obeying the
law outweighs the benefit. The migrants became extralegals to survive: They
stepped outside the law because they were not allowed inside. In order to
live, trade, manufacture, transport, or even consume, the cities’ new
inhabitants had to do so extralegally.

The extralegal arrangements they cobbled together are explicit
obligations between certain members of society to provide security for their
property and activities. They represent combinations of rules selectively
borrowed from the official legal system, ad hoc improvisations, and customs
brought from their places of origin or locally devised, and they are held
together by a social contract supported by the community as a whole and
enforced by authorities the community has selected. The disadvantage to
extralegal arrangements is that they are not integrated into the formal
property system and as a result are not fungible and adaptable to most
transactions; they are not connected into the financial and investment circuit;
and their members are not accountable to authorities outside their own social
contract.

These arrangements are run by a large variety of organizations, including
urban development associations, farming conventions, small merchant
associations, small business organizations, micro-entrepreneurial
communities, transport federations, miners’ claim clubs, agrarian reform
beneficiaries, private housing cooperatives, settlement organizations,
residential boards, communal committees, beneficiary committees in state-
built housing, native communities, small farmers’ associations, and village
organizations. These organizations also run building extensions on desert
land, building extensions on agricultural land, special arrangements for
historic parts of the cities, subdivisions of public housing, settlements with
private contracts, settlements with public contracts, appropriations through
subleasing with owner’s consent, state housing with incomplete titling, illegal
tenancy contracts declared before a notary and not recorded, settlement
contracts recorded but not declared before a notary, settlements recognized
by “national peace processes,” relocated settlers, and settlements recorded
with suppliers of basic services or tax authorities but not recorded with the
official property custodians.
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Extralegality is rarely antisocial in intent. The “crimes” extralegals
commit are designed to achieve such ordinary goals as building a house,
providing a service, or developing a business. Far from being the cause of
disarray, this system of extralegal law is the only way settlers have to
regulate their lives and transactions. As a result, nothing could be more
socially relevant to the way the poor live and work. Although their “laws”
may be outside formal law, they are, by and large, the only laws with which
these people are comfortable. This is the social contract by which they live
and work.

The extralegal settlements the migrants inhabit may look like slums, but
they are quite different from the inner-city slums of advanced nations. The
latter consist of once-decent buildings falling apart from neglect and poverty.
In the developing world, the basic shelters of the poor are likely to be
improved, built up, and progressively gentrified. Whereas the houses of the
poor in advanced nations lose value over time, the buildings in the poor
settlements of the developing world become more valuable, evolving within
decades into the equivalent of working-class communities in the West.

Above all, the extralegal settlers, contrary to their lawless image, share
the desire of civil society to lead peaceful, productive lives. As Simon Fass
wrote in the eloquent conclusion of his book about the economy of Haiti,
 

These ordinary people are extraordinary in only one respect. Their
incomes are very low, so low that one serious error of judgment or
one unfortunate act of providence can often threaten survival of a
household as a corporate entity, and sometimes also threaten
survival of its members as corporeal entities. What is extraordinary
is not so much the poverty itself, but rather the ability of these
people to survive in spite of it…. Nothing they do in this process is
anything but a productive contribution to survival and growth, and
the simple items they obtain have concrete functions as factor
inputs to the production process.15

 

As the economic activities with which they are associated have grown
and diversified, these extralegal organizations have also begun to assume the
role of government. To varying degrees, they have become responsible for the
provision of such basic infrastructure as roads, water supply, sewage systems,
electricity, the construction of markets, the provision of transport services,
and even the administration of justice and the maintenance of order.

In the face of the extralegals’ advance, governments have retreated. But
they are inclined to consider each concession temporary “until the crisis has
passed.” In reality, however, this strategy is only a way of delaying the
inevitable defeat. In some cases, governments have created exceptions for
some extralegal enterprises, legal enclaves as it were, where originally illegal
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enterprises can operate without persecution—but without integrating them
so that they enjoy the protection and benefits of the entire legal system.
These arrangements avoid open confrontation and as such can be considered
a sort of transitory legal peace treaty. In Egypt, for example, experts are
already talking about “semi-formal housing”:
 

Such housing not only increases the housing stock within the
country and provides relatively cheap housing but also provides a
large proportion of the urban population with an asset in which
they can invest. This kind of housing does have some degree of
illegality. The housing structures are not developed through
established, regulated procedures and those who construct them do
not use the recognized institutions of housing. They are usually
constructed on agricultural areas which were illegally sub-divided
into small plots by the private developers….

The government is usually involved in the process of land
acquisition within semi-informal housing. In the semi-formal
housing areas where the research was undertaken, it was
government bodies that initiated their development and this
encouraged private developers to sub-divide the land illegally into
small plots at a later stage. Land use was changed from agricultural
to residential use through a covert role from the government. The
inhabitants within such areas usually acquire their land through an
informal process of sub-division and informal land
commercialization. Hager El Mawatayah, Exbet Abou Soliman, and
Ezbet Nadi El Sid are the best examples of such areas in the city of
Alexandria.16

 

Even in the most unlikely places, there is evidence that governments are
recognizing that their legal institutions have not adapted to today’s economic
conditions. In 1992, Reuters News Service reported that Libyan leader
Mu’ammar Gadhafi had incinerated Libya’s land titles. “All records and
documents in the old land register, which showed that a land belonged to
this or that tribe, have been burned,” Colonel Gadhafi reportedly informed a
meeting of his justice ministry. “They were burned because they were based
on exploitation, forgery, and looting.”17

In some countries, the extralegal sector is now at the very root of the
social system. The people of Touba, Senegal, who can be seen hawking their
wares on the sidewalks of New York and other big U.S. cities, are often part
of a sophisticated Islamic-African sect that funnels millions of dollars of
profits back to their home city. Newsweek describes Touba as
 

a state within a state, largely exempt from Senegal’s laws,…[and]
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the country’s fastest growing city. Entire villages have relocated
here, setting up tin shacks among the walled villas of the rich….
The duty freecity is the hub of Senegal’s transportation and real
estate empires, the booming informal sector, and the peanut trade,
the nation’s main source of foreign exchange.18

 

In other parts of the world, extralegals’ concerns about losing their
property can ignite open conflict. A case in point is Indonesia whose
problems have been much in the news in recent years. As far back as six
years ago, the Economist was warning:
 

Poor people are edgy about losing their property because
urbanization and industrialization are creating demand for land, in
a country in which land ownership is an extremely murky business.
Only 7% of the land on the Indonesian archipelago has a clear
owner.

Inevitably, there is a large trade in both genuine and forged
certificates. People trying to buy parcels of land sometimes find
numerous apparent owners. And banks are very wary of accepting
land as collateral for loans.19

 

Elsewhere extralegality is closely associated with misery: “In Bombay…
two-thirds of the city’s 10 million residents live in either one-room shacks or
on the pavement.”20 Yet extralegals in other countries are moving up the
economic ladder. According to the Technical Evaluations Organization of
Peru (Cuerpo Técnico de Tasaciones del Perú), the value of land in the
formal sector of Lima averages some US$50 per square meter, whereas in the
area of Gamarra, where a great deal of Peru’s informal manufacturing sector
resides, the value per square meter can go as high as US$3,000. In Aviación,
another extralegal center in Lima, land is worth US$1,000 per square meter;
and in Chimú of the Zárate section, it is US$400. By contrast, Miraflores and
San Isidro, Lima’s most prestigious addresses, the value of legal, titled
property ranges from US$500 to US$1,000 per square meter.21

 

It Is an Old Story
 Once governments understand that the poor have already taken control of
vast quantities of real estate and productive economic units, it will become
clear that many of the problems they confront are the result of the written
law not being in harmony with the way their country actually works. It
stands to reason that if the written law is in conflict with the laws citizens
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live by, discontent, corruption, poverty, and violence are sure to follow.
The only question that remains is how soon governments will begin to

legitimate these extralegal holdings by integrating them into an orderly and
coherent legal framework. The alternative is perpetuating a legal anarchy in
which the existing property rights system continually competes with the
extralegal one. If these countries are ever to achieve a single legal system,
official law must adapt to the reality of a massive extralegal push toward
widespread property rights.

The good news is that legal reformers will not be stepping into an abyss.
The challenge they are up against, though enormous, has been met before in
many countries. Developing and former communist countries are facing
(albeit in much more dramatic proportions) the same challenges the
advanced nations dealt with between the eighteenth century and World War
II. Massive extralegality is not a new phenomenon. It is what always happens
when governments fail to make the law coincide with the way people live
and work.

When the Industrial Revolution began in Europe, governments were also
plagued with uncontrollable migration, growth of the extralegal sector,
urban poverty, and social unrest. They, too, initially addressed these
problems piecemeal.
 

Blind Spot II: Life Outside Yesterday’s Bell Jar
 
 

The Move to the Cities
 Most scholars link the coming of the great industrial and commercial
revolution in Europe to the mass migrations to its cities, the growth of the
population as a result of a decline in plagues, and a reduction in rural
incomes compared with urban incomes.22 In the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, workers in the cities began to receive higher wages than those in
rural areas for carrying out construction projects ordered by the ruling
classes. Inevitably, the more ambitious peasants migrated to the cities,
enticed by the prospect of higher wages.

In England, the first wave of migration began late in the sixteenth
century. Disconcerted by the growing numbers of migrants in the cities and
the resulting unrest, authorities tried to keep the peace with various stopgap
measures such as distributing food among the poor. There were also
persistent measures to persuade people to return to the countryside. A series
of laws enacted in 1662, 1685, and 1693 required that citizens return to their
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place of birth or their previous fixed residence as a condition of receiving
relief. The aim was to prevent more families and laborers from migrating to
the cities in search of employment. In 1697, a law was passed allowing
migrants to move about England only if they obtained a certificate of
settlement from the authorities in their new place of residence. Although
these laws did discourage migration among families and the infirm, young,
able-bodied, and ambitious unmarried men devised ways of returning to the
cities. They were also the sort who made successful entrepreneurs—or violent
revolutionaries.

Most migrants did not find the jobs they expected. Restrictive
regulations, particularly difficulties in obtaining permission to expand or
diversify activities, limited the capacity of formal businesses to grow and
provide jobs for new laborers. Some found temporary work or entered
domestic service.23 Many were forced to settle precariously on the outskirts
of Europe’s cities, in “suburbs,” the extralegal settlements of the day,
awaiting admission to a guild or a job in a legal business.

Social unrest was inevitable. No sooner did the migration to the cities
begin than the existing political institutions fell behind a rapidly changing
reality. The rigidity of mercantilist law and custom prevented migrants from
realizing their full economic potential. The overcrowding of an increasing
urban population, disease, and the inevitable difficulties of country people
adapting to life in the city further aggravated social conflict. D. C. Coleman
observes that as early as the sixteenth century there were complaints in the
English Parliament about the “multitude of beggars” and the great increase
in “rogues, vagabonds, and thieves” in the cities.24

Instead of adapting to this new urban reality, governments created more
laws and regulations to try to stamp it out. More regulations brought more
infringements—and soon new laws were passed to prosecute those who
broke the old ones. Lawsuits proliferated; smuggling and counterfeiting were
widespread. Governments resorted to violent repression.
 

The Emergence of Extralegality
 Gradually, European migrants who did not find legal employment began to
open illegal workshops in their homes. Much of this work “consisted of the
direct processing, with little capital equipment beyond simple hand tools.”25

Longtime city dwellers despised the work done outside the guilds and the
official industrial system.

The migrants, of course, could not afford to be choosy; extralegal work
was their only source of income, and the extralegal sector of the economy
began spreading rapidly. Eli Heckscher quotes a comment by Oliver
Goldsmith in 1762: “There is scarcely an Englishman who does not almost
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every day of his life offend with impunity some express law…and none but
the venal and the mercenary attempt to enforce them.”26 Two French decrees
(of 1687 and 1693), also cited by Heckscher, recognized that one reason why
production specifications were not being complied with was that the
workers, then even more illiterate than in developing countries today, could
not meet even the simple legal requirement that textile manufacturers put
their names on the fore-pieces of their cloth. Still, these migrant workers
were efficient. Adam Smith once remarked, “If you would have your work
tolerably executed, it must be done in the suburbs where the workmen,
having no exclusive privilege, have nothing but their character to depend on,
and you must then smuggle it into the town as well as you can.”27

Authorities and legal businessmen were not as impressed with the
competition as Adam Smith. In England, during the decades following the
restoration of the monarchy in 1660, some traditionalists began to complain
about the growing numbers of peddlers and street vendors, the disturbances
that took place in front of established shops, and the appearance of new
shopkeepers in many small cities. Formal traders tried in vain to get rid of
the newcomers. In Paris, the legal battle between tailors and secondhand-
clothes dealers went on for more than three hundred years. It was stopped
only by the French Revolution.

The preambles to laws and ordinances of this era frequently refer to
noncompliance with previous laws and regulations. According to Heckscher,
printed calicoes imported from India were prohibited in 1700 in order to
protect England’s woolen industry. Enterprising English manufacturers
produced their own calicoes, always managing to find exceptions or
loopholes in the law. One way around the ban on printing cotton-based
fabrics was to use fustians—English calicoes made with a linen warp. Spain
also prosecuted and punished its extralegal entrepreneurs. In 1549, Emperor
Charles I promulgated twenty-five ordinances aimed at extralegal businesses.
One law called for authorities to mutilate fabric samples by cutting off the
selvedges containing the manufacturer’s mark so that buyers would know
they were purchasing extralegal goods. This was intended to humiliate
distributors.

Government repression of extralegals was plentiful, harsh, and in France,
deadly. In the mid-eighteenth century, laws prohibiting the French public
from manufacturing, importing, or selling cotton prints carried penalties
ranging from slavery and imprisonment to death. The extralegals remained
undeterred. Heckscher estimates that within one ten-year period in the
eighteenth century the French executed more than 16,000 smugglers and
clandestine manufacturers for the illegal manufacture or import of printed
calicoes. An even larger number were sentenced to the galleys or punished in
other ways. In the town of Valence alone, 77 extralegal entrepreneurs were
hanged, 58 were broken on the wheel, and 631 were sentenced to the galleys.
Authorities found it in their hearts to set free only one extralegal.
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According to Robert Ekelund and Robert Tollison, the reason why the
authorities prosecuted extralegals so harshly was not only because they
wanted to protect established industries; multicolored prints also made taxes
more difficult to collect.28 Although it was easy to identify manufacturers of
single-colored textiles and thus verify whether they were paying all their
taxes, calicoes, due to a new printing system, could be made with a variety of
colors, making it much more difficult to identify their origin.

The state relied heavily on the guilds—whose main function was to
control access to legal enterprise—to help identify lawbreakers. But by
making the laws more stringent instead of adjusting them to include
extralegal manufacturing, the authorities simply forced entrepreneurs to the
extralegal suburbs. When the English Statute of Artificers and Apprentices of
1563 fixed wage rates for workers and required that they be adjusted
annually according to the prices of certain basic necessities, many of the
earliest extralegals moved their businesses to outlying towns or established
new suburbs where state supervision was less strict and regulations more lax
or simply inapplicable. Retreating to the suburbs also allowed extralegals to
escape the watchful eye of the guilds, whose jurisdiction extended only to
city boundaries.

Eventually, extralegal competition increased to the point that formal
business owners had no alternative but to subcontract part of their
production to suburban workshops—narrowing the tax base and causing
taxes to rise. A vicious circle set in: Higher taxes exacerbated unemployment
and unrest, prompting greater migration to the suburbs and more
subcontracting to extralegal manufacturers. Some extralegals did so well that
they won the right to enter formal business—though not without paying their
share of bribes and applying political pressure.

The guilds fought back. Under the Tudors, numerous laws in England
prohibited extralegal workshops and services in the suburbs. But the sheer
number of extralegals and their skill at avoiding detection thwarted these
efforts. Among the most notable failures were the hat and coverlet makers’
guilds in Norwich, which, after a protracted and highly publicized campaign
against extralegal operators, were unable to enforce their exclusive legal right
to manufacture hats and coverlets.29 Competition had left the guilds reeling.
Coleman attributes their decline to the “increasing labor supply, changing
patterns of demand, and expanding trade; [and] the growth of new industries
and the considerable extension of rural industry organized on the putting-out
system.”30

 

The Breaking Down of the Old Order
 European governments were gradually forced to retreat in the face of
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growing extralegality—as governments in developing and former communists
countries are doing today. In Sweden, unable to stop the establishment of
extralegal settlements, King Gustavus Adolphus had to visit each settlement
and give it his blessing to maintain an appearance of government control. In
England, the state was forced to recognize that new industries were
developing primarily in places where there were no guilds or legal
restrictions; indeed, extralegals had created their own suburbs and towns
specifically to avoid control by the state and the guilds. Moreover, the
extralegal industries were more efficient and successful. It was widely
acknowledged that the cotton textile industry had boomed because it was not
regulated as strictly as the woolen industry. People soon began noticing that
the extralegal settlements were producing better goods and services than their
legal competitors inside the bell jars. In 1588, a report to Lord Cecil, minister
to Queen Elizabeth I, described the citizens of Halifax, one of the new
extralegal settlements:
 

They excel the rest in policy and industry, for the use of their trade
and grounds and, after the rude and arrogant manner of their wild
country, they surpass the rest in wisdom and wealth. They despise
their old fashions if they can hear of a new, more commodious,
rather affecting novelties than allied to old ceremonies…. [They
have] a natural ardency of new inventions annexed to an unyielding
industry.31

 

Extralegals also began building within the cities. In Germany, where it
was necessary to pass a test and obtain legal approval in order to build,
according to one historian, “whole districts could be found in which plenty
of houses were being built, though there was no one in the district legally
qualified to build them.”32

The extralegals’ numbers, persistence, and success began to undermine
the very foundations of the mercantilist order. Whatever success they had, it
was won in spite of the state, and they were bound to view the authorities as
their enemies. In those countries where the state outlawed and prosecuted
extralegal entrepreneurs instead of adjusting the system to absorb their
enterprise, not only was economic progress delayed, but unrest increased,
spilling into violence. The best-known manifestations were the French and
Russian revolutions.

Those countries that adapted quickly, however, made a relatively
peaceful transition to a market economy. As soon as the state realized that a
working extralegal sector was socially, politically, and economically
preferable to a growing number of unemployed migrants, authorities began
withdrawing support from the guilds. The result in England was that fewer
and fewer people applied for admission to the guilds, thereby setting the
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stage for the state to alter drastically the way in which business was
conducted.

The power of the state also declined. Any legal system as rigid as the one
that preceded the Industrial Revolution was bound to be rife with
corruption. A 1692 ordinance in England stated that tax inspectors in many
areas visited workshops and factories merely to collect agreed-upon tax
payments without ever examining the goods to see how much the producers
really owed. Most production supervisors, whether they belonged to the
guilds or were appointed by the state, were continually accused of corruption
and neglect of duties, a situation that was attributed to lack of civic respect
for the law.

Even members of Parliament, which by the end of the seventeenth
century had the power to authorize the establishment of businesses, were
known to receive bribes for special favors. Local authorities were worse. In
1601, a speaker in the House of Commons defined a justice of the peace as
“a living Creature that for half a Dozen of Chickens will Dispense with a
whole Dozen of Penal Statutes.” Public officials sought to blame legislative
failures not on bad laws but on inadequate enforcement. “I conclude better
laws in these points cannot be made, only there wants execution,” declared
one pamphlet in 1577. Joseph Reid argues that the old order broke down
because widespread corruption permeated all its institutions and divided the
population into those who could outwit the system and those who could not.
He also notes that a legal system that encouraged some people to break the
law and made others suffer from it would inevitably lose prestige among
both constituencies.33 Suburban justices of the peace had little incentive to
enforce laws that had been drafted in the cities and were unacceptable to
suburban residents. By the end of the eighteenth century, the entire legal
apparatus had been weakened and in some countries was completely corrupt.

At a time when government controlled everything, people placed all their
economic expectations in the state. This gave rise to a pattern typical of
precapitalism: When wages went up faster than food prices, merchants called
for wage ceilings; when food prices went up faster than wages, workers
demanded a minimum wage and a price ceiling on foodstuffs. Prices,
incomes, and wages were fixed by political pressure and action, a situation
that discouraged industrial and agricultural production and hiring. Neither
minimum nor maximum prices, therefore, could solve the problems of
scarcity, food shortages, and unemployment. “The age,” writes Charles
Wilson, “was one of violence, when the pursuit of economic ends constantly
demanded the backing of force.”34 It was a time ripe for ideological and
partisan battle, in parliaments and in the streets.

As early as 1680, a kind of fatalism had emerged in the face of the
apparent impossibility of substantial economic progress: “The generality of
poor manufacturers believe they shall never be worth ten pounds…; and if it
so be they can provide for themselves sufficient to maintain their manner of
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living by working only three days in the week, they will never work four
days.”35

Amid such economic crises and social unrest, the strongest and most self-
confident people chose to emigrate or join revolutionary movements.
Between the seventeen and nineteenth centuries, hundreds of thousands of
Italians, Spaniards, French, and other Europeans emigrated to other lands in
search of a better future. In France, the persecution of the Huguenots and the
extralegals in the textile sector prompted many entrepreneurs and skilled
workmen to leave, mainly for England and Holland, where they and their
hosts managed to prosper.
 

Finally—After Three Hundred Years
 As badly structured regulations stifled formal businesses and as extralegals
openly defied the law and voiced their dissatisfaction at being pushed to the
margins, the stage was set for politicians to adapt to the facts on the ground.
The law had ossified at about the same rate as the migrant settlements
encircled the cities. And as peddlers, beggars, and thieves invaded the streets,
as extralegally manufactured or smuggled goods glutted the markets, official
corruption became rampant, and violence disrupted civil society.

Law began adapting to the needs of common people, including their
expectations about property rights, in most West European countries during
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. By that time, the Europeans had
concluded that it was impossible to govern the Industrial Revolution and the
presence of massive extralegality through minor ad hoc adjustments.
Politicians finally understood that the problem was not people but the law,
which was discouraging and preventing people from being more productive.

Although the picture of precapitalist society and the circumstances of its
decline are quite similar in most European countries, the outcome was not
always the same. Countries that made legal efforts to integrate extralegal
enterprise prospered more quickly than the countries that resisted change. By
easing access to formal property, reducing the obstacles engendered by
obsolete regulations, and allowing existing local arrangements to influence
law-making, European politicians eliminated the contradictions in their legal
and economic systems and allowed their nations to carry the Industrial
Revolution to new heights.

The past of Europe strongly resembles the present of developing and
former communist countries. The fundamental problem that the latter face is
not that people are invading and clogging the cities, that public services are
inadequate, that garbage is piling up, that ragged children beg in the streets,
or even that the benefits of macroeconomic reform programs are not
reaching the majority. Many of these difficulties existed in Europe (and also
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the United States) and were eventually overcome. The real problem is that we
have still not recognized that all these difficulties constitute a sea change in
expectations: As the poor flow into cities and create extralegal social
contracts, they are forcing a major redistribution of power. Once the
governments of developing and former communist countries accept that, they
can begin to catch the wave instead of being engulfed by it.
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CHAPTER FIVE
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The Missing Lessons of U.S. History
 

This land is blessed in having to surmount only one tyranny: that of
the status quo.

 
—Milton and Rose Friedman

 

AS I BECAME increasingly interested in the role of formal property systems in
economic development, I made numerous trips to advanced nations to find
out how their property rights experts would go about integrating a nation’s
extralegal assets into one legal property system. After thirteen years,
thousands of miles, and a little more gray hair, I had visited just about every
property-related organization in the advanced world—from my friends in
Her Majesty’s Land Registry and the Alaska Land Authority to the Japanese
Toki Bo. No one had an answer. All the experts I queried, all the
professionals associated with the myriad property-related institutions and
agencies I visited admitted they had never thought about the question.

People who operate property systems in advanced nations have
fundamentally different concerns. They are largely preoccupied with matters
relating to property rights. My primary concern, however, was not property
rights per se but “meta-rights”—access or rights to property rights. Although
we had many subjects of mutual interest, such as how to reengineer a record-
keeping organization so as to integrate information gathered in the field into
one database, or how to develop procedures to digitize boundaries on base
maps, the property experts could not tell me how to bring people who hold
their assets by extralegal arrangements into the legal property system. How
do you give people rights to legal property rights?

It was obvious, from what little Western history I had read, that at some
point in their past all Western nations had made the transition from
dispersed, informal arrangements to an integrated legal property system. So
why didn’t I just go there—into the history of the West to see how their
property systems had evolved? My hosts agreed wholeheartedly, and the
history buffs at Her Majesty’s Land Registry and the German Association of
Licensed Surveyors pointed me to their favorite books.

My reading, thousands of pages later, led me to the fundamental
conclusion that the transition to integrated legal property systems had little
to do with technology (although technology plays a very important
supporting role, as we shall see in Chapter 6). The crucial change had to do
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with adapting the law to the social and economic needs of the majority of the
population. Gradually, Western nations became able to acknowledge that
social contracts born outside the official law were a legitimate source of law
and to find ways of absorbing these contracts. Law was thus made to serve
popular capital formation and economic growth. This is what gives the
present property institutions of the West their vitality. Moreover, this
property revolution was always a political victory. In every country, it was a
result of a few enlightened men deciding that official law made no sense if a
sizeable part of the population lived outside it.

The various histories of property in Western Europe, Japan, and the
United States all have something useful to say about the present concerns of
developing and former communist countries. In each country, apparent
lawlessness was not really about crime but a collision between rule making at
the grassroots level and rule making at the top. The revolution in each case
involved the gradual merging of both systems.

However, detailed histories of all these countries would be too much for
this book. I have decided, therefore, to focus on the United States because,
more than 150 years ago, it too was a Third World country. The
governments and judiciary of the young states, not yet so legally united, were
trying to cope with the law and disorder of migrants, squatters, gold diggers,
armed gangs, illegal entrepreneurs, and the rest of the colorful characters
who made the settling of the American West so wild and, if only in hindsight,
so romantic. To a Third Worlder like me, this picture of the gringo past is
astonishingly familiar. Although my colleagues and I have trouble relating to
11,000 on the Dow Jones, we feel quite at home among the squatters in
Thomas Jefferson’s Virginia or the log cabin settlements of Daniel Boone’s
Kentucky.

Like Third World authorities today, American governments tried to stem
the exponential increase of squatters and extralegal arrangements; but unlike
Third World authorities, they eventually conceded that, in the words of one
U.S. congressman, “the land system is virtually broken down…and instead of
legislating for them, we are to legislate after them in full pursuit to the Rocky
Mountains or the Pacific Ocean.” What U.S. politicians eventually learned,
as Francis Philbrick put it, was that the “forces that change the law in other
than trivial ways lie outside it.”1 Even the celebrated Homestead Act of
1862, which entitled settlers to 160 acres of free land simply for agreeing to
live on it and develop it, was less an act of official generosity than the
recognition of a fait accompli: Americans had been settling—and improving
—the land extralegally for decades. Their politicians gradually modified the
law to integrate this reality into the official legal system and won some
political points in the bargain. Having thus changed their laws to
accommodate existing extralegal arrangements, U.S. officials left the assets of
the American settlers and miners primed to be converted into capital. As in
the United States in the nineteenth century, the challenge of capitalizing the
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poor in the Third World and former communist countries is at bottom a
political challenge that has to be reformed with legal tools.

In describing the evolution of property in the United States, as I will do in
this chapter, I do not presume to rewrite the history of America; like my
legendary namesake, I am simply exploring it. In the process, as you will see,
I found many examples that reminded me of developing and former
communist countries today: massive migrations, explosions of extralegal
activity, political unrest, and general discontent with an antiquated legal
system that refused to acknowledge that its doctrines and formulas had little
relevance to the real world. I also found how U.S. law gradually integrated
extralegal arrangements to bring about a peaceful order—thereby confirming
Justice Holmes’s opinion that it is “experience” that gives life to the law
demonstrating, as we shall see in the next chapter, that the law must be
compatible with how people actually arrange their lives. The way law stays
alive is by keeping in touch with social contracts pieced together among real
people on the ground.
 

The Parallel with U.S. History
 
It is hard to grasp just how important extralegal pressure and political
responsiveness were in the United States by reading indiscriminately through
the U.S. history section of a library. Nor will it be easy for most reform-
minded politicians and technocrats to discover the American history they
should most care about, namely, the connection between the legalization of
property and the creation of capital. To be socially and politically useful,
history has to be assembled to illuminate the problem at hand. And by and
large, property specialists have not written about the transition from
extralegal rights to an integrated legal property system. There may be several
reasons for this.

First, the historical process is not yet complete. Contrary to popular
belief, property systems open to all citizens are a relatively recent
phenomenon—no more than two hundred years old—and the full
implications of the transition have yet to emerge. In most nations of the
West, the major task of widespread property reform was completed only
about a century ago; in Japan it has been in place for less than fifty years.
Since the whole process that created integrated property systems was more
the result of unconscious evolution than conscious planning, it is not
surprising that it will require time for all the useful lessons of property
creation in advanced nations to become apparent to people in the developing
world.

Second, property has traditionally been considered from the point of
view of the advanced nations. Most of today’s burgeoning literature on
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property takes its genesis in the West for granted.
The third reason why the process of formal property creation is difficult

to grasp is that it is hard to follow the thread of the story. The slow
absorption of the practices, customs, and norms of extralegals into formal
law has been obscured by other historical events. The granting of formal
property rights to settlers and squatters in the United States, which eventually
created the basis for capital generation and transactions in an expanded
market, is typically treated as a political strategy to aid American imperial
ambitions, help pioneers exploit the country’s vast resources, and ease
sectional tensions. That these same steps may have also permitted the United
States to transcend the conflict between the legal system and the extralegal
arrangements of squatters and other pioneers has not been the primary focus
of property specialists.

What I intend in this chapter, let me emphasize again, is not to rewrite
the history of the United States, but to rearrange the familiar narrative in a
way that will help us understand that the apparent chaos in developing and
former communist nations is actually a search for a new legal order. Let us
look, then, at the transition of extralegal “law” from the woods and fields of
the infant United States into its law books.
 

Leaving Behind Antiquated British Law
 
The sixteenth century saw the beginning of an unprecedented migration of
Western Europeans to the shores of North and South America—what the
historian Bernard Bailyn has called “one of the greatest events in recorded
history.”2 In British North America, according to Hoffer, a “cold, tired,
apprehensive assemblage of men and women…gathered on the western shore
of the Atlantic, peering into a densely wooded wilderness. Clutching
blunderbusses and Bibles, some must have summoned memories of the world
they had left behind.”3

Among those memories were notions of how to build and maintain
communities, settle disputes, acquire land, and construct government
institutions. The legal system played a prominent role in resolving the
conflicts these actions invariably created. Indeed, the law “went everywhere”
in early America as “the first colonial governments were based on legal
documents—‘charters.’…Colonial economies functioned under laws
regulating prices, wages, and the quality of articles. Law gave the means for
people to sell or will their land to others, provided a forum for settling
arguments about broken fences and straying livestock, and even told people
how to worship, marry, rear their children, and treat their servants and
neighbors.”4
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Initially, colonists attempted to apply the doctrines of English property
law to bring order. But English common law had not envisioned a society
that was rapidly generating new forms of property access without an
established and generally accepted titling system. English common law, for
example, did not provide guidance for how courts should handle cases
involving people who had bought or inherited land of dubious title. As a
result, “open trials of title in the county courts became absolutely necessary.
All interested parties were able to testify, and the court’s decision stood as a
relatively effective and public guarantee where none other existed.”5

Most of these colonists, however, had little comprehension of the
technicalities of English law. Many did not know or care to know the
differences between legal writs, law and equity, and other subtleties. More
importantly, the English common law of property was often ill suited to deal
with the problems that confronted the colonists. A superabundance of land
in British North America presented the first settlers with opportunities
unimaginable in the Europe they had left. Arriving “on a continent where
much land was naturally clear or had been cleared by Indians, Englishmen
[and other Europeans] rushed to apportion their new source of wealth…. As
a result, scrupulous regard to detail was easily overlooked. Inexactness in
allotment and recording was tolerated, and little attention was given to the
orderly plans which, it had been expected [by colonial authorities,] were to
be followed.”6 Not all of the land was fertile, well drained, or within easy
reach of meadows to supply hay for the settlers’ cattle and horses.7 In their
search for suitable land, American colonists often moved at whim, laying out
boundaries, cultivating fields, building houses—and then abandoning it all to
move on to more fertile territory.

The result for property rights was a great deal of variability and
extralegality. In his analysis of legal change in colonial Massachusetts, David
Thomas Konig provides an outline of the bureaucratic and technical failures
that exacerbated the problems of migration. The lack of a uniform surveying
system, for example, created divergences and irregularities. Throughout
Massachusetts, colonial authorities often disagreed over how lands should be
divided. There “was not agreement, for example, as to whether straight lines
or natural features should be used to separate land holdings.” One colonist
“had assumed that his grant of three hundred acres in Reading was
rectangular in shape, but to his dismay he later discovered that the lot of his
neighbor in the next town had been laid out in a ‘circular form’ whose arc
subtracted from [the colonist’s] acreage.”8 Technical shortcomings in the
surveying procedures also added to the uncertainty and confusion. Konig
notes that difficulties in compensating for the variation of the meridian in
North America often created overlapping property claims, until John
Winthrop IV produced a table of variations for land surveying in 1763.9

In crafting decisions for a bewildering array of property disputes, the
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nature of which had few or no English precedents, colonial authorities could
not easily defer to English jurisprudence. Instead, “the courts often turned to
local town customs and transformed them into a new body of law that
would stabilize land dealings.”10 In matters ranging from domestic political
autonomy to the use and distribution of land, colonists began to deviate in
significant ways from English laws that had little or no logical relevance to
the realities of colonial life. As Peter Charles Hoffer emphasizes: “In theory
they were part of the king’s personal domain [and subject to all his laws], but
fact preempted theory. Far from England, thinly populated, rich in natural
resources, and occupied by men and women who knew their own minds and
grasped a bargain when they saw it, the colonies edged toward self-
government.”11

 

An Early American Tradition—Squatting
 
Although early migrants were mainly British subjects and obeyed English
law, once they moved to America, a different reality, the way they related to
each other began to change. In England, occupying a plot of land for a long
period without a title—“squatting”

—was against the law. In the United States, with no initial resistance and
many opportunities, squatting on available land quickly became a common
practice. Squatting is older than the nation itself. According to Amelia Ford’s
study of the colonial precedents of the U.S. land system, “before the arrival
of the Massachusetts Bay Company in New England, there were settlers
without charter or grant living at various places within the limits of the
Bay…. The first Connecticut settlers were legally trespassers on their territory
and could base their rights only in occupation and purchase from the
Indians.”12 During Maryland’s early years, Frenchmen and other non-
English people resided on land that they were incapable of owning under the
conditions of the grant. And in 1727, Pennsylvania legislators protested those
“sorts [who] sitt frequently down on any spott of vacant Land they can
find.” These colonial American squatters had already occupied and improved
100,000 acres of land without, as one historian put it, a “shadow of a
right.”13

In New England, propertied politicians found no virtue in the activities of
squatters, whom they regarded simply as illegal trespassers. As early as 1634
in Massachusetts, the General Court attempted to restrict squatting by
ordering “that all land grants to freemen be recorded and a transcript be sent
to it. Surveying was to be done in each town by a constable and four other
freemen.”14 This did not work either. As the widespread failure of those who
occupied land “to follow the injunctions of 1634 and 1635 forced the
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General Court [in 1637] to act once more and demand ‘that some course bee
taken to cause men to record their lands, or to fine them that neglect.’”15

However, there were no effective legal means to reconcile many of the
conflicts that arose. As a result, squatters turned to de facto devices that
created openings for legitimizing squatting. Many of the most intense
conflicts took place on the largely vacant outlying territories now known as
Vermont and Maine. Prior to the American Revolution, both New York and
New Hampshire claimed the territory of Vermont.16 In order to circumvent
New York’s claim, Governor Benning Wentworth of New Hampshire,
“acting on the principle that possession was nine tenths of the law…made
free grants in the region to both New Hampshire and Massachusetts
citizens…. [The result was that between 1764 and 1769] 131 townships were
granted to more than six thousand…select groups of individuals.”17

Following closely on their heels, squatters with little allegiance to any
state soon overran the territory. Indeed, “settlers began streaming into
Vermont and settling wherever it suited their fancy.”18 Early on, they
realized the importance of collective action and began “to petition first New
Hampshire and later the governor of New York for a grant of land to include
their settlements, or an ordinance confirming them in their lands.”19

Although both colonies attempted to thwart the squatters’ claims by
repeatedly bringing ejectment proceedings against them, squatter dominance
of the territory was so complete that Ethan Allen and his “squatter
followers” won statehood for Vermont following the Revolution. A primary
result of this extraordinary triumph of “squatter power” was formal
recognition of their property arrangements.

Squatting was often fueled by propertied politicians eager to develop and
exploit a colony’s resources. In most colonies, politicians believed that
territorial development could be accomplished only through immigration. To
accomplish this goal, colonial politicians gave grants to individuals and
groups to settle on undeveloped land, predicating the passage of title on
occupation and improvement. In Virginia, according to Ford, “to seat the
tract meant to build a house, plant one acre, and keep stock for one year; if
this were not done within three years, the land lapsed to the state.”20 Under
Massachusetts law, a settler’s duties “included taking actual possession and
within three years, building a house of a certain size, usually eighteen or
twenty feet square, and clearing five to eight acres for mowing and tilling.”21

In Maryland during the 1670s, Lord Baltimore used squatters to “settle
some disputed territory on the seaboard side on the Eastern Shore and on
Delaware Bay.”22 In a measure to keep their own revenue stream from being
broken, the Penns in Pennsylvania “sent directions that people who had
settled on any lands could have them at the price in vogue at the time of
settlement with interest from that time but minus the value of improvements;
those who could not do this were obliged to pay a quitrent proportioned to
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the purchase money.”23 As the Penns soon discovered, however, such a
directive proved exceedingly difficult to enforce if squatters did not want to
pay. In fact, “it became clear that unless some modus vivendi was established
with these determined, land hungry men, who could not be driven away,
large revenues would inevitably be lost…. Accordingly, [Pennsylvania’s] land
office connived at or permitted many usages it was powerless to prevent and
there arose besides the regular office rights, many particular, local species of
land titles.”24

In securing the rights they hoped to achieve through such settlement
policies, squatters often found the formal system too burdensome or
complex. As Amelia Ford also notes, “the land office was too distant, affairs
too confused, and methods too dilatory to suit the practical” squatters.25

British laws were becoming increasingly irrelevant to the way many people
lived and worked.
 

The New Social Contract: “Tomahawk Rights”
 
In the chaos surrounding law, land, and property, the migrants realized that
if they were going to live in peace among themselves, they had to establish
some sort of order, even if it had to be outside the official law. Squatters
began inventing their own species of extralegal property titles known as
“tomahawk rights,” “cabin rights,” and “corn rights.” “Tomahawk rights”
were secured by deadening a few trees near the head of a spring and marking
the bark of one or more trees with the initials of the person who made the
improvement. As early as the 1660s, squatters in Maryland developed the
custom of marking trees on the lands they wanted before they were surveyed
with the permission of the colony’s “surveyor-general.”26 By the end of the
American Revolution, the practice of marking trees for possessory right to
lands had become so prominent that one army official wrote to the secretary
of war: “These men on the frontier have been accustomed to seat themselves
on the best of the lands, making a tomahawk right or improvement, as they
term it, supposing that to be a sufficient title.”27

“Cabin rights” and “corn rights” meant staking out land by building a
log cabin or raising a crop of corn. Significantly, these extralegal rights were
bought, sold, and transferred—just like official titles.28 And although such
cabin or corn rights may not have legally entitled anyone to the land, there is
no question that such extralegal property rights helped avoid quarrels, were
widely accepted in America’s frontier communities, and became the source of
legal title years later.

Despite the implicit acquiescence of local politicians to these extralegal
arrangements, squatters still encountered a hostile world. They were
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constantly provoking conflict with Native Americans by invading their lands.
But squatters were also a threat to the elite who feared losing their vast
properties. That is why one member of the elite—George Washington—
complained in 1783 of the “Banditti who will bidd defiance to all Authority
while they are skimming and disposing of the Cream of the Country at the
expense of many.”29

 

Shooting the Sheriff
 
Migrants began settling boundaries, plowing fields, building homes,
transferring land, and establishing credit long before governments had
conferred on them the right to do so. Despite their enterprise, however, many
authorities remained convinced that these new Americans were flagrantly
disobeying the law and should be prosecuted. But this was not easy to do.
Even when George Washington, the father of the United States, tried to eject
the people who had squatted on his Virginia farmland, his lawyer warned
that “if he succeeded in his suit against the settlers on his estate, they would
probably burn his barns and fences.”30

Relations between other states and local squatters also began to heat up.
Even before the Revolution, migrants from Massachusetts had already begun
to settle in Maine, a territory that Massachusetts claimed as early as 1691. At
first, Massachusetts politicians tolerated the rapid increase in squatters in
distant Maine. After the Revolution, however, with its treasury bankrupt and
its currency depreciated, Massachusetts politicians looked upon the vast
lands of Maine as a major source of new revenue.31 Suddenly, the Maine
squatters were an obstacle to the sale of large blocks of land. In 1786, the
governor issued a proclamation prohibiting squatting in Maine.32

To reassure potential purchasers, Massachusetts appointed a committee
to investigate and demand payment from illegal “trespassers.”33 Most
squatters, however, simply refused to move or pay for their lands. Rather
than compromise with the squatters, the state ordered sheriffs to enforce
legal ejectment procedures, igniting a powder keg that led to what one
historian described as “something like open warfare.”

“The most prominent feature in [the squatter’s] character is a violent and
implacable hatred to the law,” commented one Maine lawyer in 1800. “The
sheriff of the county and his officers they have marked out doomed as
victims for sacrifice and the hated name of execution [of writs in ejectment
proceedings] is to terrify them no more. They declare the profession of law
must come down, that lawyers must be extirpated and their offices
prostrated with the dust.”34 And when a sheriff was killed while trying to
oust a squatter, juries refused to convict the alleged murderer. Partly as a
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result of the political ramifications of the hostility among the Maine
squatters, Massachusetts consented to the statehood of Maine in 1820.35

Other colonies also did their best to suppress squatting on public and
private lands. In Pennsylvania, Scots-Irish settlers began moving into Indian
lands as early as 1730, and the Native Americans fought back. Colonial
authorities repeatedly warned the settlers “against stealing the Indian’s land,
and by way of instruction burned their cabins.”36 Indeed, from 1763 to 1768
the Pennsylvania Assembly tried to deter squatting with the penalty of “pain
of death,” while Governor William Penn ordered soldiers to remove illegal
settlers.37 Despite these measures, the numbers of squatters doubled. In
response, according to one historian of the period, “the infuriated governor
then proclaimed that those settling on Indian lands would be executed. But
no judges could be found for such prisoners, or compliant juries and secure
lockups.”38

 

The Legal Breakthrough: “Preemption”
 
In a country where every settler was either a migrant or related to one, the
squatters were bound to have supporters among colonial authorities who
realized how difficult it would be to apply English common law to many new
settlers. Under English law, even if someone mistakenly squatted on another
person’s land and made improvements, he could not recover the value of
what he had done. In the colonies, however, given the lack of effective
government and reliable records and surveys, authorities had to accept that
improvements made on land, taxes paid, and local arrangements among
neighbors were also acceptable sources of property rights. As early as 1642,
the colony of Virginia allowed a wrongful possessor to recover the value of
any improvements from the true owner. The Virginia statute noted that “if
any person or persons whatsoever have sett downe upon any plantation or
ground which did properly belong to any other man,” a “valuable
consideration [is to] be allowed by the judgment of twelve men.”39

Moreover, if the rightful owner was unwilling to reimburse the squatter for
these improvements, the squatter could purchase the land at a price set by a
local jury.40 This statute was soon copied by other colonies. Such clauses
demonstrated the extent to which local elites were sympathetic to people
who wanted to generate surplus value from their land.

This legal innovation of allowing a settler to buy the land he had
improved before it was offered for public sale was known as “preemption”—
a principle that would be the key to the integration of extralegal property
arrangements in American law over the next two hundred years. Politicians
and jurists began to interpret “improvement” in ways that heavily benefited
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squatters. In North Carolina and Virginia, cabin rights or corn rights
counted as improvements.41 In Massachusetts, tomahawk rights were
included.42 Significantly, incorporating such local extralegal arrangements
into the law “was not only a recognition that some allowance was due first
settlers for the charge and risk they had incurred; it was a legal expression of
a widespread sentiment…that the squatter was really a benefactor to the
state, and not a trespasser.”43 By the time of the American Revolution, the
corn rights of the itinerant squatter had been transformed, in many people’s
minds, into the occupancy rights of the hardy pioneer. Even as George
Washington was lamenting the “banditti” who had invaded his own land,
elsewhere in his home state of Virginia other politicians were encouraging
squatters by protecting their extralegal titles.

For states with little money, preemption was also a source of revenue.
They would charge squatters for surveying the land they had improved and
for issuing legal title. As a result, preemption laws proliferated both before
and after the Revolution. In 1777, North Carolina opened up a landed office
for a western county, permitting settlers to take 640 acres, giving preference
to people already squatting in the area.44 Two years later, Virginia passed a
law that gave settlers who had squatted on its western borders the right to
preemption on land that they had improved.45

 

More Legal Obstacles—More Extralegals
 
Having won many battles, the American squatters, however, were far from
winning the war. The ambivalence toward extralegals persisted during the
United States’ first century, and nowhere was it more evident than in the new
federal government, suddenly in control of vast public lands. From about
1784 to 1850, the United States acquired almost 900 million acres through
conquest and purchase: The Louisiana Purchase (1803) included 500 million
acres; the Florida Purchase (1819), 43 million acres; the Gadsen Purchase
(1853), 19 million acres; and war with Mexico (1848) won 334 million
acres.46 In addition, by 1802 the federal government had acquired all the
western territories of the eastern seaboard states.

Beginning in 1784, the Congress of the newly confederated (though not
yet constitutionally united) states began formulating plans to restrict access
and rights to the national domain. The most momentous decision was that
settlements in the Northwest Territory would ultimately become states with
the same rights and privileges as the original thirteen.47 In 1785, Congress
expanded the previous year’s ordinance by providing a system of surveying
and selling the public lands. Following the model used in the New England
colonies, the surveying system divided land into townships six miles square
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with the townships further subdivided into thirty-six sections of one square
mile or 640 acres. Once the area had been surveyed, these 640-acre sections
were to be sold at $1 an acre.

Two years later, in 1787, Congress consolidated the previous ordinances
into the Northwest Ordinance, which provided for the division of the
Northwest Territory into several sections and laid out three stages of
increasing representation that would lead to statehood. Notably, the law
established the concept of “fee simple ownership” (estates were held in
perpetuity with unlimited power to sell or give them away) and provided the
first guarantee of freedom of contract in the United States.48 Although such
federal laws provided an elegant structure of formal law for the distribution
of public lands—historians view the Northwest Ordinance as the prime
achievement of the pre-Constitution U.S. government—they could neither
control nor contain the increasing number of people migrating to the nation’s
periphery. One major problem was the prohibitive price of federal land.
Faced with a price tag of $640—a huge sum at the time—thousands of
America’s migrants were immediately priced out of the federal land
market.49 The drafters of the Northwest Ordinance, however, assumed
wealthy investors would sell the tracts off in smaller parcels, extend credit, or
make favorable leases to the land. Even these speculative options were often
beyond the means of the pioneer.50 Migrants instead “chose the uncertainties
of unlawful settlement.”51 And thus tens of thousands more Americans
became squatters on the basis of extralegal arrangements.

Almost immediately, the federal government worked to marginalize and
penalize these squatters. They were ardently attacked in the debates
surrounding the adoption of the Northwest Ordinance. William Butler of
New York wrote: “I Presume Council has been made acquainted with the
villainy of the People of this Country, that are flocking from all Quarters,
settling & taking up not only the United States lands but also this State’s,
many Hundreds have crossed the Rivers, & are dayly going many with their
family’s, the Wisdom of Council I hope will Provide against so gross and
growing an evil.”52

Heavily influenced by such sentiment, members of Congress worked to
dislodge squatters, often by violent means. In 1785, Congress passed a
resolution explicitly prohibiting squatting in the public domain and giving
the secretary of war authority to remove unlawful settlers from federal lands
in the Northwest Territory. This policy went into effect in the spring of 1785
at the juncture of the Muskingum and Ohio rivers where the U.S. Army
dispossessed ten families by destroying their homes while constructing a fort
to prevent them from returning.53 Four years later, President Washington
ordered the destruction of cabins and the removal of families who settled on
Pennsylvania frontier land owned by Native Americans.54

However, although most politicians wanted to uphold the established
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law of the new sovereign nation, some already doubted that it could be
enforced in such a way that it would suit the best interests of the country.
That is why the question of preemption came up almost at once.55 During
the very first session of the new Congress, in 1789, one member poignantly
outlined the choices that squatters faced:
 

There are, at this moment, a great number of people on the ground,
who are willing to acquire by purchase a right to the soil they are
seated upon. What will these men think, who have placed
themselves on the vacant spot, anxiously waiting its disposition by
the Government, to find their preemption right engrossed by the
purchase of a million acres? Will they expect themselves to be
preyed upon by these men?…They will do one of two things: either
move into the Spanish territory, where they are not altogether
uninvited, and become an accession of power to a foreign nation
forming to us a dangerous frontier; or they will take this course,
move on the United States territory, and take possession without
your leave. What then will be the case? They will not pay you
money. Will you then raise a force to drive them off? That has been
tried; troops were raised, and sent…to effect that purpose. They
burnt the cabins, broke down the fences, and tore up the potatoe
patches; but three hours after the troops were gone, these people
returned again, repaired the damage, and are now settled upon the
land in open defiance of the Union.56

 

Typical of the ambivalence in Congress at the time were the views of the
Public Lands Committee of the House of Representatives. Recommending in
1801 that Congress refuse requests by squatters for preemptive rights, the
committee acknowledged that the squatters had “with much labor and
difficulty, settled upon, cultivated, and improved certain lands…[and
thereby] not only enhanced the value of the lands respectively settled, but of
the land in the vicinity of the same, to the great benefit of the United States.”
Regardless, the committee argued that to grant “the indulgence prayed for
would operate as an encouragement to intrusions on public lands, and would
be an unjustifiable sacrifice of the public interest.”57 And so the prevailing
sentiment among congressmen was to deny them any rights.

In the two decades following its institution according to Article One of
the U.S. Constitution, Congress steadfastly held to its antagonism toward
settlers residing illegally on the public domain. In 1796, it raised the
minimum price for public lands from the $1 per acre set in the Land
Ordinance of 1785 to $2 per acre.58 In 1807, Congress passed a measure
that provided for fines and imprisonment for any squatter who failed to
comply with the law once notified and authorized force to remove illegal
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settlers if necessary.59 An 1812 document of the House Committee on Public
Lands noted, “Promiscuous and unauthorized settlement on public lands are
in many respects, injurious to the public interest.”60

The problem, however, was that Congress, as is the case in many
countries today, was out of touch with reality: It had no conception of the
sheer dimension of the pressure from squatters, nor did it have the means to
impose its mandates. Even the General Land Office, established in 1812 to
survey, sell, and register the public lands, could not do its job. Charged with
confirming land patents sent in from the district offices, the new federal
agency also had to oversee the record keeping of purchases made on credit.
Lawmakers hoped that the Land Office would operate as an information
center serving citizens requiring land. But all these tasks soon overwhelmed
its small staff, which quickly fell behind in most of their duties.61 As Patricia
Nelson Limerick points out, congressmen themselves contributed to the Land
Office’s problems: “On behalf of their constituents, congressmen complained
of the slowness with which the office worked; on their own behalf,
congressmen made many of the requests for information that ate up the
clerks’ time; and for the sake of economy and retrenchment, congressmen
refused to increase the office’s appropriations.”62

In addition, in the early days, the United States possessed limited
financial resources and had to resort to land grants to compensate certain
sectors of the population. Various historians felt that by the practice of
issuing “land scrip,” which has been described as “the nineteenth-century
equivalent of food stamps”—paper that was redeemable in land—the
government encouraged lawlessness and squatting.63 From 1780 to 1848,
Congress provided 2 million acres of land for the soldiers who fought in the
Revolution, 5 million to veterans of the War of 1812, and 13 million for
those who fought the war with Mexico. Between 1851 and 1860, Congress
added another 44 million acres for service in the Revolutionary War, the
War of 1812, the Indian Wars, and the Mexican-American War.64 When
first conceived by the Continental Congress during the War for
Independence, the land scrip policy had a certain logic in that it allowed the
American government to pay officers and soldiers for their service. Congress
also feared the continuing military threat that indigenous populations, either
on their own or as paid mercenaries of the English or French, posed for the
new republic. The aim of settling former soldiers on the frontier was to solve
both problems at once.

By the middle of the nineteenth century, however, a thriving black
market in land scrip emerged that fueled both squatting and speculation. For
every hundred soldiers who received land scrip, eighty-four sold their rights
in the black market—a situation not unlike the one that occurs today in
many developing and former communist countries, which have provided
public housing for some groups of citizens.65 As one historian puts it, “no
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one expected the half million widows and elderly men who received [scrip] to
form a barrier against foreign invasion.”66

The federal government also gave millions of acres of free land to the
new railroad crisscrossing the continent. During the nineteenth century, over
318 million acres—almost one-fifth of all federal lands—were handed out,
either directly to private railroad companies or to states who would then
redistribute the land to the railroads. The rationale for this massive giveaway
was that it would promote orderly settlement of the frontier. Although much
of the land was of little value, a sizeable portion did contain minerals or was
arable.67 The lion’s share went to the transcontinental railroads who received
only every other section of land along their routes, creating a checkerboard
pattern of alternating government and railroad land. Congress believed that
the railroads would sell the land they didn’t need quickly and cheaply to
encourage settlement.68 Yet once again, the realities of land settlement
conflicted with the hopes of politicians. The checkerboard arrangement,
according to one scholar, “delayed settlement on millions of acres of the best
lands and had closed them to acquisition.”69 Sometimes it even led to open
warfare. Stephen Schwartz reports on the conflict that arose in 1880, in the
San Joaquin Valley of California, in an area called Mussel Slough, when
farmers and ranchers who had established themselves on railroad properties
objected to the modification in the sales agreement when the time came to
pay. The railroad companies had decided that the sales prices must include
all improvements such as buildings and canals. This led not only to court
action which could not resolve the case but also to the shooting deaths of five
settlers and several evictors,70 in which the responsible marshal admitted he
was “not certain who fired first.” Editorializing on the incident, the San
Francisco Chronicle condemned the railroads, stating that “Whatever might
be their strictly legal rights, it is undeniable that all the equities were in favor
of the settlers.” Physical force was also on the side of the settlers. Officials
estimated that dislodging them would require between 200 and 1,000 good
soldiers.71

The federal government’s efforts to construct an orderly land system
could not overcome the will of the common people to assert their right to the
national domain. One articulate squatter argued: “I do certify that all
mankind agreeable to every constitution formed in America, have an
undoubted right to pass into every vacant country and…Congress is not
empowered to forbid them.”72 During the first several decades of the
nineteenth century, politicians and squatters battled over how property rights
would be conveyed. Among politicians, “the question arose: ‘What is to be
done with it?’ ‘Give it to the soldiers,’ demanded some. ‘Use it to pay off the
national debt,’ said others. ‘Keep it for future use,’ still others counseled, and
there were those who held that any who desired should have the right to
settle on it.”73
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Lawlessness or a Clash of Legal Systems?
 
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the property system of the United
States was in a state of disarray. Existing property law and antagonistic
legislators only exacerbated the crisis facing the nation’s migrants. In his
seminal study of squatters and land laws in Virginia and Kentucky, Paul
Gates argues that the formal law contributed to “ever growing costs of
litigation to clear titles, eject persons with rival claims, and protect land from
intrusion and plunder.” Combined “with court fees and the high interest on
borrowed capital,” the inadequacy of formal law was a “constant threat to
the security of investments and kept litigants in continued turmoil.”74

Predictably, the migrants who settled these lands, more often than not,
did not have formal title to their property and usually ended up having to
negotiate for the title with not one but two owners; and then even after they
had purchased the land and made their improvements, they were likely to be
faced with ejectment proceedings brought by others with prior rights to their
tracts.75 One foreign visitor traveling through Kentucky in 1802 noted that
at every house he stopped in, the owner expressed doubt about the soundness
of his neighbors’ titles.76

Between 1785 and 1890, the United States Congress passed more than
five hundred different laws to reform the property system, ostensibly based
on the Jeffersonian ideal of putting property into the hands of private
citizens. The complicated procedures associated with these laws, however,
often hampered this goal. To confuse matters further, individual states
developed their own rules of property and land distribution that largely
benefited and protected only their own propertied elite. As a result, attempts
to reform the property system only served to heighten the nation’s land
difficulties while making migrants extremely wary about losing what
semblance of title they may have possessed. Commenting on reform in
Kentucky, one contemporary emphasized that “many of the inhabitants
derive the security of their estates from this confusion…[and consequently]
many dare not assert their rights, from a fear of being obliged to pay
considerable indemnifications.”77 During the eighteenth century and the
early nineteenth, “as old problems were solved, new ones emerged. There
were chronic difficulties in determining title…[as title became a] concept
more elusive than longitude, more nebulous than a tree stump or stream.
Title became as vexatious and intractable a subject as the abolished law of
tenure.”78 Quite simply, the legal institutions of the United States failed, in
fundamental ways, to deal effectively with the burgeoning migrant
population.
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By 1820, the original U.S. property system was in such disarray that
Supreme Court Justice Joseph Story wrote: “Ages will probably lapse before
litigations founded on [the U.S. property laws] will be closed…. It will
forever remain an unknown code, with a peculiar dialect, to be explored and
studied, like the jurisprudence of some foreign nation.”79 The irony was not
lost on Justice Story that the United States was “not an old conservative
society but a new state at the legal periphery.”80

U.S. laws had become so cumbersome that they constituted a major
stumbling block for settlers who wanted to secure their property rights and
thus break out of their status as “squatters.” They were left no alternative
but to begin fashioning their own “laws,” especially those pertaining to
property, fusing English law and the homegrown American legal traditions
with their own common sense. The result was “a phalanx of vested property
rights”81 in two legal and economic systems, one sitting codified and in the
statute books, the other operating on the ground. And thus the United States
found itself with a pluralistic legal system in which many rights over property
and ownership arrangements came to be defined by extralegal law.

The political and legal establishments were caught between their
allegiance to formal law and their sympathy toward the settlers’ need to
create their own arrangements. A speech by Thomas Jefferson captures
perfectly the ambivalence politicians have always felt toward the extralegal
arrangements in their midst. “So multifarious were [these arrangements]…
that no established principles of law or equity could be applied for their
determination; many of them being built on customs and habits which had
grown up in that County, being founded on modes of transmission peculiar
to themselves, and which, having entered into almost every title could not be
absolutely neglected.”82

 

State Efforts to Lift the Bell Jar
 
American politicians thus had three choices. They could continue to try to
thwart or ignore extralegals, grudgingly make concessions, or become
champions of extralegal rights. The expansion of occupancy laws—
recognizing a right to land based on improvements made on it—throughout
the United States during the first sixty years of the nineteenth century
suggests that politicians increasingly followed the last course. The history of
the adoption of occupancy laws in the United States is the history of the rise
of extralegals as a political force.

The turning point came in the new state of Kentucky, whose property
system, like that of many states, was in complete disarray. Its governor
complained that land claims in the new state added up to three times its area.
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The historian Paul Gates argues that this was due to politicians’ passing
legislation that catered to extralegal constituencies between 1797 and 1820.
These measures contributed to “the two great principles of equity in
[American] statutory law: The right of occupants…to their improvements
and the right of settlers on privately owned land, unchallenged for seven
years and paying taxes thereon, to a firm and clear title to their land no
matter what adverse titles might be outstanding.”83 The importance of the
Kentucky legislation, however, lay not in its contribution to legal doctrine
but in its reflection of the growing political power of the pioneers.
Significantly, the pressure these extralegal settlers exerted on elected officials
would lead many state governments to reject a U.S. Supreme Court decision
antagonistic to the nation’s large extralegal population.

In 1821, the Court declared Kentucky’s occupancy law
unconstitutional.84 The case involved the heirs of large landowner, John
Green, and Richard Biddle, a squatter who had settled upon Green’s land
illegally. The disputed land had originally been in Virginia but was now part
of Kentucky. In Green v. Biddle, the Supreme Court ruled against Kentucky’s
occupancy law by pointing to “rules of property” established under the
precedents of English common law.85

The decision explicitly favored only those people who held legal title to
the land they occupied. According to the Court, the Kentucky law “operated
unjustly and oppressively because the lawful owner is compelled to pay, not
merely for the actual ameliorations in the land, not its increased value only,
but the expense incurred by the occupant in making pretended
improvements, whether they are merely useful or fanciful, and matter of taste
or ornaments only dictated by his whim and caprice.”86 After rehearing
Green v. Biddle, the Court, in 1823, reaffirmed its previous decision,
emphasizing that the occupancy laws deprived “the rightful owner of the
land, of the rents and profits received by the occupants.”

Politicians who had been cultivating the support of their extralegal
constituents lambasted Biddle as “most ruinous” and causing “great alarm”
for Kentuckians.87 The Supreme Court might be oblivious to the new
political—and legal—reality taking shape in the rapidly expanding American
frontier, but Western politicians only had to look out their windows to see
how quickly the country was changing. At that time, tens of thousands of
hardy migrants had trudged westward from the original colonies over the
Appalachian Mountains to settle on fertile, virgin lands in the early decades
of the nineteenth century. The U.S. population had been doubling every
twenty years. In 1620, there had been approximately 5,000 settlers in all of
British North America. In 1860, the U.S. population would be more than 30
million and counting. Fifty percent of the American population lived west of
the Appalachians.

These migrants wanted the courts to recognize their rights to the
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property they had acquired.88 Thus the political and judicial backlash to the
Supreme Court’s decision in Green v. Biddle in Kentucky was a huge victory
for the extralegals, and they quickly went on the offensive. In the minds of
many politicians and the local newspaper editors, the villain was now the
U.S. Supreme Court. One local paper spoke of the “treacherous conduct” of
justices who threatened to “exterminate” the rights of “nonresidents and
aliens.”89 In the midst of the furor over the Court’s authority, Kentucky’s
powerful Richard M. Johnson declared in a speech before the Senate that the
decision “would overturn the deliberate policy of [Kentucky]…and, if
persisted in, would produce the most disastrous consequences in giving rise
to much litigation where questions had been settled for years, and put
everything respecting landed property into the greatest confusion.”90

Kentucky’s other and even more influential U.S. senator, Henry Clay, long an
opponent of liberally extending squatter rights, conceded: “They build
houses, plant orchards, enclose fields, cultivate the earth, and rear up families
around them. Meantime, the tide of emigration flows upon them, their
improved farms rise in value, a demand for them takes place, they sell to the
newcomers at a great advance, and proceed farther west…. In this way,
thousands and tens of thousands are daily improving their circumstances and
bettering their conditions.”91 Both the governor and the Kentucky legislature
also voiced their opposition to the Supreme Court’s decision.92

Since its inception, the Court had been a prime target of politicians
critical of the authority of an elite group of judges elected by no one. But in
an extraordinary turn of events, Kentucky judges also rejected the Supreme
Court’s decision. In a similar case two years later, a Kentucky judge noted
that Green v. Biddle could not be followed because the case “was decided by
three only of the seven judges that composed the Supreme Court of the
United States; and being the opinion of less than a majority of the judges
cannot be considered as having settled a constitutional principle.”93 In 1827,
another Kentucky judge rejected Biddle, emphasizing that the occupying
claimants law was constitutional in “cases too numerous to be quoted.”94

In the wake of the furor over Green v. Biddle, western politicians and
Democrats from around the country began viewing this growing constituency
of squatters through a different prism. No longer were they scruffy criminals
skimming the cream of the nation’s lands but “noble pioneers” helping to
develop the country. Of course, they were also potential voters.95

Sympathetic politicians began attacking the property system. One
congressman from Kansas emphasized, “all over his state settlers had taken
up public lands, made their improvements, paid their fees, and were later
ordered off the land without redress by decisions of the Secretary of Interior,
for one reason or another.”96
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Federal Efforts to Lift the Bell Jar
 
In the middle of the dispute over Green v. Biddle, Andrew Jackson, a hero of
the War of 1812 against the British and a vocal supporter of the pioneers,
almost won the presidency. Four years later, Jackson finally did become
president. During his two-term administration, as the last property
qualifications for voting and running for political office disappeared, as
public schools proliferated, as the states humanized penal codes and closed
down debtor prisons, sympathy for the rights of squatters increased. So did
public animosity toward judges and attorneys, who were perceived as eager
agents of the rich and the powerful.97

By 1830 the thirteen original states were twenty-four, including seven in
the West whose representatives in Washington were fully committed to
policies that favored the squatters. To gain the support of this increasingly
influential bloc, Northern and Southern states competed to show how pro-
Western they were.98 The Western states and the squatters who dominated
its lands started to flex their growing political muscles, and the results were
impressive. Between 1834 and 1856, Missouri, Alabama, Arkansas,
Michigan, Iowa, Mississippi, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Oregon, Kansas, and
California all adopted occupancy laws similar to the Kentucky law rejected
by the Supreme Court in Green v. Biddle.99 Paul Gates argues that “no case
decided by the Supreme Court had been so completely overturned by state
legislation and state courts, by failure of the federal courts to make use of the
case, and finally by the unchallenged act of Congress extending the coverage
of federal courts to occupants as Green v. Biddle.”100

Washington finally began to get the message. Whereas in 1806, the Pubic
Lands Committee had blamed squatters for their own hardships, by 1828 the
same committee was reporting to the House of Representatives that the
American squatter had performed a valuable public service for which he
deserved compensation.101 The once dreaded squatter was now someone
“who by his enterprise and industry has created for himself and his family a
home in the wilderness, [and] should be entitled to his reward. He has
afforded facilities to the sale of public lands, and brought into competition
lands which otherwise would have commanded no price and for which there
would have been no bidders, unless for his improvements.”102

Members of Congress began drafting legislation that helped ease the way
for settlers’ arrangements to be absorbed into the legal system.103 At its
center was the legal device that had been the squatter’s salvation during the
colonial period (and that the U.S. Congress had adamantly opposed)—
preemption. In 1830, a coalition of Western and Southern Congressmen
passed a general preemption act that applied “to every settler or occupant of
the public lands…who is now in possession, and cultivated any part thereof
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in the year one thousand eight hundred and twenty-nine.”104 A squatter
could claim 160 acres of land, including lands he had improved, for $1.25
per acre. Payment was required before the land was set for public auction,
and transfers or sales of preemptive rights were strictly forbidden.

In 1832, 1838, and 1840, Congress renewed the general preemption act
of 1830. Each time it attempted to strengthen further the rights of the lowest
squatter, while trying to block some of the abuses of the preemption
principle. For instance, the 1832 act lowered the minimum amount of land a
squatter had to purchase from 160 acres to 40 acres.

By 1841, the preemption principle had become so firmly established that
Congress enacted a general prospective preemption bill. The 1841 act
covered not only existing squatters but “every person…who shall hereafter
make a settlement on the public lands.”105 The settled land had to be
surveyed, but even this provision was eventually overturned.106

 

Extralegal Efforts to Lift the Bell Jar
 
Often geographically isolated from the political and constitutional debates
over property, many squatters did everything they could to secure the land
they occupied; some even paid twice for the same parcel, while others paid
lawyers enormous fees to help them make their land legal.107 Many did not
have the means to cover the costs of the official legal system, so they
established their own extralegal arrangements, thus creating new avenues for
accessing and holding property on the American frontier. For all practical
purposes, they took the law into their own hands—and forced the legal
establishment to follow their lead. It took the politicians some time before
they awakened to the fact that alongside the official law, extralegal social
contracts for property had taken shape and that they constituted an essential
part of the nation’s property rights system. To establish a comprehensive
legal system that could be enforced throughout the nation, they would have
to catch up with the way people were defining, using, and distributing
property rights.

Two important examples serve to illustrate the emergence of extralegal
organizations to protect informally acquired property rights: the claim
associations that proliferated throughout the American Midwest during the
first half of the nineteenth century, and the miner districts that saturated the
American West after the discovery of gold in California. For many American
historians, claim associations and miner regulations represented the
“manifestation of the frontier man’s capacity for democratic action.”108

Others have argued that these organizations operated “as a smoke screen to
obscure the theft of land from bona fide owners.”109 That is not my debate.
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What interests me about the claim associations and miner organizations is
that they show that extralegal groups played an important role in defining
property rights in the United States and in adding value to the land. Although
technically trespassers on the public domain, these squatters possessed, in the
words of the historian Donald Pisani, a “law-mindedness rooted in the
conviction that…‘the people’ have a greater right to define and interpret the
rules than legal experts.”110 To this end, the extralegal organizations
performed a range of functions, from negotiating with the government to
registering the properties and rights that squatters claimed.
 

Claim Associations
 The claim associations of the American Midwest were originally formed by
settlers to protect their rights against speculators or claim jumpers. Two
claim associations in Iowa, for example, agreed in their constitutions to
protect each member’s claims for a period of two years after the land
sales.111 Allan Bogue notes that “the squatter could expect that his comrades
in the club would come to his assistance if claim jumpers threatened his
holding and…his friends would intimidate speculators who might seek to
outbid him at the land auction.”112 One local Iowa historian noted that
“when an actual settler—one who wanted land for a home and immediate
occupancy…settled on a portion of [an association’s] domain, he was
immediately set upon by the bloodhounds, and it was demanded of him that
he either abandon the claim or pay them for what they maintained was their
right.” If “the settler expressed doubt to their having previously claimed their
site, the [claim association] always had one or more witnesses at hand to
testify to the validity of the interest they asserted.”113

These associations provided their own strict and primitive justice. A local
minister once asked an association member what would happen if a claim
jumper succeeded in buying his claims. The squatter replied, “Why, I’ll kill
him; and, by agreement of the settlers, I am to be protected, and if tried, no
settler dare, if on the jury find a verdict against me.”114 More typically,
however, claim associations provided at least the illusion of due process, by
convening juries—of fellow squatters—to sit in on cases of claim jumpers. In
one Iowa county, a claim jumper who attempted to occupy a vacant second
tract owned by a member of a claim association was “within an hour”
brought by “a score of earnest, angry men” before a settler jury.115

But the function of their claim associations also extended beyond
protection against third parties all the way into the official law. For example,
members of the associations, “usually the squatters who first took up land in
an area, agreed not to bid against each other at land auctions and to prevent
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others from bidding against [association] members.”116 One claim
association’s constitutional preamble candidly describes its mission:
 

Whereas, we have, by the sanction of the Government become
settlers on its lands, and have expended out time and money in
improving them, we feel justly entitled to buy them at the regular
price. And whereas there may be persons disposed to interfere with
our rights, and thus create distrust, excitement, and alarm;
Therefore it is Resolved, that in our case there is safety, only in
Union—and a determination to settle amicably any disputes
amongst us, to reciprocate concessions, and avoid every thing, that
may have a tendency to create distrust and excitement—to abide
explicitly by the wards of the several committees, and defend them
in the discharge of the duties assigned to them.117

 

This document is particularly striking in its resemblance to the “settlement
contracts” that groups of squatters make throughout much of the Third
World today.

Each claim association drafted its own constitution and by-laws, elected
operating officers, established rules for adjudicating disputes, and established
a procedure for the registration and protection of claims.118 The constitution
of the claim association of Johnson County, Iowa, for example, provided for
a president, vice-president, clerk, and recorder; for the election of seven
judges, any five of whom could compose a court and settle disputes; for the
election of two marshals charged with enforcing rules of the association; and
for procedures that specified property rights in land.119 According to Allan
Bogue, a historian of these Iowa “claim clubs,” most of “the regulations
covered the size of the claims allowed; direction for marking, registering, and
transferring claims; and the procedure to be followed when club members
contested each other’s rights, when members were threatened by claim
jumpers, and when the date of the land sale arrived.”120

The settlement contracts of the claim associations clearly worked to
increase the value of land that squatters claimed. In the Iowa counties of
Poweshiek, Johnson, and Webster, claim associations drafted specific
“regulations prescribing the degree to which the member must improve his
claim.”121 Associations also set upper and lower limits upon the size of the
claim to be protected, and most allowed members to sell their claims in order
to capture their property’s value. Many members, however, “were not
content with the amount of land the law entitled them to, but made
pretended claims to so large a portion of the territory, that in some instances,
it was difficult for a buyer to find an unclaimed lot.”122 This practice had the
tacit support of most association members. Although members of claim
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associations denounced large speculators, they themselves were, as Bogue
points out, “small-scale speculators.”123 The claim associations of American
history were more than just a scheme to protect the homestead; they were
also used to protect the trade in claims.124

And thus claim associations helped create “a kind of common-law…
established by common consent, and common necessity.”125 As one historian
of settlers pointed out, “although claim-law is no law derived from the
United States, or from the statute book of the territory, yet it nevertheless is
the law, made by and derived from the sovereigns themselves, and its
mandates are imperative.”126 The settlers, however, did not displace official
law completely. Their extralegal arrangements served as temporary rest stops
on the road to legal respectability.
 

Miners’ Organizations
 On January 24, 1848, James Marshall and a group of Indians and Mormons
discovered gold along California’s American River. Although the miners
swore an oath of secrecy, within four months, word of their discovery had
reached the San Francisco newspapers. This discovery “sparked probably the
greatest voluntary human migration in world history to that time in a rush to
California for gold.”127 The immediate effect was profound: “Farmers left
their plows in the fields. Soldiers and sailors deserted. Shopkeepers
abandoned their business. San Francisco became a ghost town over
night.”128 Within one year, there were 100,000 miners in California; two
years later there were almost 300,000.

When these hopeful prospectors rushed into California to strike it rich,
they “found no fences, no surveyor’s corners.”129 Nevertheless, legally, they
were trespassers since most of the land they were prospecting had hundreds
of competing interests.130 At the time of the gold rush, most of the land was
owned by the federal government, up to 9 percent of the total area of
California was covered by Mexican land grants, while much of the rest was
desert, mountainous, or otherwise inaccessible.131 And in spite of the fact
that the federal government was, as we have seen, churning out hundreds of
statutes regulating land use, the United States had no law regulating the sale
or lease of federal lands containing precious minerals.132 Moreover,
Congress explicitly excluded “mineral lands” from the general Preemption
Act of 1841.

The combustible nexus of Mexican land grants, absentee owners, land-
hungry settlers, and the absence of a federal law that could be enforced
created the immediate need for extralegal arrangements. Historians such as
Pisani felt the settlers did not have much choice. If “they settled on a
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Mexican claim in the hope it would be disallowed, they faced the prospect of
losing their improvements. But if they purchased land from a claimant whose
boundaries were subsequently adjusted, or whose application was
subsequently rejected, they might lose the cost of the land as well as the value
of their improvements.”133 While the settlers made their own arrangements,
the government tried to find a solution based on existing official law. The
problem was that the government was far too slow. In 1851, Congress
established a commission to pass judgment on the validity of the Mexican
and Spanish land grants. Although the commission’s official tenure lasted
until 1856, the courts and the General Land Office put off final action until
years later. The result was that the settlers had to rely increasingly on their
extralegal law to maintain some sense of order. They were forced to,
because, in the words of one legal historian, “the longer the confirmation
process took, the greater chance of litigation and violence.”134

Like the claim club squatters in the Midwest, miners had two precedents
on their side: the right of preemption and the right of occupants to their
improvements.135 So they formed organizations to regulate their extralegal
rights and stipulate the obligations that individual miners had to the invaded
lands. These settlement contracts were known as “mining district
regulations.” The miners knew that if they drafted their regulations carefully,
with as much regard as possible for existing law, sooner or later the
government would have to come to terms with them.

The miners left little to chance. Most mining district regulations generally
involved nine distinct stages. First, the miners posted notices or got the word
out announcing a mass meeting at a well-known location to form a new
district. Second, as the meeting’s first order of business, the miners
established the boundaries and jurisdiction of the district and named it
(typically for some geographic feature of the area, for the first claim staked,
or in honor of the man organizing the district). Third, the miners placed
restrictions on ownership to the number of claims held by location and
purchase. In most mining districts, the discoverer of a new lode was normally
allowed a double claim while others were allowed one per person. There was
usually no limit on claims that were purchased, provided the purchase had
been made “upon good faith for valuable consideration with recorded deeds
and certificates of ownership issued by the recorder.”

Fourth, the mining districts limited membership and rights to U.S.
citizens or those entitled under law to become citizens. Mexicans and Asians
were thus generally excluded by the racial prejudices of the day. Mexican or
Asian miners were even accused of having contributed “nothing to the
prosperity of the people whose hard-earned wealth they have appropriated to
themselves” and of endangering the morals of “young [American] men…
without home influences.” Fifth, the regulations fixed the dimensions of the
mining claim itself from 150 to 300 feet in length for large claims to the size
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of the miner’s shovel for smaller diggings. A right-of-way was usually given
on each side of the claim to run tunnels and drifts at any distance so long as
they did not interfere with the rights of a neighbor’s claim. Sixth, the
regulations set guidelines for how miners would identify the boundaries of
their claims. Usually, the claim was initiated by posting a dated notice of the
claim with the names of the locator, the district, and the county.

Seventh, the regulations established the office of the recorder, where the
official records of the district would be kept, and specified how claims would
be recorded. Often recorders were elected for a year. Even more importantly,
the regulations required miners “to file their notices of action with the
recorder within five to thirty days from the date of posting on the claim, and
the recorder was required to keep a book of such filing and also record
transfers of titles within the district.” Eighth, the regulations established the
requirements for development of claims by providing for the “time, extent,
and character” of work to be done in order to hold a claim. The “penalty for
noncompliance was always the possibility of forfeiture.” Finally, the
regulations established a system for resolving disputes.136

Faced with a legal vacuum in federal mining law, the miners, with some
legal acumen, created a kind of acting mining law. Negotiating among
themselves, they worked to protect their rights and increase the value of their
property until the government could step in to validate their claims. Creating
property rights through extralegal means was hardly a rarity. Extralegality
was—as it is today in the Third World—rife. In the immediate years after
gold was discovered, California had some eight hundred separate
jurisdictions, each with its individual regulations.137 Every jurisdiction
obtained its initial legitimacy and strength from the consensus of its
members. Historian Charles Howard Shinn notes that “no alcalde [mayor],
no council, no justice of the peace was ever forced upon a district by an
outside power. The district was the unit of political organization, in many
regions, long after the creation of the state; and delegates from adjoining
districts often met in consultation regarding boundaries, or matters of local
government, and reported to their respective constituencies in open-air-
meeting, on hillside or river-bank.”138

Most politicians came to support the miners’ claims, and the courts
proceeded to sanction their extralegal arrangements. In 1861, a justice of the
California Supreme Court commented on the legitimacy of the miners’
extralegal arrangements in Gore v. McBreyer: “It is enough that the miners
agree—whether in public meeting or after due notice—upon their local laws,
and that these are recognized as the rules of the vicinage, unless some fraud
be shown, or some other like cause for rejecting the laws.”139

One reason for the easy acceptance of miners’ district regulations was
that these were often drafted on the basis of principles, ideas, and procedures
not much different from those of existing official law. Lacy points out that
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the district regulations “reflected the accumulated wisdom and customs…of
the Stannary Convocations of the tin miners of Cornwall; the High Peak
District practices and the Barmote Court of Derbyshire; the organization and
practices of the Burgermeisters of Saxony; the Spanish Colonial ordinances of
the vice royalties of New Spain and Peru; and some practices of the mining
districts of the Missouri lead belt.”140 For instance, “where a miner took up
his claim pursuant to mining rules and customs, actual possession of part of
a claim with definite boundaries gave him a possessory right to the entire
claim. This would seem to be little more than an application of…[an aspect]
of the law of adverse possession.”141 One lawyer for the miners discussed
how their law paralleled and simplified the formal property rights system:
 

Under the miner’s law, the locator is his own executive officer to
take the land, grant himself a possessory title, fix the boundaries,
and announce himself the proprietor…. The notice is the substitute
for the written application; the marking of the boundaries answers
the purpose of a survey; the mining law is the concession, and the
record with the local officer the registration. The only official in
charge is the great public, whom the miners represent, and whose
law is inexorable.142

 

This fusion of informal and existing legal models filled the vacuum of
formal law on America’s vast mineral lands—just as squatting organizations
do today in the Third World. During the 1850s, Congress made no effort to
take over the Western mineral resources. Historians speculate that perhaps
the miners’ success at self-government appealed to the political philosophy of
the day, or maybe the nation was too preoccupied with the slavery issue and
the threat of secession by the Southern states.143 Perhaps the lawyers among
the U.S. legislators simply recognized good law-making when they saw it.
One thing, however, is clear: The lack of congressional action only added
credibility to the social contract that the miners themselves had not only
devised but also made work.144

By the 1860s, however, the Civil War, the need for funds with which to
conduct it, and investor concerns in California, Nevada, and Colorado
forced Congress to consider consolidating the thousands of mining laws into
an integrated system. The concerns of investors about land title played a
prominent role in this debate. One contemporary noted that because of the
lack of a standard system of titles, “capitalists were not willing to expend
their money in sinking costly shafts, and erecting machinery and buildings, to
prove a vein which by miner’s law, might be indefinitely subdivided
according to its richness.”145 The federal government began to seriously
consider ways that it could regulate mining on federal land.146 According to
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Lacy, one of the main concerns of members of Congress from the West was
the “clamor for security of title and the ability to purchase mineral lands at a
reasonable price.”147

In 1866, Congress for the first time declared the nation’s mineral lands
officially open for exploration to U.S. citizens—eighteen years after hundreds
of thousands of miners had first begun to prospect for gold in federal lands
in California. The 1866 statute explicitly noted that all explorations for
minerals would be subject to those “local customs or rules of miners in the
several mining districts” that were not in conflict with the laws of the United
States.148 The purpose of the law was not to destroy rights born extralegally
but to strengthen them “with some wholesome regulations as to the manner
of holding and working them, which are not in conflict with existing mining
laws, but simply give uniformity and consistency to the whole system.”149

Another significant aspect of this premier mining law was that “the
substance of the bill came directly from the lode mining regulations of the
Grass Valley Mining District of Nevada County, California…and the Gold
Mountain Mining District of Storey County, Nevada.”150 In passing the law,
Congress went so far as to commend the American genius for creating
extralegal arrangements:
 

It is essential that this great system established by the people in their
primary capacities, and evidencing by the highest possible testimony
the peculiar genius of the American people for founding empire and
order, shall be preserved and affirmed. Popular sovereignty is here
displayed in one of its grandest aspects, and simply invites us, not to
destroy, but to put upon it the stamp of national power and
unquestioned authority.151

 

And so the 1866 legislation not only acknowledged the legitimacy of
social contracts born outside the official law but also incorporated principles
and rights that had been won by settlers in preemption and settlement claims.
The law also extended patent rights to any person or association that had
expended $1,000 in labor and improvements on a claim, surveyed or
unsurveyed. This was an explicit recognition that value added to assets was
something the law needed to encourage and protect.

On May 10, 1872, Congress passed the general mining law, establishing
a basic formal structure of American mining law that continues to this day.
This law retained the two most important principles of the 1866 act: the
recognition of miners’ laws, and the right of anyone who improved a mine to
purchase the title from the government at a reasonable price.152 In a span of
twenty years, the extralegally generated rights and arrangements of miners
had been integrated into a new formal system. Even the Supreme Court,
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whose hostility to informal rights sparked a pro-squatter backlash,
reaffirmed the validity of the 1866 and 1872 federal mining laws in Jennison
v. Kirk. According to the Court, the two statutes “gave the sanction of the
government to possessory rights acquired under the local customs, laws, and
decisions of the courts…[and] recognized the obligation of the government to
respect private rights which had grown up under its tacit consent and
approval. It proposed no new system, but sanctioned, regulated, and
conferred a system already established, to which the people were
attached.”153 By the 1880s, extralegal mining district rules and customs had
been integrated into one coherent system of formal property law.154

 

 
 

At the end of the nineteenth century, American politicians and judges had
come a long way in the area of property law—and it was the squatters who
led them there. This was also true for housing: In 1862, when Congress
passed the celebrated “Homestead Act” that gave 160 free acres to any
settler willing to live on the land for five years and develop it, it was only
sanctioning what settlers had already done by themselves.155 In spite of the
legendary fame of the Homestead Act, most settlement took place before it
was enacted. “Between 1862 and 1890, the population of the United States
grew by 32 million people—but only about 2 million of them settled on the
372,649 farms claimed through the Homestead Act.”156 By the time
Congress finally approved it, the settlers already had many legal alternatives
for gaining title to public lands.157 Historically, however, the Homestead Act
does have great symbolic value, signifying the end of a long, exhausting, and
bitter struggle between elitist law and a new order brought about by massive
migration and the needs of an open and sustainable society. By ultimately
embracing many of the extralegal arrangements of the settlers, formal law
had legitimized itself, becoming the rule for most people in the United States
rather than the exception.
 

The Significance for Third World and Former Communist
Nations

 
For developing and former communist countries trying to make their own
transition to capitalism, the American experience is extremely significant.
The recognition and integration of extralegal property rights was a key
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element in the United States becoming the most important market economy
and producer of capital in the world. As Gordon Wood emphasizes, during
this time “something momentous was happening in the society and culture
that released the aspirations and energies of common people as never before
in American history.”158

That “momentous” something was a revolution in rights to property
rights. The Americans, not always eagerly or consciously, gradually
legitimized extralegal property norms and arrangements created by the
poorest Americans and integrated them into the law of the land. At the
beginning of the nineteenth century, information about property and the
rules that governed it were dispersed, atomized, and unconnected. It was
available in rudimentary ledgers, personal notes, informal constitutions,
district regulations, or oral testimony in every farm, mine, or urban
settlement. As in developing and former communist countries today, most of
this information related only to the local community and was not available
within any consistent network of systematized representations. Although
American officials probably did not either intend or realize it, when they
constructed national laws such as the preemption and mining acts they were
creating the representational forms that integrated all this loose and isolated
property data into a new formal property system.

It was not an easy task or a quick one; nor was it without violence. But
the American experience is very much like what is going on today in Third
World and former communist countries: The official law has not been able to
keep up with popular initiative, and government has lost control. As a result,
people outside the West live today in a world of paradoxes not unlike the
one described by historian G. Edward White: “When the miner left his shack
and went to work, he employed the latest in industrial technology. When the
farmer stepped outside his sod shanty, he often used the most modern farm
machinery.”159 Third Worlders also live and work in shacks and slums side
by side with television sets and electronic calculators. They too are organized
in claim clubs. And their governments have also begun to give them
preemption rights.

But what they still do not have is the efficiently crafted legal right to have
their property integrated into a formal legal system that allows them to use it
to create capital. Through occupancy, preemption, homesteading, miners’
laws, and such, Americans built a new concept of property, “one that
emphasized its dynamic aspects, associating it with economic growth,” and
which replaced a concept “that emphasized its static character associating it
with security from too rapid change.”160 American property changed from
being a means of preserving an old economic order to being, instead, a
powerful tool for creating a new one. The result was the expanded markets
and capital needed to fuel explosive economic growth. This was the
“momentous” change that still drives U.S. economic growth.
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Ultimately, the lessons of the United States’ transition to formality will be
found not in the technical details but in the changes in political attitudes and
in broad legal trends. In passing laws to integrate the extralegal population,
American politicians expressed the revolutionary idea that legal institutions
can survive only if they respond to social needs.161 The American legal
system obtained its energy because it built on the experience of grassroots
Americans and the extralegal arrangements they created, while rejecting
those English common law doctrines that had little relevance to problems
unique to the United States. In the long and arduous process of integrating
extralegal property rights, American legislators and jurists created a new
system much more conducive to a productive and dynamic market economy.
This process constituted a revolution born out of the normative expectations
of ordinary people, which the government developed into a systematized and
professional formal structure.

This is not to say that developing and former communist nations should
slavishly imitate the U.S. transition. There are plenty of negative
consequences in the U.S. experience that they should be careful to avoid. But
as we have already seen, there is much to learn. The primary lesson is that
pretending extralegal arrangements do not exist or trying to stamp them out,
without a strategy to channel them into the legal sector, is a fool’s errand—
especially in the developing world, where, as we saw in Chapter 2, the
extralegal sector now constitutes the majority of the populations of those
countries and holds trillions of dollars in dead capital.

Efforts to create a property revolution elsewhere in the Third World and
former communist countries will face their own unique requirements,
obstacles, and opportunities. We must contend with other ongoing
revolutions in communications, information technology, and rapid
urbanization. But the basic situation is the same. Today, in many developing
and former communist nations, property law is no longer relevant to how the
majority of people live and work. How can a legal system aspire to
legitimacy if it cuts out 80 percent of its people? The challenge is to correct
this legal failure. The American experience shows that this is a threefold task:
We must find the real social contracts on property, integrate them into the
official law, and craft a political strategy that makes reform possible. How
governments can meet these challenges is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX
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The Mystery of Legal Failure
 

The life of the law has not been logic; it has been experience.
 

—U.S. Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
 

NEARLY EVERY developing and former communist nation has a formal
property system. The problem is that most citizens cannot gain access to it.
They have run into Fernand Braudel’s bell jar, that invisible structure in the
past of the West that reserved capitalism for a very small sector of society.
Their only alternative, as we saw in Chapter 2, is to retreat with their assets
into the extralegal sector where they can live and do business—but without
ever being able to convert their assets into capital.

Before we can lift the bell jar, it is important to know that we will not be
the first to try. As we shall see in this chapter, governments in developing
countries have tried for 180 years to open up their property systems to the
poor.

Why have they failed? The reason is that they usually operate under five
basic misconceptions:

 

all people who take cover in the extralegal or underground sectors
do so to avoid paying taxes;
real estate assets are not held legally because they have not been
properly surveyed, mapped, and recorded;
enacting mandatory law on property is sufficient, and governments
can ignore the costs of compliance with that law;
existing extralegal arrangements or “social contracts” can be
ignored;
you can change something as fundamental as people’s conventions
on how they can hold their assets, both legal and extralegal,
without high-level political leadership.

 

To explain these countries’ underground economies, in which typically
50 to 80 percent of the people operate, in terms of tax evasion is partially
incorrect at best. Most people do not resort to the extralegal sector because it
is a tax haven but because existing law, however elegantly written, does not
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address their needs or aspirations. In Peru, where my team designed the
program for bringing small extralegal entrepreneurs into the legal system,
some 276,000 of those entrepreneurs recorded their businesses voluntarily in
new registry offices we set up to accommodate them—with no promise of tax
reductions. Their underground businesses had paid no taxes at all. Four years
later, tax revenues from formerly extralegal businesses totaled US$1.2
billion.

We were successful because we modified company and property law to
adapt to the needs of entrepreneurs accustomed to extralegal rules. We also
cut dramatically the costs of the red tape to enroll businesses. This is not to
say that people do not care about their tax bill. But extralegal manufacturers
and shopkeepers—who operate on razor-thin profit margins, in cents rather
than dollars—know basic arithmetic. All we had to do was make sure the
costs of operating legally were below those of surviving in the extralegal
sector, facilitate the paperwork for legalization, make a strong effort to
communicate the advantages of the program, and then watch hundreds of
thousands of entrepreneurs happily quit the underground.

Contrary to popular wisdom, operating in the underground is hardly
cost-free. Extralegal businesses are taxed by the lack of good property law
and continually having to hide their operations from the authorities. Because
they are not incorporated, extralegal entrepreneurs cannot lure investors by
selling shares; they cannot secure low-interest formal credit because they do
not even have legal addresses. They cannot reduce risks by declaring limited
liability or obtaining insurance coverage. The only “insurance” available to
them is that provided by their neighbors and the protection that local bullies
or mafias are willing to sell them. Moreover, because extralegal
entrepreneurs live in constant fear of government detection and extortion
from corrupt officials, they are forced to split and compartmentalize their
production facilities between many locations, thereby rarely achieving
important economies of scale. In Peru, 15 percent of gross income from
manufacturing in the extralegal sector is paid out in bribes, ranging from
“free samples” and special “gifts” of merchandise to outright cash. With one
eye always on the lookout for the police, underground entrepreneurs cannot
openly advertise to build up their clientele or make less costly bulk deliveries
to customers.

Our research in the countries we have worked with has confirmed that
being free from the costs and nuisance of the extralegal sector generally
compensates for paying taxes. Whether you are inside the bell jar or outside,
you will be taxed. What determines whether you remain outside is the
relative cost of being legal.

Another prime misconception is that real estate assets cannot be legally
registered unless they have been surveyed, mapped, and recorded with state-
of-the-art geographic information technology. This, too, is at best partially
true. Europeans and Americans managed to record all their real estate assets
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decades before computers and geographical information systems were
invented. As we saw in the last chapter, throughout the nineteenth century
the surveying of newly settled land in the United States lagged many years
behind the conveyance of property rights. In Japan, I examined the
documentation available in registry offices and saw how some land assets
had been recorded after World War II using maps from the Edo period—
three to four centuries before the invention of aerial photography and global
positioning systems.

This does not mean that state-of-the-art computing and geographical
information systems are not extremely important to any government’s efforts
to open up its property system to the poor. What it does mean is that the
widespread undercapitalization, informal squatting, and illegal housing
throughout the non-Western world are hardly caused by a lack of advanced
information and mapping technology.

Braudel’s bell jar is made not of taxes, maps, and computers but of laws.
What keeps most people in developing and former communist nations from
using modern formal property to create capital is a bad legal and
administrative system. Inside the bell jar are elites who hold property using
codified law borrowed from the West. Outside the bell jar, where most
people live, property is used and protected by all sorts of extralegal
arrangements firmly rooted in informal consensus dispersed through large
areas. These local social contracts represent collective understandings of how
things are owned and how owners relate to each other. Creating one national
social contract on property involves understanding the psychological and
social processes—the beliefs, desires, intentions, customs, and rules—that are
contained in these local social contracts and then using the tools that
professional law provides to weave them into one formal national social
contract. This is what Western nations achieved not so long ago.

The crucial point to understand is that property is not a physical thing
that can be photographed or mapped. Property is not a primary quality of
assets but the legal expression of an economically meaningful consensus
about assets. Law is the instrument that fixes and realizes capital. In the
West, the law is less concerned with representing the physical reality of
buildings or real estate than with providing a process or rules that will allow
society to extract potential surplus value from those assets. Property is not
the assets themselves but a consensus between people as to how those assets
should be held, used, and exchanged. The challenge today in most non-
Western countries is not to put all the nation’s land and buildings into the
same map (which has probably already been done) but to integrate the
formal legal conventions inside the bell jar with the extralegal ones outside it.

No amount of surveying and mapping will accomplish this. No amount
of computerizing will convert assets into a form that allows them to enter
expanded markets and become capital. As we saw in Chapter 3, assets
themselves have no effect on social behavior: They do not produce incentives,
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they make no person accountable, no contract enforceable. Assets are not
intrinsically “fungible”—capable of being divided, combined, or mobilized to
suit any transaction. All of these qualities grow out of modern property law.
It is law that detaches and fixes the economic potential of assets as a value
separate from the material assets themselves and allows humans to discover
and realize that potential. It is law that connects assets into financial and
investment circuits. And it is the representation of assets fixed in legal
property documents that gives them the power to create surplus value.

More than sixty years ago, the eminent legal historian C. Reinold Noyes
wrote:
 

The chips in the economic game today are not so much the physical
goods and actual services that are almost exclusively considered in
economic text books, as they are that elaboration of legal relations
which we call property…. One is led, by studying its development,
to conceive the social reality as a web of intangible bonds—a
cobweb of invisible filaments—which surround and engage the
individual and which thereby organize society…. And the process of
coming to grips with the actual world we live in is the process of
objectivizing these relations.1

 

Lifting the bell jar, then, is principally a legal challenge. The official legal
order must interact with extralegal arrangements outside the bell jar to create
a social contract on property and capital. To achieve this integration, many
other disciplines are of course necessary: Economists have to get the costs
and numbers right; urban planners and agronomists must assign priorities;
mappers, surveyors, and computer experts are indispensable to make the
information systems work. But ultimately, an integrated national social
contract will be concretized only in laws. All other disciplines play only a
supporting role.

Does that mean that lawyers should lead the integration process? No.
Implementing major legal change is a political responsibility. There are
various reasons for this. First, law is generally concerned with protecting
property rights. However, the real task in developing and former communist
countries is not so much to perfect existing rights as to give everyone a right
to property rights—“meta-rights,” if you will. Bestowing such meta-rights,
emancipating people from bad law, is a political job. Second, very small but
powerful vested interests—mostly represented by the countries’ best
commercial lawyers—are likely to oppose change unless they are convinced
otherwise. Bringing well-connected and moneyed people onto the
bandwagon requires not consultants committed to serving their clients but
talented politicians committed to serving their people. Third, creating an
integrated system is not about drafting laws and regulations that look good
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on paper but rather about designing norms that are rooted in people’s beliefs
and are thus more likely to be obeyed and enforced. Being in touch with real
people is a politician’s task. Fourth, prodding underground economies to
become legal is a major political sales job. Governments must convince
poorer citizens—who mistrust government and survive on tight parochial
arrangements—and some of the mafias who protect them to buy an entry
ticket into a much bigger and looser game. Governments must also convince
influential leftists, who in many countries are close to the grass roots, that
enabling their constituencies to produce capital is the best way to help them.
Citizens inside and outside the bell jar need government to make a strong
case that a redesigned, integrated property system is less costly, more
efficient, and better for the nation than the existing anarchical arrangements.

Without succeeding on these legal and political fronts, no nation can
overcome the legal apartheid between those who can create capital and those
who cannot. Without formal property, no matter how many assets they
accumulate or how hard they work, most people will not be able to prosper
in a capitalist society. They will continue to remain beyond the radar of
policymakers, out of the reach of official records, and thus economically
invisible.

FIGURE 6.1
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Western governments succeeded in lifting the bell jar, but it was an
erratic, unconscious process that took hundreds of years. My colleagues and
I have synthesized what we think they did right into a formula we call the
“capitalization process,” with which we are assisting various governments
throughout the world. The formula is outlined in Figure 6.1. Explaining the
details is not part of this book, but readers who would like a technical
description of the entire plan are invited to consult unpublished
documentation in the Institute for Liberty and Democracy archives. In the
rest of this chapter I will focus on the two indispensable components of the
formula: the legal challenge and the political challenge.
 

Part I: The Legal Challenge
 
As things stand, the creation of one integrated property system in non-
Western nations is impossible. Extralegal property arrangements are
dispersed among dozens, sometimes hundreds, of communities; rights and
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other information are known only to insiders or neighbors. All the separate,
loose extralegal property arrangements characteristic of most Third World
and former communist nations must be woven into a single system from
which general principles of law can be drawn. In short, the many social
contracts “out there” must be integrated into one, all-encompassing social
contract.

How can this be accomplished? How can governments find out what the
extralegal property arrangements are? That was precisely the question put to
me by five members of the Indonesian cabinet. I was in Indonesia to launch
the translation of my previous book into Bahasa Indonesian, and they took
that opportunity to invite me to talk about how they could find out who
owns what among the 90 percent of Indonesians who live in the extralegal
sector. Fearing that I would lose my audience if I went into a drawn-out
technical explanation on how to structure a bridge between the extralegal
and legal sectors, I came up with another way, an Indonesian way, to answer
their question. During my book tour, I had taken a few days off to visit Bali,
one of the most beautiful places on earth. As I strolled through rice fields, I
had no idea where the property boundaries were. But the dogs knew. Every
time I crossed from one farm to another, a different dog barked. Those
Indonesian dogs may have been ignorant of formal law, but they were
positive about which assets their masters controlled.

I told the ministers that Indonesian dogs had the basic information they
needed to set up a formal property system. By traveling their city streets and
countryside and listening to the barking dogs, they could gradually work
upward, through the vine of extralegal representations dispersed throughout
their country, until they made contact with the ruling social contract. “Ah,”
responded one of the ministers, “Jukum Adat (the people’s law)!”

Discovering “the people’s law” is how Western nations built their formal
property systems. Any government that is serious about reengineering the
ruling informal agreements into one national formal property social contract
needs to listen to its barking dogs. To integrate all forms of property into a
unified system, governments must find out how and why the local
conventions work and how strong they actually are.

The failure to do so explains why past attempts at legal change in
developing and former communist countries have not worked. People tend to
look upon the “social contract” as an invisible, godlike abstraction that
resides only in the minds of visionaries like Locke, Hume, and Rousseau. But
my colleagues and I have discovered that the social contracts of the extralegal
sector are not merely implied social obligations that can be inferred from
societal behavior; they are also arrangements that are explicitly documented
by real people. As a result, these extralegal social contracts can actually be
touched, and they can also be assembled to build a property and capital
formation system that will be recognized and enforced by society itself.
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The Move from a Precapitalist to a Capitalist Property System
 Without an integrated formal property system, a modern market economy is
inconceivable. Had the advanced nations of the West not integrated all
representations into one standardized property system and made it accessible
to all, they could not have specialized and divided labor to create the
expanded market network and capital that have produced their present
wealth. The inefficiencies of non-Western markets have a lot to do with the
fragmentation of their property arrangements and the unavailability of
standard representations. This lack of integration restricts interaction not
only between the legal and the extralegal sector but among the poor
themselves. Extralegal communities do interchange with each other, but only
with great difficulty. They are like flotillas of ships that remain in formation
by navigating with reference to each other rather than to some common and
objective standard, such as the stars or the magnetic compass.

Common standards in one body of law are necessary to create a modern
market economy.2 As C. Reinold Noyes has pointed out:
 

Human nature demands regularity and certainty and this demand
requires that these primitive judgments be consistent and thus be
permitted to crystallize into certain rules—into “this body of dogma
or systematized prediction which we call law.”…The practical
convenience of the public…leads to the recurrent efforts to
systematize the body of laws. The demand for codification is a
demand of the people to be released from the mystery and
uncertainty of unwritten or even of case law.3

 

To make the transition from a condition where people already rely on a
diversity of extralegal practices established by mutual consent to one codified
legal system is a daunting challenge. As we have seen, this is what the nations
of the West had to do to move from precapitalist “primitive judgments” to a
systematized body of laws. That is how they lifted their bell jars. However,
as successful as those nations have been, they were not always conscious of
what they were doing and left behind no clear blueprint. Even in Britain,
eager to extend the benefits of the Industrial Revolution, reform efforts went
on for almost a full century (from 1829 to 1925) before the government was
in a position to make sure that real estate assets could be centrally recorded
and easily transferred. John C. Payne sums up how difficult and erratic
property reform was for England:
 

A great many statutes were passed, and English property law was
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made over from top to bottom. Much of this reform was ad hoc
improvisation, and one gets the impression that the leaders of the
movement did not always have a clear idea of what they were doing
or why they were doing it. English land law had become so
technical and had gained so many accretions through the centuries
that the task must initially have seemed almost overwhelming. The
difficulty was that there was so much detail to be attended to that it
was hard to get to the heart of the matter. So the English reformers
began to strike about them with all good will but with more energy
than clarity of concept. In the long run they did their work well, but
it took them a century to do it, and in the interim they attempted
many unsuccessful experiments and were ultimately forced into a
number of compromises.4

 

 

The Failure of Mandatory Law
 One might assume that today it would be relatively easy for developing and
former communist nations to lift their bell jars. After all, the right of
universal access to property is now recognized by nearly every national
constitution in the world and by many international conventions. Programs
to endow the poor with property exist in almost all developing and former
communist countries. Whereas the reforms of the West during the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries encountered widespread intellectual and moral
resistance against sharing formal property rights, access to property is today
considered part and parcel of the fundamental rights of humankind. A wide
array of contemporary international treaties, ranging from the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 and the catechism of the Catholic
Church to the 169th Covenant of the International Labor Office on
Indigenous and Tribal People in Independent Countries of 1989, insist on
property as a basic and stable human right. In different degrees, courts and
laws all over the world see this right as an important legal principle. The
invading army’s age-old custom of plundering property has been explicitly
forbidden by international law since the International Convention of The
Hague of 1899. International law thus treats the property rights of
individuals as more sacred than the sovereign rights of states, providing that
even if governments lose lands, property owners in those same territories
shall not lose theirs.

The United States, Canada, Japan, and Europe—the twenty-five
developed nations of the world—have prospered so much more than those
without their kind of accessible, integrated formal property systems that
today no one would seriously propose economic solutions that disregarded
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the need for formal property. That is why most developing and former
communist nations today recognize the principle of universal access to
property rights as a political necessity as well as an implicit ingredient of
their macroeconomic and market reform programs.

The political intention to legalize the assets of the poor has been
consecrated in Latin American law for nearly two centuries. The first
Peruvian constitution, written in 1824, just two years after independence
from Spain, clearly stated that the poor, then mostly Peruvians of native
origin, were the legitimate owners of their land. When it nevertheless became
obvious that Peru’s elites were gradually dispossessing the indigenous poor,
the government enacted over the years a series of laws reinforcing the intent
of the Peruvian constitution. None of them worked. The indigenous people
got statutes that generally confirmed that their assets were legally theirs.
What they did not get were the mechanisms that would have allowed them to
fix the economic rights over their assets in representations protected by law.

The reason is now very clear: In Peru (and many other countries outside
the West), most legal procedures to create formal property are not geared to
process extralegal proofs of ownership that lack any visible chain of title—
which, of course, is the only kind of proof the poor have. Nor can existing
law follow and record subsequent changes in an asset’s title as transactions
continue to modify property relationships over time. As we saw in Chapter 2,
today, in the best of circumstances, with modern maps, computers, human
rights organizations standing by, and all the best intentions in the world,
legal procedures for recording titles and changes to them can take twenty
years. From the evidence we have uncovered, it seems that Peruvian natives
in the nineteenth century faced delays that were no better and probably
worse. For people up against such obstacles, creating extralegal rules to
protect their assets was the only rational thing to do.

When it became clear that the mandatory laws were not helping the
indigenous people of Peru concretize their rights, the economic elites swung
back into action, dreaming up new tricks to circumvent the laws’ intent.
Where official titles did not exist, the well connected and their lawyers began
inventing them, reconstituting the documentary evidence and getting local
authorities and notaries to issue legal titles in their favor (títulos supletorios,
as they were called). Once again the elite dispossessed indigenous Peruvians
or forced them to sell on the cheap. The government, instead of investigating
why the poor were not able to use the law efficiently for their benefit,
assumed that the law was not the problem but that the poor were inherently
inferior. So instead of improving the law, they extracted some of the poor
and built firewalls around their land. In 1924, Peru enacted a major law to
protect natives from further legal ploys by packing thousands of them into
rural farming communities where the transfer of rights to any land was
expressly prohibited. In thus protecting the natives from the scheming and
swindling elites, they also deprived them, albeit unintentionally, of the basic
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tools for creating capital.
These rural enclaves, however, could hold only a small percentage of the

native population. By the late 1960s and early 1970s, the remaining majority
were still vulnerable and unhappy and, consequently, a potentially volatile
class, especially with the sudden emergence of strong and well-organized
leftist movements. To defuse this new threat, the Peruvian government, like
those of many Third World countries, instituted agrarian reform programs
that expropriated massive tracts of lands from large farms and ranches
(haciendas) to create more than six hundred government-run agrarian
cooperatives for farmers. Again the aim was noble: to make sure that natives
had access to real estate. What turned even these efforts into failures was that
many of the indigenous people disliked working inside imposed
bureaucracies. They broke up the cooperatives into smaller and private
parcels of land and turned once again to more familiar and flexible extralegal
arrangements to protect their newly established rights. What the government
had not taken into account was that when people finally acquire property,
they have their own ideas about how to use and exchange it. If the legal
system does not facilitate the people’s needs and ambitions, they will move
out of the system in droves.

Peruvian history offers an important lesson for reformers of all political
stripes. Government programs to give property to the poor have failed over
the past 150 years whether they followed the bias of the right (private
property rights through mandatory law) or of the left (protecting poor
people’s land in government-run collectives). The crippling political agendas
of “left versus right” are largely irrelevant to the needs of most people in
developing countries. These people move out of the law not because the law
has privatized or collectivized them but simply because it does not address
what they want. Their wants may vary. Sometimes they need to combine
their properties and sometimes they need to divide them. If the law does not
help them, then they will help themselves outside the law. What characterizes
the enemies of property and capital formation in developing and former
communist countries is not whether they are leftists or rightists, but whether
they are the friends of the status quo. Governments in developing countries
need to stop living on the prejudices of Westerners hung up on the cruelty of
enclosure and the creation of property in Britain centuries ago or on the
bloody dispossession of Native Americans throughout North America. Those
moral debts have to be paid in the West, not abroad. What governments in
developing countries have to do is listen to the barking dogs in their own
communities and find out what their law should say. Only then will people
stop living outside it.

Formal law is increasingly losing its legitimacy as people continue to
create property beyond its reach. Our data from abroad indicated that from
the 1960s to the 1990s, the extralegal sector had grown larger not only in
Peru but also in other developing and former communist nations. Presuming
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that the failure of mandatory law was not only a Peruvian phenomenon, in
1994 I put together a special research team to find out if in the last thirty
years international financial institutions had reported carrying out any
successful and massive “formalization” program in the Third World—one
where all assets were properly represented and integrated into one system so
as to produce capital. Despite months of methodically sifting through the
records of the U.S. Treasury and international organizations, we found
nothing even remotely resembling the success of advanced nations.

What we did find was that over the past four decades various
governments had started many such programs by earmarking billions of
dollars to finance a huge array of property-related activities such as
surveying, mapping, and computerized recording systems. These projects had
two main features in common: An extraordinary number of them had been
prematurely aborted because of poor results (“lots of new maps and
computers, but few new formal owners,” reported one government project
manager in Brazil); and with the exception of some rural Thai property
certification programs, none of these efforts succeeded in turning extralegal
assets into legal ones. We certainly found no evidence that assets were being
transformed into capital.

Was it because governments did not really care? Certainly not. In Peru,
for instance, the government had tried to formalize property at least twenty-
two times in the four hundred years since the Spanish conquest. Their success
rate: zero. We called on titling authorities from other developing countries
and obtained similar replies: Major programs had failed or had only a
marginal impact. Again, and significantly, nobody we talked to in those
countries could claim that any consequential number of titles issued were
fungible and fixed in such a way as to be part of an integrated network
where capital formation could take place.

The evidence is overwhelming: No matter how hard developing and
former communist nations have tried, no matter how good their intentions,
there remains an enormous distance between what mandatory law
commands and what has to be done for the law to work. Mandatory law is
not enough. As Andrzej Rapaczynski has pointed out:
 

The notion that simply instituting an appropriate legal regime will
establish a set of property rights that can undergird a modern
economic system is deeply implausible, because most property
rights can only be marginally enforced by the legal system. The core
of the institution of ownership is a matter of unquestioned and
largely unconscious social and economical practices that must be
rooted in non-legal developments. This is the old Hobbesian
problem: when most people obey the law, the government can
enforce it effectively and [relatively] cheaply against the few
individuals who break it. But when obedience breaks down on a
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large enough scale, no authority is strong enough to police
everyone. In such a setting, with enforcement becoming less and less
effective, individuals have an incentive to follow their own interests,
regardless of any paper constraints.5

 

Throughout recent history, developing and former communist countries
have not lacked political will, budgets, international manifestos, or
mandatory law drawn up with the explicit purpose of giving rights over
assets to the majority of citizens. The problem is that when governments set
out to ensure the property rights of poor people, they behave as if they were
traveling to a place where there is a property vacuum, as if they were landing
on the moon. They presume that all they have to do is fill this vacuum with
mandatory law. In most cases, however, there is no vacuum. People already
hold a huge amount of property through extralegal arrangements. Although
the assets of the poor may be outside the official law, their rights to those
assets are nevertheless governed by social contracts of their own making.
And when the mandatory law does not square with these extralegal
conventions, the parties to those conventions will resent and reject the
intrusion.
 

Rooting Law in the Social Contract
 Extralegal social contracts on property underpin nearly all property systems
and are part of the reality of every country, even in today’s United States.6 As
Richard Posner has reminded us, property is socially constructed.7 This
means that property arrangements work best when people have formed a
consensus about the ownership of assets and the rules that govern their use
and exchange. Outside the West, extralegal social contracts prevail for a
good reason: They have managed much better than formal law to build on
the actual consensus between people about how their assets ought to be
governed. Any attempt to create a unified property system that does not take
into account the collective contracts that underpin existing property
arrangements will crash into the very roots of the rights most people rely on
for holding onto their assets. Efforts to reform property rights fail because
officials in charge of drafting new legal rules do not realize that most of their
citizens have firmly established their own rules by social contract.

The notion that social contracts underlie successful laws goes all the way
back to Plato, who thought that legitimacy had to be founded on some type
of social contract. Even Immanuel Kant, in his statements against Locke,
wrote that a social contract has to precede real ownership; all property rights
spring from social recognition of a claim’s legitimacy. To be legitimate, a
right does not necessarily have to be defined by formal law; that a group of
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people strongly supports a particular convention is enough for it to be upheld
as a right and defended against formal law.

That is why property law and titles imposed without reference to existing
social contracts continually fail: They lack legitimacy. To obtain legitimacy,
they have to connect with the extralegal social contracts that determine
existing property rights. The problem, of course, is that these social contracts
are dispersed throughout hundreds of extralegal jurisdictions in scattered
villages and city neighborhoods. The only systematic way to integrate these
social contracts into a formal property system is by building a legal and
political structure, a bridge, if you will, so well anchored in people’s own
extralegal arrangements that they will gladly walk across it to enter this new,
all-encompassing formal social contract. But this must be a bridge so solid
that it does not crack and send everyone stampeding back into extralegal
arrangements, a bridge so wide that no one falls from it. That is how, over
hundreds of years, the West did it. Harold Berman reminds us:
 

The systematization of law within various communities…was
possible only because there had previously developed an informal
structure of legal relations in those communities…. The Western
legal tradition grew—in the past—out of the structure of social and
economic interrelationships within and among groups on the
ground. Behavioral patterns of interrelationship acquired normative
dimensions: usages were transformed into custom…and custom into
law.8

 

Building a legal and political bridge from social contracts scattered “on
the ground” into one national law is what Eugen Huber did in Switzerland at
the turn of the twentieth century. Huber adjusted the Roman doctrines of
Swiss statutory law to the customs, rules, and behaviors dispersed
throughout the cities, towns, and farmland of his country. He pulled together
all conventions on property into one codified law that secured the rights and
obligations of people in line with the local norms to which they were
accustomed. Huber liked to quote an old German saying, “Das Gesetz muss
aus dem Gedanken des Volkes gesprochensein,” which, loosely translated,
means, “The law must come from the mouth of the people.” American law,
as we saw in Chapter 5, showed the same respect for existing social
contracts. Its strength was not its doctrinaire or professional coherence but
its usefulness in the hands of authorities who wanted to transform
undeveloped assets into productive ones.

The transitions from extralegal relations to unified formal property in
advanced nations were not built on thin air. The systematization of the laws
that underpin modern property rights systems was possible only because
authorities allowed preexisting extralegal relationships among groups on the
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ground sometimes to supersede official laws: “Law both grows upward out
of the structures and customs of the whole society,” wrote Berman, “and
moves downward from the policies and values of the rulers of society. Law
helps to integrate the two.”9

By rooting formal property law in social contracts to which people were
already committed, the governments of the West achieved the widespread
popular acceptance required to overcome any resistance. The result was one
legal system for property. With that in place, they were able to begin
integrating dispersed conventions into one national social contract. And
where once only the owner of a house and his neighbors could confirm
whether the house belonged to him, with the advent of formal property the
whole nation knew he was the owner. Formal property titles allowed people
to move the fruits of their labor from a small range of validation into that of
an expanded market. Western nations had thus laid out the energy plant to
power a modern market and capitalist system.

Shifting the recognition of ownership from local arrangements into a
larger order of economic and social relationships made life and business
much easier. People no longer needed to rely on burdensome parochial
politicking to protect their rights to assets. Formal property freed them from
the time-consuming local arrangements inherent to closed societies. They
could now control their assets. Even better, with adequate representations in
hand, they could focus on their assets’ economic potential. And because their
real estate and businesses could now be located easily and identified
nationally, owners lost their anonymity and became accountable. Gradually,
these mechanisms of legal property set the stage for expanded markets and
the creation of capital involving a huge number of players.
 

The Solidity of Precapitalist Social Contracts
 Are the extralegal social contracts that prevail in developing countries today
a solid enough foundation for creating official law? Without a doubt. There
is a mountain of evidence that government officials implicitly and explicitly
comply with the extralegal social contracts when they operate in the
undercapitalized sector. Reports of international donor organizations refer
continuously, albeit obliquely, to extralegal conventions. How could
governments have developed agricultural and urban renewal projects in the
poorest sections of their countries without coming to terms with extralegal
beneficiary organizations? The fact that governments and international
financial institutions help squatter settlements put in public services (roads,
electricity, water, and schools), in defiance of property law, is an implicit
recognition of extralegal property arrangements. As Robert Cooter and
Thomas Ulen have noted, “the terms [of property rights] are often more
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efficient when people agree upon them than when a law-maker imposes
them.”10

Extralegal social contracts rely on a combination of customs, ad hoc
improvisations, and rules selectively borrowed from the official legal system.
In the absence of legal protection from the state in most developing nations,
it is extralegal law that regulates the assets of most citizens. This may sound
oxymoronic or even subversive to Western readers who have come to believe
there is only one law to obey. But my experience visiting and working in
dozens of developing nations has made it clear to me that legal and extralegal
laws coexist in all of them. As Margaret Gruter succinctly puts it:
 

Law is…not simply a set of spoken, written or formalized rules that
people blindly follow. Rather, law represents the formalization of
behavioral rules, about which a high percentage of people agree,
that reflect behavioral propensities and that offer potential benefits
to those who follow them. (When people do not recognize or
believe in these potential benefits, laws are often disregarded or
disobeyed.)11

 

Another legal scholar has noted that the West’s “modern reliance on
government to make law and establish order is not the historical norm.”12

Diverse laws within one nation are nothing new. Legal pluralism ruled
continental Europe until Roman law was rediscovered in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries and all currents of law were gradually brought into one
coordinated system.

We should not be surprised, then, to find that extralegal activity in
developing and former communist countries is rarely haphazard. In the
course of issuing formal title to hundreds of thousands of home and business
owners in Peru, my organization never found an extralegal group that did
not comply with well-defined consensual rules. Whenever we visited an
undercapitalized area, whether in Asia, America, or the Middle East, we
never stepped into a wilderness. By observing carefully, we were always able
to distinguish patterns of rules. In the worst cases, we found a neglected
garden—never a jungle.

Like their Western predecessors, the undercapitalized sectors in the Third
World and former communist countries have spontaneously generated their
own varieties of property rules. To defend their incipient property rights
from others, they have been forced to work out among themselves their own
extralegal institutions. Remember, it is not your own mind that gives you
certain exclusive rights over a specific asset, but other minds thinking about
your rights in the same way you do. These minds vitally need each other to
protect and control their assets. Moreover, people need to make their social
contracts even stronger than formal law to fend off intruders, especially the
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government. Anyone doubting the strength of social contracts has only to
challenge some of these extralegal rights. The resistance will be most
impressive.

Extralegal arrangements have become astonishingly widespread over the
past forty years. Reports about “the mushrooming extralegal sector” seem as
common as football scores in the newspapers of practically every Third
World city. The reason is that formal law has not been able to accommodate
rapidly evolving extralegal agreements. In real estate, for example, extralegal
social contracts originate not only from outright squatting by migrants but
also from deficient housing and urban or agrarian reform programs, the
gradual deterioration of rent control programs, and the illegal purchase or
lease of land for dwelling and industrial purposes. Most social contracts are
facilitated by active agents: commercially, politically, or religiously motivated
“real estate brokers” who have either something to gain from these
transactions or a constituency to protect. The common denominator among
their clients is that they cannot pay the costs of legally obtaining property. In
some countries I have visited, branches of the armed forces appoint military
officers to obtain real estate extralegally as living quarters for
noncommissioned officers. More surprising still, I have seen municipal
authorities in charge of real estate titling and registry operations organize
informal squatting in order to provide their union members with decent land
for their homes. One large squatter settlement I visited recently was initiated
by the city council itself to provide homes for some 7,000 families of
government employees. In another country, a local newspaper, intrigued by
our evidence of extensive extralegal real estate holdings, checked to see if the
head of state’s official residence had a recorded title. It did not. The
newspaper joked that the nation’s laws were being enacted from an
extralegal location.

Once rights to land have been created extralegally, those involved create
institutions to administer the social contract they have built: Informal
business and residential organizations meet regularly, make decisions, obtain
and supervise infrastructure investment, follow administrative procedure,
and issue credentials. They typically have a headquarters where maps and
manual ledgers with ownership records can be found. The most striking
feature of these institutions, throughout the world, is their desire to be
integrated into the formal sector. In urban areas, extralegal buildings and
businesses evolve over time until they are barely distinguishable from
property that is perfectly legal. In all the developing and former communist
nations I have visited, a long frontier separates the legal from the extralegal.
All along it, there are checkpoints where extralegal organizations connect
with government officials, where the former struggle to gain official
acceptance and the latter try to achieve a semblance of order.13 Usually,
extralegal organizations will have worked out a way to coexist with some
stratum of the government, probably at the municipal or local level. Most
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groups are trying to negotiate a legal niche to protect their rights, whereas
others have already reached some sort of agreement that stabilizes their
situation outside mainstream law. There is one other clue pointing to the fact
that the extralegals want to come in from the cold: The engaging and
diplomatic leaders they select to negotiate on their behalf hardly fit the
stereotype of the street boss.
 

Listening to the Barking Dogs
 Most governments of developing and former communist nations are
probably ready to recognize that the reason why their extralegal sectors are
growing exponentially is not because people have suddenly abandoned their
respect for the law but because they have no alternative for protecting their
property and earning a living. Once governments come to terms with this
fact of modern life, they will have to strike a deal. Although the extralegals
are already primed to cross the bridge into legal recognition, they will do so
only if their governments make the trip easy, safe, and cheap. Asset owners
in the extralegal sector are already relatively well organized; they are also
“law-abiding,” although the laws they abide by are not the government’s. It
is up to the government to find out what these extralegal arrangements are
and then to find ways to integrate them into the formal property system. But
they will not be able to do that by hiring lawyers in high-rise offices in Delhi,
Jakarta, or Moscow to draft new laws. They will have to go out into the
streets and roads and listen to the barking dogs.

The law that prevails today in the West did not come from dusty tomes
or official government statute books. It is a living entity, born in the real
world and bred by ordinary people long before it got into the hands of
professional lawyers. The law had to be discovered before it could be
systematized. As the legal scholar Bruno Leoni reminds us:
 

The Romans and the English shared the idea that the law is
something to be discovered more than to be enacted and that
nobody is so powerful in his society as to be in a position to identify
his own will with the law of the land. The task of “discovering” the
law was entrusted in their two countries to the jurist consult and to
the judges, respectively—two categories of people who are
comparable, at least to a certain extent, to the scientific experts of
today.14

 

“Discovering the law” is precisely what my colleagues and I have been
doing in various countries for the past fifteen years as a first step toward
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helping governments in developing countries build formal property systems
that embrace all their people. When you push aside the Hollywood
stereotypes of Third Worlders and ex-communists as a motley assortment of
street vendors, mustachioed guerrillas, and Slavic gangsters, you will find few
differences between the cultures of the West and elsewhere when it comes to
protecting assets and doing business. After years of study in many countries,
I have become convinced that most extralegal social contracts about property
are basically similar to national social contracts in Western nations. Both
tend to contain some explicit or tacit rules about who has rights over what
and the limits to those rights and to transactions; they also include provisions
to record ownership of assets, procedures to enforce property rights and
claims, symbols to determine where the boundaries are, norms to govern
transactions, criteria for deciding what requires authorized action and what
can be carried out without authorization, guidelines to determine which
representations are valid, devices to encourage people to honor contracts and
respect the law, and criteria to determine the degree of anonymity authorized
for each transaction.

It is fair to assume, therefore, that people are prepared to think about
property rights in very similar ways. This should not come as a big surprise;
folk conventions have always spread by analogy from one place to another
spontaneously. Moreover, the massive migrations of the past forty years, not
to mention the worldwide revolution in communications, mean that we are
sharing more and more values and ambitions. (Third Worlders watch TV,
too; they also go to the movies, use telephones, and want their children to get
good educations and become computer literate.) It is inevitable that
individual extralegal social contracts in the same country will be more alike
than different.15

The problem with extralegal social contracts is that their property
representations are not sufficiently codified and fungible to have a broad
range of application outside their own geographical parameters. Extralegal
property systems are stable and meaningful for those who are part of the
group, but they do operate at lower systemic levels and do not have
representations that allow them to interact easily among each other. Again,
this is similar to the past of the West when official titles did not exist. Before
the fifteenth century in Europe, for example, even though some isolated
registries did exist in some parts of what is today Germany, most official
rules on how property transactions ought to work were unwritten and
known only through oral traditions.

Many view those rituals and symbols as the representational predecessors
of official titles, shares, and records today. According to the eighteenth-
century British philosopher and historian David Hume, in certain parts of
Europe during his day, landowners passed stones and earth between each
other to commemorate the exchange of land; farmers symbolized the selling
of wheat by handing over the key to the barn where it had been stored.
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Written parchments testifying to property transactions on land were ritually
pressed to the soil to represent the agreement. Similarly, centuries before in
imperial Rome, Roman law provided that grass and branches were to be
passed from hand to hand to represent the legal transfer of property rights.
The Japanese, too, had their own ritual confirmations of transactions; for
example, in the region of Gumma Kodzuke, during the Tokugawa period
from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century when the sale of agricultural
land was forbidden by law, landholders transferred their assets anyway,
confirming these extralegal deals in written documents sealed by the seller’s
relatives and the village leader.

Gradually, the written documents were collected in local registries. It
took time before these representations were put in book form. But it was
only during the nineteenth century that these different property registries and
the social contracts governing them were standardized and brought together
to create the integrated formal property systems that the West has today.

The former communist nations and the Third World are exactly where
Europe, Japan, and the United States were a couple of hundred years ago.
Like the West, they must identify and gather up the existing property
representations scattered throughout their nations and bring them into one
integrated system to give the assets of all their citizens the fungibility,
bureaucratic machinery, and network required to produce capital.
 

Decoding Extralegal Law
 When my colleagues and I first faced the task of integrating precapitalist
property arrangements into a capitalist formal property system, the West was
our inspiration. But when we started searching for the information on how
the advanced nations integrated their extralegal arrangements into law, there
were no blueprints for us to draw upon. How Western nations identified
which categories of extralegal proofs of property would be the common
denominators of a standardized formal property system is unfortunately
poorly documented. John Payne explains the situation in England:
 

Formal proof of title as a part of commercial land transactions is
apparently a late development in English law but present
information is so scant as to make such a hypothesis merely
tentative. It is a source of exasperation to the historian that, while
great events are chronicled in detail, people seldom feel it necessary
to set down an account of the homely, everyday activities in which
they engage. To do so would appear superfluous and banal, for no
one wants to be reminded of the obvious. Consequently what
everyone takes for granted in one era is unknown in the next, and
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the reconstruction of ordinary procedures requires painstaking
piecing together of sources left for an altogether different purpose.
This is certainly true of the practices of conveyancers, for, until the
[nineteenth] century we have only limited knowledge of how they
actually carried on their work.16

 

Guided by the few historical records we could find and filling the gaps
with our own empirical research, we brailled our way through extralegal
worlds and eventually learned how to get in touch with the social contracts
that underlay property rights there. Discovering these arrangements is
nothing like searching for proofs of ownership in a formal legal system,
where you can rely on a record-keeping system that has over the years
created a paper trail, a “chain of title,” that allows you to search for its
origin. In the undercapitalized sector, the chain of title is blurry, at best, to
the outsider. The undercapitalized sector does not have, among other things,
the centralized recording and tracking bureaucracy that is at the center of
formal society. What people in the undercapitalized sector do have are
strong, clear, and detailed understandings among themselves of who owns
what today.

Consequently, the only way to find the extralegal social contract on
property in a particular area is by contacting those who live and work by it.
If property is like a tree, the formal property system is diachronic, in the
sense that it allows you to trace the origins of each leaf back in time from
twig and branch to the trunk and finally to the roots. The approach to
extralegal property has to be synchronic: The only way an outsider can
determine which rights belong to whom is by slicing the tree at right angles
to the trunk so as to define the status of each branch and leaf in relation to
its neighbors.

Obtaining synchronic information takes fieldwork: going directly to
those areas where property is not officially recorded (or poorly recorded) and
getting in touch with local legal and extralegal authorities to find out what
the property arrangements are. This is not as hard as it sounds. Although
oral traditions may predominate in the rural backwoods of some countries,
most people in the undercapitalized urban sector have found ways to
represent their property in written form according to rules that they respect
and that government, at some level, is forced to accept.

In Haiti, for instance, no one believed we would find documents fixing
representations of property rights. Haiti is one of the world’s poorest
countries; 55 percent of the population is illiterate. Nevertheless, after an
intensive survey of Haiti’s urban areas, we did not find a single extralegal
plot of land, shack, or building whose owner did not have at least one
document to defend his right—even his “squatting rights.” (see Figure 6.2 for
a selection of Haitian informal titles). Everywhere we have been in the world,
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most informals have some physical artifact to represent and substantiate their
claim to property. And it is on the basis of these extralegal representations,
as well as records and interviews, that we are everywhere able to extract the
social contracts undergirding property.

Although extralegal sources of information to identify property
conventions are important, there are also official and legal sources.
Politicians at the top are rarely conscious of the extent to which people at
lower administrative levels of government are constantly in touch with the
extralegal sector. Municipal authorities, urban planners, sanitation officers,
police, and many others have to produce official assessments of the extent of
illegality of the informal settlements or groups of new businesses that are
sprouting constantly throughout their districts. We have learned how to read
official documentation to spot areas where extralegal social contracts prevail.
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Once governments know where to look for extralegal representations
and get their hands on them, they have found the Ariadne’s thread leading to
the social contract. Representations are the result of a specific group of
people having reached a respected consensus as to who owns what property
and what each owner may do with it. Reading representations themselves
and extracting meaning from them does not require a degree in archaeology.
They contain no mysterious codes to be deciphered. People with very
straightforward, business-like intentions have written these documents to
make absolutely clear to all concerned what rights they claim to have over
the specific assets they control. They want to communicate the legitimacy of
their rights and are prepared to provide as much supporting evidence as
possible. Their representations have nothing to hide; they have been designed
to be recognizable for what they are. This is not always so obvious because,
regrettably, when dealing with the poor we tend to confuse the lack of a
centralized record-keeping facility with ignorance. As John P. Powelson
correctly concludes in The Story of Land, even in primitive rural areas of
developing nations, the people themselves have been their own most effective
advocates and have always had the capacity to represent themselves
intelligently.17

When governments obtain documentary evidence of representations, they
can then “deconstruct” them to identify the principles and rules that
constitute the social contract that sustains them. Once reformers have done
that, they will have all the major relevant pieces of extralegal law. The next
task is to codify them—organize them in temporary formal statutes so that
they can be examined and compared with existing formal law. Encoding
loose systems is also not a problem. In fact, it is not much different from
government procedures to make legal texts uniform within countries (such as
the U.S. Unified Commercial Code) or between countries at an international
level (such as the many integrated mandatory codes produced by the
European Union or the World Trade Organization). By comparing the
extralegal to the legal codes, government leaders can see how both have to be
adjusted to fit each other and then build a regulatory framework for property
—a common bedrock of law for all citizens—that is genuinely legitimate and
self-enforceable because it reflects both legal and extralegal reality. That is
the way for developing and former communist nations to meet the legal
challenge, and that was basically how Western law was built: by gradually
discarding what was not useful and enforceable and absorbing what worked.

If all this sounds more like an anthropological adventure than the basis
for legal reform, it is because knowledge about the poor has been
monopolized by academics, journalists, and activists moved by compassion
or intellectual curiosity rather than by the nuts and bolts of legal reform.
Where have the lawyers been? Why haven’t they taken a hard look at the law
and order that their own people produce? The truth is that lawyers in these
countries are generally too busy studying Western law and adapting it. They
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have been taught that local practices are not genuine law but a romantic area
of study best left to folklorists. But if lawyers want to play a role in creating
good laws, they must step out of their law libraries into the extralegal sector,
which is the only source of the information they need to build a truly
legitimate formal legal system. By examining this “people’s law” and
understanding its logic, reformers can get a sense of what they need to do to
create a self-enforcing legal system.

When they have done this, governments will have literally touched the
social contract. They will have the information required to integrate the poor
and their possessions into a legal framework, so that they can finally begin to
have a stake in the capitalist system. But implementing legal reform will
mean tampering with the status quo. That makes it a major political task.
 

Part II: The Political Challenge
 
Nobody planned the evolution from feudal and patrimonial systems to the
modern property systems that exist in the West today. However, on the long
evolutionary path to modernity, in those stretches of the journey when
reformers embarked on deliberate programs to make property more
accessible to a wider range of citizens, these programs were successful
because they were supported by well-thought-out political strategies. That is
what Thomas Jefferson did in Virginia at the end of the eighteenth century,
when he increased the fungibility of property by abolishing, among other
things, the practice of entail (not being able to transfer property outside the
family). When Stein and Hardenberg set the stage for universal property
rights in Germany at the beginning of the nineteenth century, and when
Eugen Huber, in Switzerland at the beginning of the twentieth century, began
to integrate all the dispersed property systems of his country, they likewise
employed carefully planned strategies to storm the barricades of the status
quo. They made sure they were armed with astutely aimed legislation that
permitted government to create popularly supported, bloodless revolutions
that could not be halted.

Why do you need a political strategy today? Who could possibly be
against removing a legal apartheid that is so obviously unjust? Few, in fact,
would dispute the need for reform. But a tiny, powerful minority will intuit
that reform is bound to perturb their little niches, and they will resist silently
and insidiously. There is also a related problem: Many of the statutes that
wall off the majority of people from capital may also contain provisions that
protect vital interests of powerful groups. Opening up capitalism to the poor
will not be as simple as running a bulldozer through garbage. It is more like
rearranging the thousands of branches and twigs of a huge eagle’s nest—
without irritating the eagle. Although this rearrangement will impose only
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small inconveniences on this tiny minority, when compared to the
nationwide benefits of bringing capital to the poor, those affected will not see
this unless reform is driven by a strong political initiative with the message
and numbers to back it up.

Clearly, this is a job for experienced political operatives with the
sophistication to rearrange the eagle’s nest without being clawed. They are
the only ones in a position to synchronize change for the majority and
stability for the wary minorities. A strategy to capitalize the poor has to
integrate two apparently contradictory property systems within the same
body of law. If it is to succeed, a president or prime minister who is more
than a mere technocrat has to take charge and make formalization a pillar of
government policy. Only at the highest political level can reform command
overwhelming support and wipe out the willful inertia of the status quo.
Only the top level of government can prevent bureaucratic infighting and
political conflicts from paralyzing the progress of reform. Whenever a nation
sets out to make a major change, whether to stabilize money, privatize
government agencies, or open up the schools to all races, the head of state
steps forward to lead the charge. Emancipating the poor surely falls within
the responsibilities of the nation’s leader.

History and personal experience have taught us that to conduct a
property revolution, a leader has to do at least three specific things: take the
perspective of the poor, coopt the elite, and deal with the legal and technical
bureaucracies that are the bell jar’s current custodians.
 

Taking the Perspective of the Poor
 Everyone will benefit from globalizing capitalism within a country, but the
most obvious and largest beneficiary will be the poor. With the poor on his
side, a leader intent on reform has already won at least half the battle. Any
opposition will be hard-pressed to take on the head of state and most of the
people. But to win, he or she will have to gather the facts necessary to build a
case. This involves carrying out original research: Reformers have to put
themselves in the shoes of the poor and walk their streets. Official statistics
do not contain the information they need. The facts and figures can be seen
only from outside the bell jar.

When I began studying the possibility of giving the poor access to formal
property in Peru in the 1980s, every major law firm I consulted assured me
that setting up a formal business to access capital would take only a few
days. I knew this was true for me and my lawyers, but I had a hunch it was
not true for the majority of Peruvians. So my colleagues and I decided to set
up a two-sewing-machine garment factory in a Lima shantytown. To
experience the process from the point of view of the poor, we used a
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stopwatch to measure the amount of time a typical entrepreneur in Lima
would have to spend to get through the red tape. We discovered that to
become legal took more than three hundred days, working six hours a day.
The cost: thirty-two times the monthly minimum wage. We performed a
similar experiment to find out what it would take for a person living in an
extralegal housing settlement, whose permanence the government had
already acknowledged, to acquire legal title to a home. To receive approval
from only the municipality of Lima—just one of the eleven government
agencies involved—took 728 bureaucratic steps (see Figure 6.3). This
confirmed what I suspected from the beginning: Most conventional data
reflects the interests of those, like the lawyers I consulted, who are already
inside the bell jar. That is why the bell jar can be seen only from the outside
looking in—from the perspective of the poor.

Once government obtains this information, it will be able to explain its
intent in a way the poor can understand and relate to. As a result, they will
support the agenda of reform enthusiastically. The poor will become the
most effective public relations machine for reform, providing the feedback
from the streets necessary to keep the program on course.

This is what happened in Peru. From 1984 to 1994, my colleagues and I
directed all our efforts at informing the public about the benefits of lifting the
bell jar (at the time we called it “formalization”). Our objective was to prove
to the politicians that there was a hidden national consensus for reform and
that formalizing the assets of the poor was politically a winning strategy. By
the late 1980s, the polls confirmed this: Our proposals to change the formal
property system had an approval rating of nearly 90 percent. With numbers
like that, it was not surprising that when the first pieces of legislation and
regulations that my organization drafted for formalization came before the
Peruvian Congress in 1988 and early 1990, they were unanimously
approved. During the 1990 presidential campaign, every candidate, including
Mario Vargas Llosa, the novelist and candidate of the libertarian-
conservative coalition, and Alberto Fujimori, the dark-horse populist and
eventual winner, along with the outgoing socialist president Alan Garcia,
subscribed to the agenda of formalization. Even today, in spite of
implementation efforts that have been erratic and very incomplete,
formalization is an uncontested and permanent fixture of the Peruvian
political landscape.
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With the facts, figures, and public opinion all on the side of reform, the
government will be in a position to move the whole issue of poverty
dramatically into its agenda for economic growth. Relieving poverty will no
longer be seen as a charitable cause, to be undertaken if and when it ever
becomes affordable. On the contrary, the future of the poor can now top the
list of the government’s program for growth.
 

Coopting the Elites
 Once the economic potential of the poor—the largest constituency in the
nation—has been revealed and their support for reform is manifest,
reformers will have the attention of the elite. This is the moment to break
their illusion that lifting the bell jar benefits only the poor. It is not only that
bridging the gap between classes is a general social good. This kind of legal
integration can help almost every interest group in the nation. Just as
reformers collected facts and numbers to win the support of the poor, they
must use other facts and figures to win over vested interests. The elites must
support reform not out of patriotism or altruism but because it will also
enlarge their pocketbooks.
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For example, bringing the extralegal sector inside the law will open up
the opportunity for massive low-cost housing programs that will provide the
poor with homes that are not only better built but much cheaper than what
they themselves have been building in the extralegal sector. Creating a home
in the topsy-turvy world of the extralegal sector is equivalent to getting
dressed by putting on your shoes first, then your socks. Consider what it
takes for a new migrant from a rural area to create a home for his family in a
shantytown outside a large city. First, he not only has to find a spot for his
house but also has to occupy the land personally, with his family. The next
step is to set up a tent or shelter made from, depending on the country, straw
matting, mud bricks, cardboard, plywood, corrugated iron, or tin cans—and
thus stake out a physical claim (because a legal one is unavailable). The
migrant and his family will then gradually bring in furniture and other
household items. Obviously, they need a more livable and durable edifice.
But how to build it without access to credit? They do what everyone else
does—stock solid building materials and begin to build a better house, stage
by stage, according to what kinds of materials they can accumulate.

Once the inhabitants of one of these new neighborhoods have organized
enough to protect their holdings or the local authorities take pity on their
deprivation, they can bring in pavement, water, waste disposal, and
electricity—typically at the cost of having to destroy parts of their houses in
order to hook up to the utilities. Only after years of building and rebuilding,
and saving construction materials, are these homeowners finally in a position
to live comfortably.

In the West, creating a home is the equivalent of putting on your socks
before your shoes and is thus much less hazardous, expensive, and degrading.
A developer typically holds title to the land, which gives him the security to
develop the infrastructure (paved roads, utilities, etc.). Then he sells the
house, which he proceeds to build according to the buyer’s preferences. The
new owners, who have probably borrowed most of the price of the house
from a bank, will then move their furniture in and, finally, the kids and the
cat.

As soon as the poor become accountable under formal law, they will be
able to afford low-cost housing and thus escape from the topsy-turvy world
of the extralegal sector. The elites will then begin to collect their rewards as
well: Builders and construction material manufacturers will find their
markets expanding, as will banks, mortgage companies, title agencies, and
insurance firms. Formalization will also help the suppliers of public utilities
to convert home addresses into liable terminals. It will provide governments
and businesses with information and addresses for merchandising, securing
interests, and collecting debts, fees, and taxes. In addition, a formal property
system supplies a database for investment decisions in health care, education,
tax assessment, and environmental planning.

Widespread legal property will even help solve one of their loudest and
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most persistent complaints about the expanding urban poor—the need for
more “law and order.” Civil society in market economies is not simply due
to greater prosperity. The right to property also engenders respect for law. As
the eminent historian Richard Pipes pointed out in his book about the
Russian revolution:
 

Private property is arguably the single most important institution of
social and political integration. Ownership of property creates a
commitment to the political and legal order since the latter
guarantees property rights: it makes the citizen into a co-sovereign,
as it were. As such, property is the principal vehicle for inculcating
in the mass of the population respect for law and an interest in the
preservation of the status quo. Historical evidence indicates that
societies with a wide distribution of property, notably in land and
residential housing, are more conservative and stabler, and for that
reason more resilient to upheavals of all sorts. Thus the French
peasant, who in the eighteenth century was a source of instability,
became in the nineteenth, as a result of the gains of the French
Revolution, a pillar of conservatism.18

 

When poor people have confidence that their land and businesses are legally
theirs, their respect for other people’s property increases.

Formal, up-to-date property records will also provide the police with the
information necessary for civilized restraint. In developing and former
communist nations, one of the chief characteristics of outlaws is not having a
legal address. When a crime is committed, police do not have the records,
leads, or other property-based information necessary to “skip trace” prime
suspects. That is why law enforcement authorities cannot be as selective as
their Western counterparts when rounding up suspects and are thus more
likely to violate innocent people’s civil rights.

Owning formal property also tends to discourage unruly behavior. When
people are forced to divide their property into smaller and smaller parcels,
the heirs of their heirs, crowded off the family land, are more likely to squat
elsewhere. Also, when a person cannot prove he owns anything, he is more
likely to have to bribe his way through the bureaucracy, or with the help of
his neighbors, take the law into his own hands. Worse still, without good law
to enforce obligations, society in effect invites the gangsters and terrorists to
do the job. My colleagues and I have carried out formal titling campaigns
that have displaced terrorists by coopting their role as the area’s security
force against the real or imagined threat of land expropriation.

Property also provides a legal alternative to drug trafficking. As long as
the farmers remain illegal landowners, short-term cash crops, like coca and
opium poppies, remain their only alternative. For small farmers in some
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areas of the developing world, money advanced by drug traffickers is
practically the only credit available, and because their property arrangements
appear in no official system, law enforcement cannot even find them, never
mind work out an enforceable crop-substitution agreement. This lack of legal
protection also means that growers of drug crops have to band together to
defend their assets or call on traffickers to defend them. Without a formal
property system that includes such landowners, controlling growers of drug
crops, chasing drug traffickers, and identifying polluters of the environment
becomes virtually impossible. There is no way for authorities to penetrate the
tight extralegal arrangements the people create to protect their interests.

Legalizing property is hardly charity for the poor. Creating an orderly
market that makes owners accountable and gives their homes clear titles
worthy of financing will generate an expanding market, encourage law and
order, and put money into the pockets of the elite.
 

Dealing with the Custodians of the Bell Jar
 Once reformers have the poor and at least some of the elite on their side, it
will be time to take on the public and private bureaucracy who administer
and maintain the status quo—principally, the lawyers and the technicians.
 

 
 

The Lawyers. In theory, the legal community should favor reform because it
will expand the rule of law. But, in fact, most lawyers in developing and
former communist countries have been trained not to expand the rule of law
but to defend it as they found it. Lawyers are the professionals most involved
in the day-to-day business of property. They sit in the key government offices
where they can suppress major decisions. No group—aside from terrorists—
is better positioned to sabotage capitalist expansion. And unlike terrorists,
the lawyers know how to do it legally.

Although entrepreneurs and ordinary people are the builders of capital
and capitalism, it is the lawyers who fix property concepts in tangible
representative form and define those concepts in statutes. The security of
ownership, the accountability of owners, and the enforceability of
transactions must ultimately be concretized in procedures and rules drafted
by lawyers. In fact, it is the legal profession that perfects all the artifacts of
formal property: titles, records, trademarks, copyrights, promissory notes,
bills of exchange, patent rights, shares of corporate stock. Whether you like
lawyers or not, no genuine change in the property regime and the capital
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formation process will take place without the cooperation of at least some of
them.

The difficulty is that few lawyers understand the economic consequences
of their work, and their knee-jerk reaction to extralegal behavior and to
large-scale change is generally hostile. All the reformers I have met working
to make property more accessible to the poor operate with the presumption
that the legal profession is their natural enemy. Economists involved in
reform have become so frustrated with legal conservatism that they have
invested time and money to discredit the legal profession. Using economic
data from fifty-two countries from 1960 to 1980, Samar K. Datta and
Jefferey B. Nugent have shown that for every percentage point increase in the
number of lawyers in the labor force (from, say, 0.5 to 1.5 percent),
economic growth is reduced by 4.76 to 3.68 percent—thus showing that
economic growth is inversely related to the prudence of lawyers.19

What especially irritates many reformers is how lawyers shift the blame
for bad property systems to other people. I have often heard lawyers
commending existing property law, while in the same breath conceding that
legally issued property titles were difficult or impossible to use. This is, of
course, unacceptable. A lawyer cannot design the law and the administrative
procedures for implementing it and then blame its failure on the inadequacies
of the low-level technocrats who implement the law or the poor education of
those who use it. It is not enough to draft elegant laws. They must also work
in the administrative and social reality for which they were drafted.

Interestingly enough, the strongest criticism of lawyers’ efforts to stall
property reform often comes from their fellow attorneys. This is how S.
Rowton Simpson, a lawyer and the world’s most renowned author on the
subject of land registration, writes of his colleagues:
 

Lawyers, the world over, are notorious for their reluctance to
accept even the smallest changes in their traditional procedures….
Torrens [the Australian creator of one of the world’s most secure
recording systems], who was opposed tooth and nail by the legal
profession, overcame the opposition of the lawyers in South
Australia; but his story is exceptional. It takes a diamond to cut a
diamond, and in most countries registration of title has, as a rule,
owed its introduction to the efforts of a lawyer, handicapped as he
may have been by the active opposition of the practicing members
of his profession; and passive opposition may be even worse than
active, which at least either wins or is defeated. Passive opposition
is more insidious; it can stultify progress. Not a few statutes have
withered on the vine after receiving a welcome from practitioners
which proved to be merely lip service or even “the kiss of death”;
other statutes have had built into them a procedure so long-term as
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to make progress almost imperceptible; such statutes certainly offer
no dangers to established practice, and so tend to be acceptable to
the legal profession, but they do not really achieve the objective;
they merely swell the list, if not of failures, at least of “non-
successes.”20

 

Although lawyers often concede that other disciplines have to be
dynamic, they argue that the law must be stable. Such veneration of the rule
of law, no matter the consequences, can reach the point where attorneys who
support reform risk ostracism by their peers. In German-speaking countries
during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the legal profession’s
hostility toward property reform ran so high that any reformist lawyer was
called a Mestbeschmutzer—a beast that fouls its own nest.

The good news for reformers is that the most brilliant (but not
necessarily the most successful) lawyers believe that law is made to serve life
and not the other way around. Forward-looking jurists ultimately triumphed
over the reactionary tendency of their profession in the West, even in the
context of Roman law. To be sure, the battle was uphill all the way, mainly
because, as Peter Stein has remarked, lawyers’ “contribution to a proper
understanding of legal institutions was obscured by their emphasis on
antiquarianism and their acceptance of Roman law as a finished product.”21

Nevertheless, over time, great European jurists overcame excessive rigidity
because as Stein points out, they “made it their profession to become experts
in the intricacies of the Roman law, and to ensure that it moved with the
time.”22 Against their colleagues’ rampant unresponsiveness, in every
European country an elite band of lawyers emerged to help lift the bell jar.

Any government eager to pursue an integrated property system must
therefore draw up a careful strategy for dealing with the legal profession. The
key is choosing the right lawyers. It takes a wise and cunning political leader
to avoid the lawyers skilled at the subtleties of scaring politicians into a state
of immobility and to find instead those who will give legal form to an agenda
for transformation even if it means bucking the system. Unless the reform-
minded politician handpicks his lawyers, he will be at the mercy of the ruling
legal technocrats who will give lip service to reform while subverting it in the
shadows.

Courageous, reform-minded lawyers exist in every nation, and once the
selection criteria for such qualities is clear, the right people can be identified.
Many understand that the primary determinants of change rest outside the
law. In every country I have visited, I have found groups of government
lawyers very familiar with the extralegal sector, striving daily to find
harmony between the formal system and the extralegal arrangements. Some
academic lawyers are also acutely aware that the parallel orders of legal and
extralegal law operate simultaneously. But their work tends to go unnoticed
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in the higher reaches of government, and so they, too, remain invisible.
Indeed, it is nearly a rule that lawyers who are clued in to the existence of the
two orders and are sympathetic with reform are pushed to the margins of
political decision making.

It is these people whom the political leadership must marshal to storm
the status quo and implement an irresistible national program to formalize
property. Such an army, however, does not step forward spontaneously.
Each lawyer must be located and recruited. Altogether, they will form the
vanguard that can make the case of reform to their fellow lawyers. It is they
who will be able to beat back the dinosaurs and explain to the legal
profession in its own language how crucial it is to their own and their
nation’s future to integrate all property into one unified legal system open to
all people. They alone can explain to the rest of the profession that existing
legal procedures have become not simply a nuisance but the insurmountable
obstacle that keeps most of the people of the world from being in a position
to create capital. Lawyers are human, too. Once they understand that the
system they defend is hopelessly outdated, they will react positively.
 

 
 

The Technicians. Developing and former communist countries are forever
spending hundreds of millions of dollars on mapping and computerized
record-keeping technology to modernize their property systems—and they
still cannot integrate their extralegal sectors. This no longer surprises anyone
who has thought hard about the priorities of property reform. In 1993, a
World Bank expert warned that “there has been a tendency to consider land
titling a technical problem. Often the maps are made and surveys carried out,
but the titles are not made or issued because of a blockage in systems or legal
problems.”23

Even the technicians are concerned that they may be too mesmerized by
the amazing new technologies. One of Canada’s foremost experts in land and
information systems has expressed concern that some governments continue
to view mapping as the cornerstone of property:
 

We are currently in danger of perpetuating this myth by trying to
reduce resource management to a geographical information system
(GIS) problem. Technology is attractive; it produces tangible results.
But it is only part of the solution…. Consultants and aid
organizations frequently export systems they are familiar with
(usually their own or ones they have worked with) without giving
sufficient consideration to the needs and constraints of the recipient
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country…. There is a need for more modesty among professional
consultants; there is a need to occasionally admit that they do not
always know the answer or that their system may not be
appropriate.24

 

Property creation programs will continue to fail as long as governments
think that creating property requires only getting acquainted with physical
things—that once they have photographed, surveyed, measured, and
computerized the inventories of their physical assets, they have all the
information required to issue property titles. They do not. Photographs and
inventories only inform authorities of the physical state of the assets; they say
nothing about who really owns those assets or how people have organized
the rights that govern them. All the photographs and computer inventories in
the world cannot tell anyone what local rules enforce these rights or what
network of relationships sustains them. As important as maps and
inventories are to measure and locate the physical assets to which property is
anchored, they do not tell governments how to build the national social
contract that will enable them to create widespread legal property.

The propensity in some countries to squeeze the issues related to property
into the departments of mapping and information technology has obscured
the real nature of property. Property is not really part of the physical world:
its natural habitat is legal and economic. Property is about invisible things,
whereas maps are resemblances of physical things on the ground. Maps
capture the physical information of assets but miss the big picture. Without
the pertinent institutional and economic information about extralegal
arrangements, they cannot capture the reality outside the bell jar. They are
thus unable to do their real job, which is to help anchor the property aspects
of assets in physical reality so as to keep virtuality and physicality in sync.

Until the obstacles to using formal property systems are removed and the
extralegal arrangements have been replaced by the law, people have little
incentive to supply the information necessary to keep maps and databases
updated and reliable. People do not want to get inside the formal property
system because they are eager to be mapped, recorded, or taxed; they will
join the system when its economic benefits are obvious to them and when
they are certain their rights will continue to be protected.

As long as these rights are protected by an extralegal social contract,
people will see no reason to notify authorities of any changes in the
disposition of their assets. Only when formal law replaces extralegal
arrangements as the source of protection for property will people accept its
legitimacy and be interested in providing authorities with the information
required to keep their maps and records current. The place where the social
contract is located determines where the records and maps can be kept
current.
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This is not a trivial point. Technically driven titling projects tend to
degenerate into identification systems for physical stock, outdated Domesday
Books, or historical relics. The mapping and computer industries suffer as a
result. Their project budgets are approved by politicians who expect that
these new methods will incorporate the poor. Once they realize they do not,
the mapping projects get scaled down or terminated. My team and I have
found this happening time and again.

The reason why these technologies work so well in advanced nations,
without the need for much legal and political tinkering, is that the tinkering
was done more than a hundred years ago. The all-encompassing social
contract on property is already firmly in place. When the database systems,
geographical information systems, remote sensing, global positioning
systems, and all the wonderful information technology tools became
available during the past thirty years, they fit neatly into a well-integrated
information and legal infrastructure. Thus the written and graphic
representational devices and facilities for better storage, retrieval, and
manipulation of information could be put to good use.

I am not saying that engineering, systems integration, information
technology companies, equipment vendors, registry advisors, and all the
others who provide property documentation services specialized in surveying,
mapping, and the modernization of registries are unimportant to property
creation—quite the contrary. If appropriately adapted to massive registration
and to operating in an extralegal environment, they are indispensable for
defining physical locations as well as for processing and integrating
information. They will consume most of the money spent on property
reform, but only after the legal and political problems of bringing in the
extralegal sector are solved.
 

 
 

Only true political leadership can coax the law of property out of its
preoccupation with the past and into an appreciation of the present, from
being much too impressed with technology to becoming concerned with the
good of society. Politicians are needed because existing institutions are
inclined to favor and protect the status quo. It is a political task to persuade
technocracy to make itself over and support change.

Political intervention is also necessary because government organizations
within the bell jar are generally not designed to undertake swift, broad
reform programs. They are usually organized as specialized departments, a
structure that makes more sense in developed nations, where only gradual
change is necessary because the law and formal property are already
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functioning for all. Property creation is not at all like a privatization
program, which involves selling only a dozen or so bundles of assets a year.
The goal of property reform is to award property rights for millions of assets
to millions of people in a short time. This means that at least half the job is
about communications. The leaders of property reform need to describe how
popular capitalism will affect many different interest groups, show them the
benefits they will derive from it, and persuade them that it is a win-win
exercise for all segments of society. For the extralegal sector, these leaders
must address their pent-up entrepreneurial energy and demonstrate the
advantages of integrating a new formal law. For the legal sector, they must
explain that the proposed reforms will not hurt legitimate and enforceable
rights and that there will be aggregate gains for all interest groups.

Creating a property system that is accessible to all is primarily a political
job because it has to be kept on track by people who understand that the
final goal of a property system is not drafting elegant statutes, connecting
shiny computers, or printing multicolored maps. The goal of formal property
is to put capital in the hands of the whole nation.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
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By Way of Conclusion
 

Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?

 
—T. S. Eliot, Choruses from “The Rock”

 

 

The Private Club of Globalization
 
Capitalism is in crisis outside the West not because international
globalization is failing but because developing and former communist nations
have been unable to “globalize” capital within their own countries. Most
people in those nations view capitalism as a private club, a discriminatory
system that benefits only the West and the elites who live inside the bell jars
of poor countries.

More people throughout the world may wear Nike shoes and flash their
Casio watches, but even as they consume the goods of the West, they are
quite aware that they still linger at the periphery of the capitalist game. They
have no stake in it. Globalization should not be just about interconnecting
the bell jars of the privileged few. That kind of globalization has existed
before. In the nineteenth century, Europe’s ruling royals were literally one big
family, related by blood and in constant contact about politics and commerce
with their cousins in England, France, Holland, Spain, and Russia.
Capitalism triumphed in the nineteenth century and prevailed throughout the
industrialized world until the Russian Revolution and the Great Depression.
But as Spain’s Ortega y Gasset and the American pundit Walter Lippman
pointed out, despite its dominance and sophistication, the capitalist system
was always vulnerable. The American economist Lester Thurow points out
that as recently as 1941,
 

the United States and Great Britain were essentially the only [major]
capitalist countries left on the face of the earth…. All the rest of the
world were fascists, communists or Third World feudal colonies.
The final crisis of the 1920s and the Great Depression of the 1930s
had brought capitalism to the edge of extinction. The capitalism
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that now seems irresistible could, with just a few missteps, have
vanished.1

 

Latin Americans do not have to be reminded. On at least four occasions
since their independence from Spain in the 1820s, they have tried to become
part of global capitalism and failed. They restructured their debts, stabilized
their economies by controlling inflation, liberalized trade, privatized
government assets (selling their railroads to the British, for example),
undertook debt equity swaps, and overhauled their tax systems. At the
consumer level, the Latin Americans imported all sorts of goods, from
English tweed suits and Church shoes to Model T Fords; they learned English
and French by listening to the radio or records; they danced the Charleston
and the Lambeth Walk, and chewed Chiclets gum. But they never produced
much live capital.

We may now all be benefiting from the communications revolution, and
some may see progress in the fact that the Egyptian Sphinx now stares
directly at the neon sign of a Kentucky Fried Chicken franchise. Nevertheless,
only twenty-five of the world’s two hundred countries produce capital in
sufficient quantity to benefit fully from the division of labor in expanded
global markets. The lifeblood of capitalism is not the Internet or fast-food
franchises. It is capital. Only capital provides the means to support
specialization and the production and exchange of assets in the expanded
market. It is capital that is the source of increasing productivity and therefore
the wealth of nations.

Yet only the Western nations and small enclaves of wealthy people in
developing and former communist nations have the capacity to represent
assets and potential and, therefore, the ability to produce and use capital
efficiently. Capitalism is viewed outside the West with increasing hostility, as
an apartheid regime most cannot enter. There is a growing sense, even
among some elites, that if they have to depend solely and forever on the
kindness of outside capital, they will never be productive players in the
global capitalist game. They are increasingly frustrated at not being masters
of their own fate. Since they have embarked on globalization without
providing their own people with the means to produce capital, they are
beginning to look less like the United States than like mercantilist Latin
America with its disarray of extralegal activity.2 Ten years ago, few would
have compared the former Soviet bloc nations to Latin America. But today
they look astonishingly similar: strong underground economies, glaring
inequality, pervasive mafias, political instability, capital flight, and flagrant
disregard for law.

That is why outside the West advocates of capitalism are intellectually on
the retreat. Ascendant just a decade ago, they are now increasingly viewed as
apologists for the miseries and injustices that still affect the majority of
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people. For example, in 1999 Egypt’s consultative upper house warned the
government “not to be deceived any longer by calls for capitalism and
globalization.”3 Having forgotten the crucial issue of property, capitalism’s
advocates have let themselves become identified as the defenders of the status
quo, blindly trying to enforce existing written law whether it discriminates or
not.

And the law in those countries does discriminate. As I illustrated in
Chapter 2, at least 80 percent of the population in these countries cannot
inject life into their assets and make them generate capital because the law
keeps them out of the formal property system. They have trillions of dollars
in dead capital, but it is as if these were isolated ponds whose waters
disappear into a sterile strip of sand, instead of forming a mighty mass of
water that can be captured in one unified property system and given the form
required to produce capital. People hold and use their assets on the basis of
myriad disconnected informal agreements where accountability is managed
locally. Without the common standards that legal property brings, they lack
the language necessary for their assets to talk to each other. There is no use
urging them to be patient until the benefits of capitalism trickle down their
way. That will never happen until the firm foundations of formal property
are in place.

Meanwhile, the promoters of capitalism, still arrogant on their victory
over communism, have yet to understand that their macroeconomic reforms
are not enough. We must not forget that globalization is occurring because
developing and former communist nations are opening up their once
protected economies, stabilizing their currencies, and drafting regulatory
frameworks to enhance international trade and private investment. All of this
is good. What is not so good is that these reforms assume that these
countries’ populations are already integrated into the legal system and have
the same ability to use their resources in the open market. They do not.

As I have argued in Chapter 3, most people cannot participate in an
expanded market because they do not have access to a legal property rights
system that represents their assets in a manner that makes them widely
transferable and fungible, that allows them to be encumbered and permits
their owners to be held accountable. So long as the assets of the majority are
not properly documented and tracked by a property bureaucracy, they are
invisible and sterile in the marketplace.

By stabilizing and adjusting by “the book,” the globalizers’
macroeconomic programs have dramatically rationalized the economic
management of developing countries. But because their book does not
address the fact that most people do not have property rights, they have done
only a fraction of the work required to create a comprehensive capitalist
system and market economy. Their tools are designed to work in countries
where systematized law has been “globalized” internally, when inclusive
property rights systems that link up to efficient monetary and investment
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instruments are in place—something these countries have yet to achieve.
Too many policymakers have taken an Olympian view of the

globalization process. Once they stabilized and adjusted at the macro level,
allowing legal business and foreign investors to prosper and orthodox
economists to control the treasury, they felt they had fulfilled their duty.
Because they concentrated only on policies dealing with the aggregates, they
did not inquire whether people had the means to participate in an expanded
market system. They forgot that people are the fundamental agents of
change. They forgot to focus on the poor. And they made that enormous
omission because they do not operate with the concept of class in mind. In
the words of one of their most outstanding pundits, they do not have “the
ability to comprehend, however dimly, how other people live.”4

Economic reformers have left the issue of property for the poor in the
hands of conservative legal establishments uninterested in changing the status
quo. As a result, the assets of the majority of their citizens have remained
dead capital stuck in the extralegal sector. This is why the advocates of
globalization and free market reforms are beginning to be perceived as the
self-satisfied defenders of the interests of those who dominate the bell jar.
 

Facing Up to Marx’s Ghost
 
Most economic reform programs in poor economies may be falling into the
trap that Karl Marx foresaw: The great contradiction of the capitalist system
is that it creates its own demise because it cannot avoid concentrating capital
in a few hands. By not giving the majority access to expanded markets, these
reforms are leaving a fertile field for class confrontation—a capitalist and
free market economy for the privileged few who can concretize their property
rights, and relative poverty for a large undercapitalized sector incapable of
leveraging its own assets.

Class confrontations, in this day and age? Didn’t that concept come
down with the Berlin Wall? Unfortunately, it did not. This may be hard for a
citizen in an advanced nation to understand because in the West those
discontented with the system live in “pockets of poverty.” Misery in
developing and former communist nations, however, is not contained in
pockets; it is spread throughout society. What few pockets exist in those
countries are pockets of wealth. What the West calls “the underclass” is here
the majority. And in the past, when their rising expectations were not met,
that mass of angry poor brought apparently solid elites to their knees (as in
Iran, Venezuela, and Indonesia). In most countries outside the West,
governments depend on strong intelligence services, and their elites live
behind fortress-like walls for good reason.
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Today, to a great extent, the difference between advanced nations and
the rest of the world is that between countries where formal property is
widespread and countries where classes are divided into those who can fix
property rights and produce capital and those who cannot. If extralegal
property rights are not accommodated, these societies may muddle along
with their dual economies—with the so-called law-abiding sector on one side
and the impoverished extralegal sector on the other. But as information and
communications continue to improve and the poor become better informed
of what they do not have, the bitterness over legal apartheid is bound to
grow. At some point, those outside the bell jar will be mobilized against the
status quo by people with political agendas that thrive on discontent. “If we
do not invent ways to make globalization more inclusive,” says Klaus
Schwab of the World Economic Forum, “we have to face the prospect of a
resurgence of the acute social confrontations of the past, magnified at the
international level.”5

The Cold War may have ended, but the old class arguments have not
disappeared. Subversive activities and an upsurge of ethnic and cultural
conflicts around the world prove that when people are extremely dissatisfied
they continue to constitute themselves into classes based on shared injuries.
Newsweek notes that in the Americas since the 1980s, “each of these
struggles has its own unique history, but the fighters all vilify the same
enemy: the new face of Latin American capitalism.”6 In such situations, the
Marxist tool kit is better geared to explain class conflict than capitalist
thinking, which has no comparable analysis or even a serious strategy for
reaching the poor in the extralegal sector. Capitalists generally have no
systemic explanation of how the people in the underclass got where they are
and how the system could be changed to raise them up.

We must not underestimate the latent power of Marxist integrated theory
at a time when masses of people with little hope are looking for a cohesive
worldview to improve their desperate economic prospects. In a period of
economic boom, there tends to be little time for deep thinking. Crisis,
however, has a way of sharpening the mind’s need for order and
explanations into obsession. Marxist thinking, in whatever form it reappears
—and it will—supplies a much mightier array of concepts for grappling with
the political problems of capitalism outside the West than capitalist thinking
does.

Marx’s insights into capital, as George Soros recently observed, are often
more sophisticated than those of Adam Smith.7 Marx understood clearly that
“in themselves, money and commodities are no more capital than are the
means of productions and of subsistence. That they want transforming into
capital.”8 He also understood that if assets could be converted into
commodities and made to interact in markets, they could express values that
are imperceptible to the senses but can be captured to produce rents. For
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Marx, property was an important issue because it was clear to him that those
who appropriated the assets obtained much more than just their physical
attributes. As a result, the Marxist intellectual tool kit has left anticapitalists
powerful ways to explain why private property will necessarily put assets in
the hands of the rich at the expense of the poor.

For those who have not noticed, the arsenal of anticapitalism and
antiglobalization is building up. Today, there are serious statistics that
provide the anticapitalists with just the ammunition they need to argue that
capitalism is a transfer of property from poorer to richer countries and that
Western private investment in developing nations is nothing short of a
massive takeover of their resources by multinationals. The number of flashy
cars, luxurious homes, and California-style shopping malls may have
increased in most developing and former communist nations over the past
decade, but so have the poor. Nancy Birdsall and Juan Luis Londoño’s
research shows that poverty has grown faster and income distribution has
worsened over the last decade.9 According to a 1999 United Nations
“Human Development Report,” gross domestic product in the Russian
Federation fell by 41 percent from 1990 to 1997, driving millions into the
extralegal sector. The life expectancy of the Russian male has dropped four
full years—to fifty-eight. The report blames the transition to capitalism and
the effects of globalization.

These research efforts provide us with healthy warning signals, but they
are also putting in place the intellectual missiles needed to discourage
privatization programs and global capitalism. It is crucial, therefore, to
recognize the latent Marxist paradigms and then add what we have learned
in the century since Marx died. We can now demonstrate that although
Marx clearly saw that a parallel economic life can be generated alongside
physical assets themselves—that “the productions of the human brain
appeared as independent beings endowed with life”10—he did not quite
grasp that formal property was not simply an instrument for appropriation
but also the means to motivate people to create real additional usable value.
Moreover, he did not see that it is the mechanisms contained in the property
system itself that give assets and the labor invested in them the form required
to create capital. Although Marx’s analysis of how assets become
transcendent and serve greater social uses when they become exchangeable is
fundamental to understanding wealth, he was not able to foresee to what
degree legal property systems would become crucial vehicles for the
enhancement of exchange value.

Marx understood better than anyone else in his time that in economics
there is no greater blindness than seeing resources exclusively in terms of
their physical properties. He was well aware that capital was “an
independent substance…in which money and commodities are mere forms
which it assumes and casts off in turn.”11 But he lived in a time when it was
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probably still too soon to see how formal property could, through
representation, make those same resources serve additional functions and
produce surplus value. Consequently, Marx could not see how it would be in
everyone’s interest to increase the range of the beneficiaries of property.
Property titles were only the visible tip of a growing formal property iceberg.
The rest of the iceberg is now an enormous man-made facility for drawing
out the economic potential of assets. That is why Marx did not fully
understand that legal property is the indispensable process that fixes and
deploys capital, that without property mankind cannot convert the fruits of
its labor into fungible, liquid forms that can be differentiated, combined,
divided, and invested to produce surplus value. He did not realize that a
good legal property system, like a Swiss army knife, has many more
mechanisms than just the elementary “ownership” blade.

Much of Marx’s thought is outdated because the situation today is not
the same as in Marx’s Europe. Potential capital is no longer the privilege of
the few. After Marx’s death, the West finally managed to set up a legal
framework that gave most people access to property and the tools of
production. Marx would probably be shocked to find how in developing
countries much of the teeming mass does not consist of oppressed legal
proletarians but of oppressed extralegal small entrepreneurs with a sizeable
amount of assets.

Admiration for good property systems should not blind us to the fact
that, as Marx noted, these systems can also be used for theft. The world will
always be full of sharks expert at using property paper to skim off wealth
from unsuspecting people. Yet one cannot oppose formal property systems
for this reason, any more than one should abolish computers or automobiles
because people use them to commit crimes. If Marx were alive today and saw
the misappropriation of resources that has occurred on both sides of the
former Iron Curtain, he would probably agree that looting can happen with
or without property and that controlling thievery depends more on the
exercise of power than on property. In addition, though Marx gave “surplus
value” a very specific definition, its meaning is not chained to his pen. People
have always produced surplus value: pyramids, cathedrals, expensive armies,
to name a few examples. Clearly much of today’s surplus value in the West
has originated not in scandalously expropriated labor time but in the way
that property has given minds the mechanisms with which to extract
additional work from commodities.

Like all of us, Marx was influenced by the social conditions and
technologies of his time. The expropriation of small proprietors from their
means of subsistence, the access to private property rights stemming from
feudal title, the robbery of common lands, the enslavement of aboriginal
populations, the looting of the conquered, and the “commercial hunting of
black skins” by the colonial system may all have been essential preconditions
for what Marx called the “primitive accumulation of capital.” These
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conditions are difficult to repeat today. Attitudes have changed—to no little
extent because of Marx’s own writings. Looting, slavery, and colonialism
now have no government’s imprimatur. Most countries today are parties to
treaties such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and have
constitutions that provide equal access to property rights as one of the
fundamental rights of humankind.

Moreover, as we saw in Chapter 6, authorities in developing countries
have not been reticent in giving the poor access to assets. The bulk of
spontaneous extralegal buildings and businesses in cities throughout the
Second and Third Worlds may not have been formally titled, but
governments have accepted (if only tacitly) their existence and ownership
arrangements. In many developing countries during this century, large tracts
of land have been given to poor farmers as part of agrarian reform programs
(though without the property representations necessary to create capital).
Nor have authorities in those countries been reluctant to earmark budgets for
property issues. Billions of dollars have been spent on activities related to
registering ownership.
 

Property Makes Capital “Mind Friendly”
 
Throughout this book I have been trying to demonstrate that we now have
enough evidence to make substantial progress in development. With it in
hand we can move beyond the stagnant “left versus right” debate on
property and avoid having to fight the same old battles all over again.
Formal property is more than just ownership. As we saw in Chapter 3, it has
to be viewed as the indispensable process that provides people with the tools
to focus their thinking on those aspects of their resources from which they
can extract capital. Formal property is more than a system for titling,
recording, and mapping assets—it is an instrument of thought, representing
assets in such a way that people’s minds can work on them to generate
surplus value. That is why formal property must be universally accessible: to
bring everyone into one social contract where they can cooperate to raise
society’s productivity.

What distinguishes a good legal property system is that it is “mind
friendly.” It obtains and organizes knowledge about recorded assets in forms
we can control. It collects, integrates, and coordinates not only data on assets
and their potential but also our thoughts about them. In brief, capital results
from the ability of the West to use property systems to represent their
resources in a virtual context. Only there can minds meet to identify and
realize the meaning of assets for humankind.

The revolutionary contribution of an integrated property system is that it
solves a basic problem of cognition. Our five senses are not sufficient for us
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to process the complex reality of an expanded market, much less a globalized
one. We need to have the economic facts about ourselves and our resources
boiled down to essentials that our minds can easily grasp. A good property
system does that—it puts assets into a form that lets us distinguish their
similarities, differences, and connecting points with other assets. It fixes them
in representations that the system tracks as they travel through time and
space. In addition, it allows assets to become fungible by representing them
to our minds so that we can easily combine, divide, and mobilize them to
produce higher-valued mixtures. This capacity of property to represent
aspects of assets in forms that allow us to recombine them so as to make
them even more useful is the mainspring of economic growth, since growth is
all about obtaining high-valued outputs from low-valued inputs.

A good legal property system is a medium that allows us to understand
each other, make connections, and synthesize knowledge about our assets to
enhance our productivity. It is a way to represent reality that lets us
transcend the limitations of our senses. Well-crafted property representations
enable us to pinpoint the economic potential of resources so as to enhance
what we can do with them. They are not “mere paper”: they are mediating
devices that give us useful knowledge about things that are not manifestly
present.

Property records point our knowledge about things toward an end, to
borrow from Thomas Aquinas, “just as the arrow is moved by the archer.”12

By representing economic aspects of the things we own and assembling them
into categories that our minds can quickly grasp, property documents reduce
the costs of dealing with assets and increase their value commensurately. This
notion, that the value of things can be increased by reducing the costs of
knowing them and transacting with them, is one of Nobel laureate Ronald
Coase’s major contributions. In his treatise “The Nature of the Firm,” Coase
established that the costs of carrying out transactions can be substantially
reduced within the controlled and coordinated context of a firm.13 In this
sense, property systems are like Coase’s firm—controlled environments to
reduce transaction costs.

The capacity of property to reveal the capital that is latent in the assets
we accumulate is born out of the best intellectual tradition of controlling our
environment in order to prosper. For thousands of years our wisest men have
been telling us that life has different degrees of reality, many of them
invisible, and that it is only by constructing representational devices that we
will be able to access them. In Plato’s famous analogy, we are likened to
prisoners chained in a cave with our backs to the entrance so that all we can
know of the world are the shadows cast on the wall in front of us. The truth
that this illustration consecrates is that many things that guide our destiny
are not self-evident. That is why civilization has worked hard to fashion
representational systems to access and grasp the part of our reality that is
virtual and to represent it in terms we can understand.
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As Margaret Boden puts it, “Some of the most important human
creations have been new representational systems. These include formal
notations, such as Arabic numerals (not forgetting zero), chemical formulae,
or the staves, minims, and crotchets used by musicians. [Computer]
programming languages are a more recent example.”14 Representational
systems such as mathematics and integrated property help us manipulate and
order the complexities of the world in a manner that we can all understand
and that allows us to communicate regarding issues that we could not
otherwise handle. They are what the philosopher Daniel Dennett has called
“prosthetic extensions of the mind.”15 Through representations we bring key
aspects of the world into being so as to change the way we think about it.
The philosopher John Searle has noted that by human agreement we can
assign “a new status to some phenomenon, where that status has an
accompanying function that cannot be performed solely in virtue of the
intrinsic physical features of the phenomenon in question.”16 This seems to
me very close to what legal property does: It assigns to assets, by social
contract, in a conceptual universe, a status that allows them to perform
functions that generate capital.

This notion that we organize reality in a conceptual universe is at the
center of philosophy worldwide. The French philosopher Michel Foucault
labeled it the région médiane that provides a system of switches (codes
fondamentaux) that constitutes the secret network where society establishes
the ever-expanding range of its potential (les conditions de possibilité).17 I
see formal property as a kind of switchyard that allows us to extend the
potential of the assets that we accumulate further and further, each time
increasing capital. I have also benefited from Karl Popper’s notion of World
3—a separate reality from World 1 of physical objects and World 2 of
mental states—where the products of our minds take on an autonomous
existence that affects the way we deal with physical reality.18 And it is to this
conceptual world that formal property takes us—a world where the West
organizes knowledge about assets and extracts from them the potential to
generate capital.

And so formal property is this extraordinary thing, much bigger than
simple ownership. Unlike tigers and wolves, who bare their teeth to protect
their territory, man, physically a much weaker animal, has used his mind to
create a legal environment—property—to protect his territory. Without
anyone fully realizing it, the representational system the West created to
settle territorial claims took on a life of its own, providing the knowledge
base and rules necessary to fix and realize capital.
 

The Enemies of Representations
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Ironically, the enemies of capitalism have always seemed more aware of the
virtual origin of capital than capitalists themselves. It is this virtual aspect of
capitalism that they find so insidious and dangerous. Capitalism, charges
Viviane Forrester in her best-seller L’Horreur économique, “has invaded
physical as well as virtual space…. It has confiscated and hidden wealth like
never before, it has taken it out of the reach of people by hiding it in the
form of symbols. Symbols have become the subjects of abstract exchanges
that take place nowhere else than in their virtual world.”19 Consciously or
unconsciously, Forrester is part of a long tradition of being uncomfortable
with economic representations of virtual reality—those “metaphysical
subtleties” that Marx thought were nevertheless necessary to understand and
accumulate wealth.20

This fear of the virtuality of capital is understandable. Every time
civilization comes up with a novel way of using representations to manage
the physical world, people become suspicious. When Marco Polo returned
from China, he shocked Europeans with the news that the Chinese used not
metal but paper money, which people quickly denounced as alchemy. The
European world resisted representative money into the nineteenth century.
The latest forms of derivative money—electronic money, wire transfers, and
the now omnipresent credit card—also took time to be accepted. As
representations of value become less ponderous and more virtual, people are
understandably skeptical. New forms of property derivatives (such as
mortgage-backed securities) may help form additional capital, but they also
make understanding economic life more complex. And so people are inclined
to be more comfortable with the image of the noble perspiring workers of
Soviet and Latin American murals, toiling in the fields or operating their
machines, than with capitalists wheeling and dealing titles, shares, and bonds
in the virtual reality of their computers. It is as if working with
representations dirties your hands more than working with dirt and grease.

Like all representative systems—from written language to money and
cyber symbols—property paper has been seen by many intellectuals as an
instrument of deceit and oppression. Negative attitudes to representations
have been powerful undercurrents in the formation of political ideas. The
French philosopher Jacques Derrida recalls in De la Grammatologie how
Jean Jacques Rousseau argued that writing was an important cause of human
inequality. For Rousseau, those with the knowledge of writing could control
written laws and official paper and, thus, the destiny of people. Claude Lévi-
Strauss has also argued that “the primary function of written communication
is to facilitate subjugation.”21

I am as aware as any anticapitalist of how representational systems,
particularly those of capitalism, have been used to exploit and conquer, how
they have left the many at the mercy of the few. I have discussed in this book
how official paper has been used for outright domination. And yet the art
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and science of representation is one of the girders of modern society. No
amount of ranting and raving against writing, electronic money, cyber
symbols, and property paper will make them disappear. Instead we must
make representational systems simpler and more transparent and work hard
to help people understand them. Otherwise, legal apartheid will persist, and
the tools to create wealth will remain in the hands of those who live inside
the bell jar.
 

Is Succeeding at Capitalism a Cultural Thing?
 
Think of Bill Gates, the world’s most successful and wealthiest entrepreneur.
Apart from his personal genius, how much of his success is due to his
cultural background and his “Protestant ethic”? And how much is due to the
legal property system of the United States?

How many software innovations could he have made without patents to
protect them? How many deals and long-term projects could he have carried
out without enforceable contracts? How many risks could he have taken at
the beginning without limited liability systems and insurance policies? How
much capital could he have accumulated without property records in which
to fix and store that capital? How many resources could he have pooled
without fungible property representations? How many other people would
he have made millionaires without being able to distribute stock options?
How many economies of scale could he have benefited from if he had to
operate on the basis of dispersed cottage industries that could not be
combined? How would he pass on the rights to his empire to his children and
colleagues without hereditary succession?

I do not think Bill Gates or any entrepreneur in the West could be
successful without property rights systems based on a strong, well-integrated
social contract. I humbly suggest that before any brahmin who lives in a bell
jar tries to convince us that succeeding at capitalism requires certain cultural
traits, we should first try to see what happens when developing and former
communist countries establish property rights systems that can create capital
for everyone.

Throughout history people have confused the efficiency of the
representational tools they have inherited to create surplus value with the
inherent values of their culture. They forget that often what gives an edge to
a particular group of people is the innovative use they make of a
representational system developed by another culture. For example,
Northerners had to copy the legal institutions of ancient Rome to organize
themselves and learn the Greek alphabet and the Arabic number symbols and
systems to convey information and calculate. And so, today, few are aware
of the tremendous edge that formal property systems have given Western
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societies. As a result, many Westerners have been led to believe that what
underpins their successful capitalism is the work ethic they have inherited or
the existential anguish created by their religions—in spite of the fact that
people all over the world all work hard when they can and that existential
angst or overbearing mothers are not Calvinist or Jewish monopolies. (I am
as anxious as any Calvinist in history, especially on Sunday evenings, and in
the overbearing mother sweepstakes, I would put mine in Peru up against
any woman in New York.) Therefore, a great part of the research agenda
needed to explain why capitalism fails outside the West remains mired in a
mass of unexamined and largely untestable assumptions labeled “culture,”
whose main effect is to allow too many of those who live in the privileged
enclaves of this world to enjoy feeling superior.

One day these cultural arguments will peel away as the hard evidence of
the effects of good political institutions and property law sink in. In the
meantime, as Foreign Affairs’ Fareed Zakaria has observed,
 

Culture is hot. By culture I don’t mean Wagner and Abstract
Expressionism—they’ve always been hot—but rather culture as an
explanation for social phenomena…. Cultural explanations persist
because intellectuals like them. They make valuable the detailed
knowledge of countries’ histories, which intellectuals have in great
supply. They add an air of mystery and complexity to the study of
societies…. But culture itself can be shaped and changed. Behind so
many cultural attitudes, tastes, and preferences lie the political and
economic forces that shaped them.22

 

This is not to say that culture does not count. All people in the world
have specific preferences, skills, and patterns of behavior that can be
regarded as cultural. The challenge is fathoming which of these traits are
really the ingrained, unchangeable identity of a people and which are
determined by economic and legal constraints. Is illegal squatting on real
estate in Egypt and Peru the result of ancient, ineradicable nomadic
traditions among the Arabs and the Quechuas’ back-and-forth custom of
cultivating crops at different vertical levels of the Andes? Or does it happen
because in both Egypt and Peru it takes more than fifteen years to obtain
legal property rights to desert land? In my experience squatting is mainly due
to the latter. When people have access to an orderly mechanism to settle land
that reflects the social contract, they will take the legal route, and only a
minority, like anywhere else, will insist on extralegal appropriation. Much
behavior that is today attributed to cultural heritage is not the inevitable
result of people’s ethnic or idiosyncratic traits but of their rational evaluation
of the relative costs and benefits of entering the legal property system.

Legal property empowers individuals in any culture, and I doubt that
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property per se directly contradicts any major culture. Vietnamese, Cuban,
and Indian migrants have clearly had few problems adapting to U.S. property
law. If correctly conceived, property law can reach beyond cultures to
increase trust between them and, at the same time, reduce the costs of
bringing things and thoughts together.23 Legal property sets the exchange
rates between different cultures and thus gives them a bedrock of economic
commonalities from which to do business with each other.
 

The Only Game in Town
 
I am convinced that capitalism has lost its way in developing and former
communist nations. It is not equitable. It is out of touch with those who
should be its largest constituency, and instead of being a cause that promises
opportunity for all, capitalism appears increasingly as the leitmotif of a self-
serving guild of businessmen and their technocracies. I hope this book has
conveyed my belief that this state of affairs is relatively easy to correct—
provided that governments are willing to accept the following:

 

1. The situation and potential of the poor need to be better
documented.

2. All people are capable of saving.
3. What the poor are missing are the legally integrated property

systems that can convert their work and savings into capital.
4. Civil disobedience and the mafias of today are not marginal

phenomena but the result of people marching by the billions from
life organized on a small scale to life on a big scale.

5. In this context, the poor are not the problem but the solution.
6. Implementing a property system that creates capital is a political

challenge because it involves getting in touch with people, grasping
the social contract, and overhauling the legal system.

 

With its victory over communism, capitalism’s old agenda for economic
progress is exhausted and requires a new set of commitments. It makes no
sense continuing to call for open economies without facing the fact that the
economic reforms underway open the doors only for small and globalized
elites and leave out most of humanity. At present, capitalist globalization is
concerned with interconnecting only the elites that live inside the bell jars. To
lift the bell jars and do away with property apartheid will require going
beyond the existing borders of both economics and law.
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I am not a die-hard capitalist. I do not view capitalism as a credo. Much
more important to me are freedom, compassion for the poor, respect for the
social contract, and equal opportunity. But for the moment, to achieve those
goals, capitalism is the only game in town. It is the only system we know that
provides us with the tools required to create massive surplus value.

I love being from the Third World because it represents such a marvelous
challenge—that of making a transition to a market-based capitalist system
that respects people’s desires and beliefs. When capital is a success story not
only in the West but everywhere, we can move beyond the limits of the
physical world and use our minds to soar into the future.
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